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PREFACE

Pa pe rs printed inthig volume are a selection from papers given by
Members of The,..AuStralian College of Education at the Twelfth Annual
Conference held in Perth in May, 1971. The theme of the Conference was
"Planning for Effective Education",

/The Presidential Address by Dr. Wm. C. Radfoll was given at tho
Official Opening of the Conference in Winthrop Hall. All the other papers
were given at the Secondary Teachers' College.

It is regretted that publication could not be given to all papers but
this was due to lack of space. The Publications Committee endeavoured
to cover as wide a field as possible in selecting papers, keeping in mind
the quality of the papers.

A complete list of all' papers presented is published in the Proceedings
of the Twelfth Annual Conference.
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PEOPLE, POLICIES AND PLANNING
Wm. C. M.B.E., M.A., WED., PH.D., F.A.C.E.

Director, Amt. Council for Educational Research, Melbourne

Homo sum. Humani nihil a me alienum puto.
I am a man and deem in human nature
Nothing unworthy of my sympathY.

So Terence. some 2,0(X) years past. We are iner3ibcs one of ,another.
So St. Paul in his letter to the Ephesians.
No Man is an Island. So John Donne some L600 tears later.
And so this College. and all constructive educators since, now, and I .hope
for alt. time to come. Our theme for the next few days is planning for an
effective education. In that title planning comes first; in the title of this
address I have deliberately placed it last and begun with peopledeliberately
so that we may not forget that at the heart of every worthwhile policy
and every effective plan stand the persons for whose good they are intended.
I should, in F have begun with PERSON rather than PEOPLE, tiecause
though men in concerted action may solve problems beyond the power of
a single human. I believe no contribution to our individual or to our
common welfare can come "except from the unfett red and untrammelled
workings of the single human brain, pitted agains . tested by, forced to
account for its conclusions, and to justify them to Ithers equally free. Yet
there are times when I fear, and fear deeply, that e may fail to use our
individuality in this way, that the blight of herd behaviour may overcome
our readiness to bank upon individual, reduce our capacity to respond to
individual need, our ability to see the persims who make up the people.
Our herd grows bigger. its members mo're dependent one on another, and
those who can manipulate the minds of groups and influence their action,
thereby more dangerous. Increasingly our modes of social and economic
organization, our very ways of thinking, seem to me to be encouraging
even our necessary rebels to adopt the mental stancit of others. Too many
declare themselves unfettered while manacling themselves; bound to others
by the bonds of accepted ideologies, pr chained to a belief in the eternity
of what are no more than current and changing conc:tpts for which there
is no fixed and irrevocable form, but which are, rightly endugh, the concepts
on which our communality must rest. They are concepts which grow onlj,
by experience, and by thought.upon that experience. They are the concepts
of freedom and responsibility, of liberty and licence, of equality and justice,
of love and hate, and of tolerance and bigotry. They are concepts of which
the poverty or richness must be based on deep and long thought on the
nature of man, and therefore of the desirable purposes 'to which he miy
with satisfaction commit himself..Such thought cannot be taken ready made
from the shelf by the members of any generation if they are to feel com-
mitted to a point of view. Its renewal and its improvement are matters of
great moment to ail of us. The obligation upon each of us .to undertake
such thought, to assimilate our experiences, to deepen and widen our under-

'standing and our sympathies, isTrhaps the hardest obligation that we
bear in our human condition.
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I have as I said therefore placed the person in the forefront of this
Presidential address. In this assembly I do not believe I need to draw with
clear lines the links between policy and planning, eyept to remind you
again that in our deliberations over the next few drys whatever may be
said of planning. of its imp.qtanc2. and the relined and scholarly skill which
it requires. it has no value without clear policy to justify and to control it.
as well as to provide goals by which its success may be judged. It is
because I appreciate the enormous importance of those clear plici3 and
the planning that derives from them, their iniVrtance for my future and
yours, for those of the generations behind tis t*hat we have begouen. and
those who are now following them, that I propose to concentrate most of
my attention upon people, for 'whom alone the policies, and the planning
have relevance.

Who then are these people. and in particular who are the people with
whom this College is concerned? No narrowly defined group. this, We are
honoured in our ranks by ntembers whose concern covers all ages and all
interests, whose work must be "from the putt* on until the putting off
of this mortal coil-. We .must be so concerned, if education is in any way
involved in making of us what our genes give us of capacity. and our
settings give as (!f powers to realize that capacity. There is. we now know
and We are now beginning to plan for, no given point in the time of a
human life when we can-sayhere education begins or must begin, or here
education ends or must end. It is life-long in literal truth. In our human
condition at all ages we are enlarged or diminished by the opportunities
for the accommodation and assimilation of experience which education
provides, enlarged when we can and do accept the' opportunities when the
decision rests _with ourselves, and diminished when for one reason or
another we cannot or do not acsept them.

. We cannot not be concerned therefore with the circumstances under
which the .newborn of our times begin thoir existence: I. tItere is aught of
knowledge about the nutrition of the ore-born arid th new-born, about
prenatal and post-natal environment, that is vital for th healthy condition
of sinew and nerve and 'cortex with ich -the newborn enters the physical
world -we have prepared for him, an tat mother and family should know,
then we'must be.concerned '11!kt_ that knowledge e known, and to the best
of our capacity, that the knowfte be used. What we'know with certainty
about the diet of the mother, the intake of alcohol, of nicotine, of drugs
of more potency still,and their irremediable or remediable effect on 'the
capacity of the newborn child, his capacity for perception. for rapid assimilit-
tion of the input of his senses, for neural integration Of sensation, for
absorption to the best,advantage of food and drink, ought to- be part of
the genuine folk-wisAm of the family. to the intcnt that no child enter
the world with less than his potential. For it is here that the beginnings
of avoidable inequalities between persons lie. We. must in sober earnest
he aware that there are no ways that we yet know to guarantee that all
children enter this world equal in -physical capacity. equal in mental
capacity, equal in the opportunities that they will see. and ,take, to make
the most of those capacities. We cannot whatever we wilL, guarantee such
equality, but we can with the will to action do much greatly to reduce the

10
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present avoidable inequalities. But as to what we may do, we arc not
yet quite so certain. -Many of the social liction programmes that come so
quickly to mind are, of course. unpeoven. there are somo of us who arc
'convinced of tilt: need for such programs, who though accepting doubts
about their' efficacy., nonetheless believe that sonic action must be under-
taken, and that now.

Tell the mothers and fathers of the future while they are in the
schools, some of us are saying, 'tell them of the dietary and sensory nutrition
needed by the pre-born and the newborn, tell theni of the mental, social
and sensory environment needeif for children to thrive best, with the physical
constitution they need, and the problem may be solved.

Or .tstablish more prenatal and post-natal clinics, fixed and mobile,
anti stall them not only with welfare nurses hut with qualified experts in
cognitive and affective and motoric development and all will be well. All
children will then be equal: all may face the world with 'equal confidence
that ,nothing is beyond their reach.

Or/face the fact that some children will be deprived before they reach
birth, or deprived in the next feW years, by ignorance or neglect or simple
lack oi understanding by their parents. Give them as sootfas their deprivation
can be established coMpens,ation for it by specialist help, and again an
equality will be established so that all things will be.possible to -all men.'

Or accept that the imperfect world we live in has been lashioiked by
people with a less well developed social conscience than we haVe m this
generaVn, accept that there are those in_ that world at school or elsewhere
with less of their potential developed than it should be., .and .give them a
far greater proportion of our time and energy than we give to their mat,erial-
ly more fortunate colleagues. Discriminate, not against them, bilnor them.
Give tn the .best teachers and the best conditions and they will be able
to "cah up-. Give them everyihing needed to 'remedy their deficiencies,

.to bring them sooner or later to a mark in their progression to maturity
where they'will be indistinguishable in merit from their contemporaries.

There are others who say that the problem is a simple one. A b'ettel,
distribution of income; more money available to poor families, and therefore
better life conditions are the -simple answers. All else derives from better
p9terial conditions.

There re still others of us less certain both of the effiea of the
proposed programs, and much less optimistic about their acceptan
fruitful use by those we think to be in dire need. An educative program
for prospective parents as well as for those practising parenthoodthat
has much to commend it as of' likely benefit, but how do we ensure .that
all those addressed by it.profit in proportion to their children's need? May
we compete participation in such activities? Do we require a repeat course
when there seems to .have been less gained than :we think normal? And
.who' are the 'we' prescribing and requiring such treatments for ourselves
and our fellows? Dare we order such participation until we are certain of
its effect? Will we eVer be so certain that its benefits will produee all possible
equality 'that we will dare to require such compulsory inoculation for

'NI
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educational health? Or mav this kind of action be the final nail in the
coflinc4 freedom of personal choice by parents of their children's formative
environntent?

May we not become like ChestertOn's "new, unhappy lords", so that,
like them "the load of (our) loveless pity be worse than the ;Incient wrongs".

Or in the inexpressibly poignant words of your own \Jack Davey, in
"whitherr is the alternative' to

"leave Us now to continue our crying,

:There's nothing left for us now but the terror of dying".

I do nor know, and niost of yon will share my doubts. I do know that
there are children being born into this community, even while I speak;
who, though perhaps equally well endowed in all physical respects, will have
very different futures. In our concern about people we must he aware that
for many the future will not depend on that endow-mem, but on the circum-
stances in which it will be able to operate. Whether that awareness arouses
mental and spiritual disturbancui in sufficient of us will determine whether
anything is done about it; and the action taken will depend both upon the
numbers of us so disturbed, the positions of responsibility which we'bear,
and our willingness and capacity to influence decisions about the disposal
of our private and our public surpluses. We give the impression all too
often that we are centralists at heart, that unless action springs from our
parliamentary mouthpieces little if anything can be done. We seem often
to forget I hat what we give of our money to create those mouthpieces and
fund their policies is still but a part of our total affluence. It leaves us still
with a .vast fund of private time, and private energy and private resources.
It would be a soulless and sterile society indeed in which we lived, were it
not for the willingness of many humans to help their kind without conscious
thought of duty or obligation, were it not for the liking of others again for
activities and interests Of their own and not of public devising, for their
willingness to persuade others to develop and cultivate like interests and
ultimately to share in joint activity. The role of a professional body such
as our College in,dealing with the problems of inequalitY is ono we have
not yet confronted the hydra with enonah effective weapons. Nor have
we begun seriously to question the weapons we are using even now, or
examine in necissary detail the causes in which they are Wielded. But I
have digressed a littc from one of the themes I want most to leave with
you. Until we, and I extend that 'we' in this assembly beyond our college
membershipuntil we have shown a willinaness to sacrte much in time
and money to eradicate all possible sources of unnecessary incquality, it
is the heiaht of hypocrisy' to expect others to act to do so. In climinatina
the man-m4,de deficiencies of environment which will prejudice the capacity
of the child to realize his' endowment, there is a place, and 4 large place
for the voluntary action of informed men and Women, people dedicated to
the principle of direct, personal and unmediated help for those less fortunate.
There is strength in numbers, and where two or three are gathered together
there will often be more done than by those acting singly. But help of this
kind begins with an individual:with me and with you doing what we can

12
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aith may move nimintains. but it must beyin by moving little mole than_itli
the time, and lhe 111011CV, alld 1114' tilt:111114'S whiC11 we 11.114' al 11.110

the gram.of .,...and Hie 1.11111 411 011C Mall 111 111e Valtlt., of a 11110 lit'141 OM '
III ;mottle! Itiuggling upwalds to share his light, this iii,6, sec111 little beside
die massive MA. Of the task in bi inging all those who snuggle up to that
sanit light, but then., is no substitute for such a demonstration of possibility.
and no greatcr ink±..ation to those- unceitain 41' the worth of thcir owfl .

feeling,towards action. ()lily by listening to the still small voice of someone
'else's need can we give those VOICes die opportunity to sound like clarion
call to action.'

In the educational woild that you and I share, another great watershed
of opportunny occurs in the ears at and innuediately beyond the tipper
limit of compulsory schooling. .I hough the l'iekl Maral's baton still
occasionatly comes out of the early leaver's knapsack, the occasions are
fewer and further between. .I he chances of understanding. of intelligent
participation in or intelligent Lejection of aspects of our present society and
its future image and there N personal satisfaction in.. both. I believe. if
they lead to action .such chances tire evidently for .most of the human
speCies bound up with the experience of education within specially arranged
centres and the development. from that experience, of those kinds oreom-
petence which it alone can give in our kind of society. The very early leaver
is today a rare phenomenon, bat the numbers who leave schools and
colleges before they have adequately explored their interests and. fostered
their native capacity to the point where they know its wtential and what
they might achieve with it, are still too high.

Again becanse there is room for different opinionS, and for different
practices to follow from them, we vary k our views. There are some
among our own members, as well as otheW who sec thiS early leaving as
almost a wilful denial by the more well-to-do (and everyone here is 'in that
category, I expect) of a right to a complete and fulty rounded education,
who see it as a. failure by society in one or more of what they bclitve to
be its duties: a failure, that is.

,

to provide family incomes sufficiently high to allow for such educhon
without pauperizing the family; or

to provide the kind of education which excites and stimulates a family
and its children to want moreyir

to id thc child with thc right kied of guidance to make him aware
4ucational facilities available and the kinds of future they

Ica r, at a more revolutionary level,

to provide he kind of life that will attract us all to want to use emir
talents in a society making a satisfying Aise of our capacities.

Thcrc are concepts here of rights, and of duties, of the responsibilities in
conscience of thc individual and how thcse become actKe policies within
society: concepts of the very 'nature and purpose of man; concepts which
remind us that we are concerned with more than a technical process serving
a predetermined end, with more ttthn discovering the most efficient process
and planning to use it effectively.

.. __
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I would like to spend inote time on this,. to deal in pruculai with
what I believe to be the fallacious .issumption that all the fimit lind the
guilt is on the pill t of government. of authority, of society. with the dangerous
tendencs that evet earls Pavel is a failure on the part of others in
society and that neither he 11111 hit b:ais rtny tesponsibiliky. to &ill
With OW Miplicottm that a publiclvilunsled recoveiv ails) a len ieval ptogram
are drerefore ipso fa'Hof iequilekVto ensine that the !Name is adequately
expiated Time prevents it. Inh. there is iiist here for the mills of the
social philosophers of peisonal freedom and its boundaries, and I exp;:ct
to hear from them in the next few davs.

I want instead sp:nd the remaining time that I have given to myself
for this occasion touching im matters concerning both primary and secondary
sohooling and the peoplo who are directly, invldved childreny parrots-
ts.achers and those who must plan for their elfectiven:ss in(a isuine op:ration
and watch over the process oil our common For pl4obably front five
to six of every ten rrsons in Australia rs in some way involvesi directly
in such schooling. and we are all affected by its nature Mid- its effectiveness.

We accept. in Australia that for those prepared-4o avail thtsmselves of
it. we will provide at 'public expmse schbol buildings. teachers, a certain
level of equipmecnt for pupils and teachers to use, and specialized services
including administration to go with these, lor those not prepared to use
these facilities whether for religious or other reasons, no objeCtion has been
raised to the establishment of institutions in most wai/s- similar in outlook
and organiza.tion to the public schools but provided largely at cost to
the parents or to those establishing them. All have broadly served thc dual
purpose of inducting the young into the society of which they arc a key
part. and of preparing them to play a ni,o5e informed foie in the several
worlds they enter after leaving school-- 11. leisure, iscial, family and
so on.

The principles and practices of the 1., at tha establLshed our dual
system have 'not gone unquestioned, and this Is good. -The tpaterial pro-
vision that satisfied a majority of one generaiitm is ever unlf ly to satisfy
its successor; even the principles upon which gsvslcm is es 'Hished will
not remain unchallenged. Any form of social organization inclatiin4 educa-
tion must rejuvenate itself. be regenerated, or change wikh each new
tion. Its principles and practices must convince those WhosCiesponsibliity
they become, if they are to be dynamic 'and construOve. It)has b..!en one
of the functions in our time, as in past eras, of the tew ,etyeration .of

,..

,parents and teachers at all levels, .and of students fresh fronh tlic\toils ol
the secondary schools. to draw increaling attention to what_they have
accounted the`ills of our society and thelieeds of our schools. Confrontation
has often replaced dialogue as the popular image of the source of change.-

Pmotion has too frequently replaced rationality in the often necessary
criticism of established customs and institutions. thought and assumption
untested in practice have often been deified as principles. Our practtes in
government and law, the personal interactions and conventions about inter-
persOnal behaviour they represent. and the organizations and institutions into
which we formalize them, things which it -has been one of the functions of
the schools to explain to students and, to persuade them to follow by both

14



niNti in non and in ak 1 l. C. 11,1W 11 `ell :-.11.11 III i, .11Iril Into III1Cdi44n 01,0 the
past 41,1 .1411' I hi' Illii Mai ...Intl' ', ..1 dailt'IS11111 and .1110101 IR 11,1%0 11,',11 inhlt't

ill "II" 'WO II" l'IIII. "III IIIIIII IIIII 'PdA (2.1):1 /1.:111.0, lIficil for
re4sons ookidc "III IIIII"I'IIIIIIIII' IIIII I'l IC" II "II I4C"I".I IIIII ""III"I%I.111.1ing
.11 least sometull... I il. t q Id , ,11 I 1 l' Ad .0. In Pit t II\ IA it. N. a IV dl1",' WIWI , Mc
den 1111I 11.1tht14,11.11' Mid . tillCIIIII,11,11 .111111111 11. .111.I 41.'111.111,111W 11101 c
NtIsi,11.11 11.'1'110111 1,11 .11 114411 and itii r.ion with thiii 11:1 \1111.11 i iit;ila Cli
III, 1 I1IIIIIICSS 1,1 %10111.11c.... AS the sole test. And ,drhough in some areas ol
peisonal ivii.r.n.ar thr. IMO, h: ac1'eptal4. h.. is .1 1/.1.1 111.111 111ilecil 411111.1-

th.111 111C 1.11C .1114.111 II 11i.' %Oh) (1.11:\ H.II111 that noilialy in his irlsonal
behaviour dies not despite himself aII,-ct the life of some I I In. r .0 nd
f ri.ti ill.ln l 1 1 1 . 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 . 1 % ( h le l' an 1 es IVt. t a nd s In Pa dn/e W 1 di Ihe holiest
bchci that Own. .110 loo mans collIlols on personal :ind interp..rsonal
behaviour. a 1111Itipi WC 10 V.11 1111 111111's p.'h hairs hut 110 1.111yCl .1pptop1 late
to a better ciliwatcd am! ¶hei,loic d..sualny more infointed. more rational,
more discir:siye society But I ,it least have no sympathy with f hose who
deny the adhorits of odic!. but then claim ,it thmiselves over those in no
position to oppose it. oi to question it. or to remove themselves from its
effects. and %silo asseit the validitv of their authority and .activitY without
there b:mg 1111, C."Ii'rnaI or public checks upon its W.Irtil 111- effectiveness.
And here I would like again to drew nue colleagues' intention. as I have done
elsewhere. to the grave dpnyer that we are in. in demanding to teach as
we wish. to use the curricula we ourselves develvp. to educate .. towards
objectives we ouryelves choose and for values we ourselves believe worthy--
the danger of s!..ttiog ourselves up as 54,le arbiters of what is good for others.
We too often ignOre _in the ait that we arc there by the grace of others.
that though those others may not be in .obvious daily judgment Of our_
action we are not thereby absolved (Tont constant consultation and reference
to our clients, of front the need to convir& those clients, by rCsults, that
what we arc doing is indeed for the best for all for whom We have thken
responsibility. There is no divine right given to any one of us to educate
others: we have that role by a community decisaiic. Neither have we it right
to autonomy in our methods; our curriculum., our organization. inn- evalu-
ations, whether by class, or school, or system. save by direct delegation
constantly renewed by those whose needs arc serVed by our activities. We
forget this at the peril of lack of support from both parents and studetits.
The building of the direct bridges of understanding and confidence between
a teacher and the society he serves, an act not dependent on thc perception
of the teacher .:,IS an agent of some impersonal authority but depending on
a direct personal appreciation that the teacher is the agent of parent and
childthe building of Such bridges is a skill not easily come b,i. It is a
skill in many schools still without precedent, a skill beside which the tech-
nology of classroom instruction. though at best in its infancy, appears by
contrast to be hoary age. Policies designed by professionals and plans like-
Wise drawn up by professionals to implement those policies, which fail to
take account of the.jmportance of this direct relationship, hold in them-
selves already the spirres of the blight th.at will assuredly quickly beset them.
Parliamentary , approval, party approval. departmental,.. royal, church1%.,
approval, the approval of a school councilall these, have the place in the
scheme of things. but they are not enough. More is(needed with educativ.

,
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Because .we are dealing with.;persons in society, because we share with
parents responsibiN for both the present and future hapPiness and produc;
tivity of those persons. there is no release for those of us who teach from
the constant and pressing neceSS ity to be concerned about .thelends for which
we teach, the values that thOk ends- exemplify,*nd the mOtod& by which'
we ,ensure 'theif realizatibu. -Nor, if we have new values td espouse which ar

we think improvements on the old, new or different ends t'o be achieved,
whetber these be simply educational or the more complex ones that guide
and govern2our society, is there any release from an obligation, the obliga-
tion to recognize that the exereise.of, our freedom within 'schools to proMul-
gate ends and values to an audiertce there by compulsion is, without the
consensus of parents and the sanction of colleagues, tiavesty of- the true
role of the profesSional teacher.

donclude. Because ends, and values,' and means are all in constant
Oestion there can be no end to planning for an effective education. We
need the distilled wisdom of the practising teacher and adrninistrator, f

Idle theorists and the researchers; we, need the '#isdom of the
scholars n the personal and social values of learn lig, and in social organiza-
tion and attitudes; we need constant _dialogue between such groups _and
parents and the products of our schools, dialogue about ends and means
and the,nature of thesesources that must go to thc achinement of approval
ends. We need variety because persons singly and in their freely chosen,
grolipings are varied in their interests and values and needs, and we ilave
not yet found ally perfect solution to the problernsThf living, and playing.
and working together in ways 4at satisfy our need for selfrexpression.
Polidies that forget about this variety, and plans that ignore it, will copdemn
the institutions that result to a mental and 'spiritual stagnation; they will
guarantee disaffection by,Pupils, by parents, by teachers. They will effectively
serve no one. Policies that respect this variety, plans that have a built-in
capacity to_.accommodate it, will make honest capital of the wealth of the
persons we serve, the talents of our pupils, and the strength of their families.
It is tq those ends that over die next few days our best effortk must be
devoted.

- t
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PLANNING FOR EFkCTIVE EDUCATION: A MATTER
OF FAITH OR DESPAIR?

R. T. FITZGERALD, M.A., DIP.ED., M.A.C.E.

Cizief Research Ogi er, ACER Melbourne
- gonsider the two following argu ents. The first put forward by an
English professor of education during ihe mid 1,930s contains a firm act
of faith. The, second, advanced by a well-known American writer in 1970,echoes feelings of despair.

Nst, the act of faith:

:The ultimate basis of any sound'education is-not .enquiry, but faith.
It is. a regirhen of. routine, a continuous rhythm presupposing at ,every
point established nOrms, and inj-ured by nothing so much as by dubieties.
hesitations and too many fresh siarts." (F. ClaikeA Review- of Educa:
tional Thought)

Seciond, the ao of despair:

`k 'Almost every child on the first day he sets foot in a school building
`I is smarter, more curious, less afraid of what he doesn't know, better at

finding and figuring things out, more confident, resourceful, persistent and
independent .than he will ever again be in his schooling, or, unless he
is very, unusual and lucky, for the rest of his life.'2 (J. HoltThe
Under Achieving School)

How would each of us react if asked to side with one or other of these\1
conflicting viewpoints? We might protest that both exaggerate the position
and lack any real evidence to support them. Fair enough. Yet we could
hardly dodge the basic point at issue. Either the process of schooling, as'
we know it, remains essentially sound and needs at worst only minor changes,
or the whole business has become suspect and calls for urgent reform. Our
particular response will indicate the kind of planning we favour.

The term 'planning' has, of course, become one of the new rds
for educators. But if to 'plan' is literally to tievise a new sche e of things,
we have had little use,for it in Australia. So far we have preferred to
follow ad hoc and piecemeal methOds characteristic of the pre-World War
II period overseas. More comprehensive techniques, which incorporate long-
range views and seek to integrate educational policy with broader economic
and social development, have yet to be applied seriously. There has still' to

.emerge any serious challenge to the status quo,
Our utdated federal system of government lids discouraged any com-

plete ag,íroach to planning. The states retain a cstitutional responsibility
for pro *ding educational services but lack adequate financial resources.

I Clarke, F. A R iew of Educational Thought, London, 1936, p.7.
Ifiolt, J. The' Un Achitving School, New York, 1970, p.17.
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Havine lost ,their main taxing powers in 1942, state governments have had
to make do with smaller proportions of the gross national product than
they enjoyed even duringethe 1920s and 1930s." Other.countries have demon- -
strated a close liniCbetween level of national income and level off educational
expeniliture. Not so Australia. In Edding's study of tweinty-thrte countries,

Xustralia ranks 'fifth in national -income per capita but only sixtewth in
,f educational expenditure as pif cent of national 'ineorne:.' Our school 'systems

seem therefore tovhave been victims of circumstance.

The matter of financial responsibility has continUed to bedevil policy.
Making_One key task ,in planning is to decide how much of the nation's
resources should be d tued to a iiarticuiar enterprise and to indicate where
these are to be foo d. Goiyernments in Australia have xit to address
themselves collectiv to the'go, questions. Consequently,- we,ffack any real
sens of priorities -oncerning education 'and other forms of national

ende your. This applit. also to activities, within the field of education itsell.

owi g
ated to

ial
inations.

general failure to
a 41.ional scale

resstires. These
irth and itn

in- raising
urineexa

tralia
education.

ve taken

set firm .goals' and spell' out ways of achieving
as worked to put out educational services under
haye- in pdrt been due tp demographicaactors
wration rates. They 11111ve in part resulted from
e school leaving age and abolishing middle school

e -past decade, especially, .all governments in Aus-
asures which have incteased community demand for

To increase social,demand for any service without first taking account
of its likely consequences is hazardous. Such a policy too readily assumes

,that the more formal learning for each adolescent the better. This belief
tends .to ignore questidns bf costs and resources as well as wider economic
and ,Social issues. including manpower needs: It also tends to overstimulate
public demand for educational services, to underestimate costs and to dilute
the supply of qualified teachers.5 These consequences have become only
too evident in Australia.

Worse seems still to come. Currently we face a growing denrand for
pre-school facilities and soon a new 'surge of primary school entrants. At
higher levels rising proportions of adolesLits remain on longer at' secondary
school and want to undertake tertiary studies. Thousands of them are
disappointed. Yet we have produced no meaningful guidelines which define
what is reasonable opportunity in relation to likely resources and what is

` realistic aspiration in the light of manpower nerds. Given this kind of drift.
planning becomes impossible.

3 State government expenditure from consolidated revenue rose gradually during the
twenties from 12 per cent to 15 per cent of GNP in 1929-30. The same figure
in 1934 was 16 per cent and in 1939 14 per cent. However, the proportion of 11.5
per cent in 1945 had fallen to 9.8 per cent in 1950. Source: C.B.C.§. Finahce Bulletins
nnd Commonwealth Books.

micEdding. F. in Econo of Education, Robinson and Vaizey, editors. 1966, pp.26
et seq,

5Coombs, P. H. Fundamentals,of Educational Planning, UNESCO, 1970. pp.37 et seq.
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` The response of teachers to this state of affairs has been ambivalent.

Orione hand: they have Welco ed tbe expansion of facilities in responSe
to pub)c demand. ,After 'all, it is nice to feel wanted and to enrdy new

. opporfun4is for promotion. On e other, teachers' unions Ove deplored
the resu4ling shortages in - buildings arkf staffing. Consequently -they have
urged goVernments,--both Commonwealth and Stateto allocate vast new
funds to education.

f,37

...

A Teacher-led campaigns with this goal have become a familiar feature
of the post-War period in Australia. -So far they have -lacked any markect
success. The community has proved loath to believe that any 'crisis' looms
in education. School systems, in fact, show a wonderful capacity to expand
at wi 1 and seem most unlikely to collapse. Historical factors, moreover, .

N have orked against concerted attempts to-interest the man in the street
in the field of edudation. 1

7,
,... In the last century local community effort failed to set up effective

school facilities. It got no second cbance. State governments in establishing
their school systems. gave the \ordinary citizen no real Voice itt., their

,operation. Distant authorities decided the curriculum and' usually. a.ppointed
the 'staff 'to teach it through prescribed textbooks and meOods. The, task
of assessing.)the results was left to the school inspector 'and the public,
examiner. i .

. The community cotild thus regard their ool systems, very much like
the railways or similar public utility. Provi ed the service was readily avail,. .Z

able and operated efficiently, thcre seemed little obvious cause for concern.
Similarly, the parish school, by being, staffed by religious orders, encouraged
much the_ same attitude among Catholics. .

p.
Other factors operated to keep the schoO1 rather remote from the .edni:

munity. In the w -, ,- 'bile colonial society, material success did not hinge
on successful stu, ,-,' ny self-taught men rose to -prominence and made
fortunes. Also th s, by adopting European ways-and textbooks tended
to appear as something alien to the local way of life.6

'FIN remote and artificial character of our school systems does much
to explain the long standing public apathy towards them. Until vecy reCently,
it was only in the, traumatic times of the 1940-45' periodwhen our whole
civilization came under threatthat any stirrings of a vital interest became
evident. Within their short-lived visions of a better world, political parties
and other grOups gave serious, if brief, thought to a new deal for'education.
Now, some twenty-five years later, the course of events is enforcing a more
thorough reappraisal.

So far the eziphasis has been laid on quantitative factors. In the 1940s
the call by teach& and parent bodies was for a 4_100 million loan for new

. ,

n See Dent. H. C. 'Some Impressions of Australian Education', Cunningham Papers, ,
ACER, 1952. Dent, education editor for the Times, saw Australian schloo.ling .

being alien in ptactice to the local way of life. f
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and remodelle4buildings.7 Today, the demands, though more elaborate,
remain 'essentially in the same vein. The most striking example has been the
combined request by title state ministers for edtication for almost $8,000
million.' This amourit_according to their national sury,e.y of needs,, should
be allocated to running the state school systems bver the next four, years.
The abkence .of any explicit criteria suggests that these funds are intended
only to \wend and improve the existing .kinds of services.

Yet, qualitative.. factks are ,at issue. Sopnd planning requires us to re-\ exgmine the aims, methods and outcomes of the whole educational enterprise.
The alternative is to rely on acts of faith and to hoVe that government
leaders will ,come to share our belief. IS so, we may remain disappdinted.
In this chuntry the layman-has,,sproved reluctant to accept reformist claims
that smaller classes, better buildings and more elaborate equipment auto-
matically bring about better Warning. His scepticism seems well founded.
It is salutary to 'note the emerging feelings of despair among American
scholars towards their ,school systems following the Age allocations of /
finance of the post-sputnik period. 0,tir more -$4rooge-like polidiek do_no,t/
Make pointless the matter of costs and rettrns.

Even as they stand, thc costs of public schooling are considerable.
primary- levilC these' run annually to some $250 per student and at
secondary stage to about $400 per student.° The rapidly growing group df
senior secondary students involves not only relatively high schoel costs but
also the amotint of income foreVne by their not going out to work' all
yearly as much as $2000per head or even more. School buildings, too, 1tve
become highly expensive ffairs. A fully equipped secondary school, -which
accommodates 1000 stuck s, now involves an outlay of about -$2 million.
Moreover, this elaborate pl nt often operates for little more than six months
of ttie year if based on a forty-hour' week. In order to justify this large
expenditure,. schools need to fulfil successfully their special role.

Schools exist essentially as unique agencies for formal learning. Yet
their distinctive role has become steadily blurred. Schools now share their
traditional function of dispensing knowledge with the mass media. They
also compete with television, films, radio and popular Magazines in attempt-,
ing to influence tastes and attitudes. In other ways, too', the outside world
has come to intrude increasingly into the work of the, classroom.

Educators have long sought to control the learning process wholly from
within the. classroom. In this seemingly God-given setting, teachers have
typically sought tu,.impose a regular routine of exercises. These:have aimed
at a mastery.of those things the particular group of 30, 40 or more students
should know. Success in this task has appeared reliant on the right teaching

7 For details of the New Deal for Education Movement see Education (NSW Teachers'
Federation), October 18 1945, p.359. -

Nation Wide Survey of Educational Needs, Australian EduCation Council, Sydney,
1970.

9 S-de Fitzg rala. R. T. The Secondary School at Sixes and Sevens, ACER, 1970, p.I80.
The figurz quoted for 1971 are estimates.
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,metnous, rignt subject nmtter and right student attitude. Given these con-
ditions, failure has seemed attributable to low student intelligence.

Even if this traditional attitude has changed rand how far has it really?)
the learning process remains orientated to the classroom. We still like to
believe in spme kind of mysterioid alchemy being created thete from the
formal interaction between teacher, pupil and task. Reflecting this viewpoint.
one writer has recently asserted that `The teacheivan ci-Z'ate new knowledge
through what he does in .the classroom, in his own personal laboratory for
professional learning." Most of us would.-pro ably- like to 'agree With him.

We are now witnessing increasinely, elabor atter-01:4s to transform the
classrdom from a child pen for mass instruction to a flexible space for
individual learning. /Carpeted floors, acoustic cedings and minable walls
have already become familiar features of the open floor plan. Othenges-
seem certain to comesome qnite extraohlinary. One experimeral drass-
room, in the United_ States, for instance, contains tiers of octahedron
shaped little boxes into which each child can retreat. To quote from t

,bIurb: `This way the teacher can give pupils individual attention, whil .

the chila7en hay a priyate place, fopstudy.' It goes on, `since students with
top units can o y reach.them by clambering ovei- units below, they must
also learn to be good neighbours." Should this idea catch on, then the
space-capple age inschooling will surelY have arrived:

Whether physically transformed or not. the' classroom remaiiis the
focal point for all new approaches to learning'. Team teaching, programmed -
exercas and audio-visual methods, for exaniple, are essentially geared4lo
this setting. The same iay be said of Agraded forms of schooling. )64.

common objective has been to cause the individual child to learn better
Yet to what extent any of these approaches succeeds in that aim has still
to be shown..

4
,

The current quest for totally effective classroom techniques seems worth-
while only if factors- external to the school do not greatly influence the
child's capacity to learn. Recent research has provided further evidefic
that they do. We know that various factors and forces within the pa ricul
environment come to bear heavily on school Frformance mainlY b
they affect motivation. Encouraging attitudes by both parents and te
allied with ense of purpose ainong students towards the particula
set, d app r to count just as much as any inborn intelligence
successful learn g.'2 Merely to ,qlter the classroom aPproach seems t
hardly .the comp ete ansWer.

se
ers,
sks

Wards
erefore

Schools. we .know: them, are not'geared to promote lg rning on
this wider basis. Their rigid. routine's and emphasis on mass nstruction
usually fo bid much professional interaction between individual teacher and

10 Frazier, A. in The New Element ry School (Frazier editor), New Yoik, 4968, p.102.

11 Sec 'Stack of One-room Schoolh uses', Life, Vol. 49, No. 11, November, 23 1970,
.

pp.20-21. t

12 See for example. Pidgeon. b:-. A. Expt;ctation and Pupil performance, London, 1970.
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parents. The old take-it-or-leave-it attitude still se ins' to prevail. The same
applies to stutnts. True, adolescents at seconda level commonly enjoy a
wider choice oc7 subjects than previously, but t eir personal reactions to
the way these are taught are seldom canvassed. Te chers still tend tu measure
student response essentially in terms of academic 1frrformance.

Whether or not students actually enjoy le ming has seemed of little
s>ireportance. Two recent-dACER surleyS indicate that large roportions (over

40 per cent) of stbdents at both primary and econdary els eitherklislike
wha they are doing or, conskler school to be largely a w ste of titne.13°The
resjInse of certain gr ups of adolescents, as the English study by Hargreaves
Teveals," °is to rejec the vhole system and to replace it with their own
separate peer cultu . In Australia. large numbers of dents still see
schools as coldly authoritarian and unfrientlly places.15 et we go on
expecting them to learn succeigray in the usval ways.

;In reality, scho It justify their 'regimen of routine' and 'continuous\ rhythm: only by force of stoi. Their programmes typically consist of
collections yf particular 4 rcises and activities- related to the various
SUNect areas. Each of these s usually invohted its own special method of
pproacb. Presumably the fot effed b,.4s bpena balanced education. Given

this, general state of belief; pe "ogY2--despite strong links with history and
psychologyhas tended to: r a segirate and relatively self-contained
field.

Major advances in the social sciences during recent de`cades have result
in a changing viewpoint. SOcial research has increasingly Come 'to str ss
the relatednes of factors and elements formerly conlidered distant fr m
one another. Consequently We are, steadily becoming aware of Ike influer4e
of politicsf.econofnics.and social structure on educational policy. We have
also begun to recognize the interplay of -a complex of factors on learning
wrformance.

Work in the field of educatiOn is Mus becoming more and more
demanding, We An anticipate a 4urther shift in the approach to research
studies away from the,purely descriptive and narrowly analytic to more
synthetic ways of handling a wide range of data related to particular
situa'tions Ind issues:The saml, forces have come to bear on the tasking
of teaching. Schools, if they to function effectively, need to take
iecount of them.

W have seen recent ye 'some_ notable attempts being made
overseas to transform the teacher's role. One objective has been to permit
him more scope for action by reducing the load of clerical routine tyrough

13 Fitzgerald, R. T.. The Primary School in the, Community, ACER Occasional Paper,
1971. The survey, of secondary schools, in Australia was undertak 1970 by

. M. J. Rosier for the 1EA Science Project. The findings are to be I ishe I C

course. ,

1-4 Hargreaves. D. 1-1. Soci ations in a e ary School. New ork, 1968, and
subsequent references ollow as set out.

15 Refer IEA Scien roject: large proportions of stude g both at the mid-secondary
and final seco ry year stages evinced unfavourable 'tttilkule4./



the services of classroom aide or assistants. By contrast, some curriculum
developers have used their elab ate resourres'to produce learning materials

. structured in ways that reduce Vhe initiative and possible intellectual con-
tribution of the teacher.

In lioth eases ,the results have yet to prove highly suc sful. he,
'classroom aide clearly requires a Special kind of training and involves a
more enlightened approach by the teacher." The latter point also applies
to project packaged materials. Experience has shown that unless teachers
fully understand their rationale and purpose, they are atAten reluctant to
use them."

The trend in Australia ha been to allow teacher more scope for
initiative. First at the primary level and later-21 the secondary s e the ".
school has come to enjoy more and more autonomy. In some ates
especially, high school 'principals aye able to formulate independentl of
education departments .their own policies in respect to a wholz range of
mattersfrom length of hair to type of course and assessment. Correspond-
ingly, the work of the schools has becgine less and less subject to the
scrutiny of the inspector and the public 'examiner.

As a. result one detects a growing sense of ambiguity respect to-the
key issue of responsibility. On one hand, 6ducation depar menis continue
to plovEle a kind of bureaucratic ,direction and umbrella sappt for

same gr p of -quasi-pragsionals 'the task of determining policy in the)
large of publid servants. On the. cliter,.they are handing 'Wm t e(
schools themkelves. Under these circumstances, it is hard to know where
ultimate responsibility really lies.

A crucial question here is 'whether teachers .are competent .to make
what amount to final decisions on .course structure and methods. Their
limited professional training gives much cause for doubt. In what virtually

,amounts to.little more than one year's study in pedagogy, teachers can
hardly have mastered the c it alexities of curriculum design 'and evaluation.
Moreover,. if the task of ating individual stuklent performance is to ,
mbrace related personal an family factors, then (he schools face impos-

ik, , tile demands..
A t

,

In the light of these trends,' parents may well question their position.
Given the current wave of diversity, they can hardly accept the old assump-
tion that the particular class into which their children are drafted.functions
on much the same lines as any other. Yet parents have little recourse should
they find the service unsatisfactory. Many of them enjoy no real alternative
to the kind of schooling offered and rarely have a voice in the framing of
school policy. W6 \thus pay only lip service to parental rights.

Inevitabkthis lack,of consultation gives rise to serious misunderstanding
and .conflict of purpose. A recent survey of attitudes among sixth-year
primary students as well 'as of those of their teachers and parents has

* j
In See Duthie. J. H. A Study of the Teachei's Day, H.M.S.O.,..Edinburgh. 1970,
17 See Goodlad, J. J. The CI nging School Curriculum, Washington, 1968, p.92.
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provided disquieting finduils." An overwhelming majority of parents (four/
out of eyery five) believe that 'the main task of the primary school is to
teach that useful body of facts which every child should know' and that
'primary schools should concentrate on preparing their students for success
at secondary school.' Students tend to Side with their parents on both
poinits and especially the latter. 'Yet only a small minority .(about one in
evelit four) of teachers' agrees with them. Teachers clearly Ant to see the
prithary sohoorTs a stage of education in its own right.

This conflict in attitude raises again the basic isspe of responsibility
for the. outcomes of schooling. Nowadays-a child typically spends seven
years at the primary level and then three or four years at the secondary
stage. Yet seldom, if ever, does any one teacher or group of teachers oversee
and yAluate the ipdividual student's- progress over the whole period. More-

l- given the almost total lack Of interaction be.tweecn primary and second-
ary achers, one reluctantly feels a certain sympathy towards the viewpoint
of paThts.and students.

The present position readily gives rise tb feelings of despair. Radical
chahges often enlightened in natureare taking. place both, within and
without the schools. Yet their Outcomes appear, doubtful and even harmful
because we have failed to anticipa)e ind tate account of their relationship
to existing orianizational structur s rid resources. So, far we have failed
.to determine those kinds of apprØac 1i1i seem best to promote successful
learning as carefully defified. bnsequentl we haVe not reached the stage
of trying to persuade go ent-4eade and "the communiv in general
that major reforms are nee

In plannine any new overall scheme of things, we would first 'need to
clarify some basic philosophical issues. Most important, we have yet to
state what in fact conOitutes reasonable equality of opportunity in educa-
tion. National needs .eind priorities should both influence. this rationale and
determine the nature and extent of services offered. Nevertheless, we.4ire
faced with making explicit our beliefs to such basic questions as life-long
education and the opportunity for a second chance.

Only then should we loc at the6natter of resources and their best
useç It is possible that by adopting different ways of utilizing existing
fa ilities .and staff, we could offer far greater opportunities for learning.
Th s applies especially to the matter of professional skills. The 'spontaneous.
Mfluse and ill-defined elements'2" involved in classroom practice has so far
discouraged much close analysis of_ the teacher's job. Yet such an analysis
must form part of any attempt to develop bettei" ways of achieving set
objectives or to create an adequate technology.

iS ACER purvey op cit. The study involved all government primary schools in the
Warragul Inspectorate of Victoria.

20 Dreeben. R. The Nature of Teaching, Schools and the Work of Teachers, Chicago,
1970, p.83.
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ciThe complex nature of the learnjtng process means that schools need
to have on hand far greater tesources an fhey now enjoy. If the educator's
fob ,is essentially to transmit knowledge. then the mmon assumption that
'anyone can, teach' holds much force. However, he educator's tasie is to
design. supervise\ and e,ialuate 4, set of lear ing experiences related to
personal and environmental factaS, the profe sion emands are of the
highest order.

, These demands oblige us to ereate what would virtually be a new elite
of educators. We might do this.by offerinth to suitably, qualified and experi-
enced. teachers special doctoral level couries comprising major elements of
sociology, psychology and advanced clinical practice. Moreover, the prospect
of salaries and opportunities for research and- study si ilar to those provided
in the universities could do much to retain these t entqd did enterprising
people in the 'schools. \,

j'he creation.' of this n force could pr duce significant advantages.
Liked the professorial board ir univeNties. tach group of special edu-cators
(numbering perhaps as many (as 12 in* a school of 1000) could determine
gener licy and Itf ve the affairs of everyday management to
regi trars and their administrative personnel. Under the broad supervision
of state commissions and regi boards of education, schools cthild'ilaus,
ntntrol their own staffirt:g. Mx ver. they could, with the aid of computeri
services, _ofganizesand monitor learning programmes that make full use cif

'general community facilities such as art gallers, libraries, orchestras,
adventure.camps and vocational training centres. 'Nis approach would pro-
vide real alternatives to the present limiting context of,the classroom.

i
Formal learning could thus Nice place, under professional supervision

in places other than O'FOols. Groups of special educators might. for instance,
set up their own ttrOt corner academies or learning clinics and be recom-
pensed from an education fund similar to the present national health scheme.
Under. this arrangement. parents\would not only be able to enjoy some rights
of choice over how their children are educated bpt also to participate actively

,in their learning programmes.

Relieved of much of their existing work in mass instruction. schools
could devote mikch more attention to the disadvantaged. They could. offer
special helpinclIding child-minding and custodial careto students from
unfavourable and broken homes as well as to those with emotional and other
difficulties. Given akktable core of key educators. the schools could come to
maintain continuing hnks with the community. The subsequent performance
and careers of school leavers and other related 4ta would greatly assist
educators to understand better the learning process.and its outcomes.

In these Sways, the schools could fulfil- an increasingly valuable role.
Given new kinds of professional and administrative resources they could. by
operating on a nine-to-nine basis at the upper secondary and higher levels,
offer both a second chance to adults and more convenient time-tables to
adolescents.lespccially those employed part time. This warrangement would
also make,Oossible the use of a wider range of teaching and instructional
skills (whether of qualified married women or craftsmen. artists and

,77
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musicians) at present relatively untapped. It is here that the presence of
the team of special educators could largely resolve- 'many of the outstanding
problems of ,proper professional supervision 'and of adequate training. Our
failure to distinguish clearly the tasks of educating from those of instructing
remains a major cause of difficulty in staffing the schools.

These proposals, however seemingly way out, are little or no more
radical in nature than some of the changes already taking place within the
schools. They do not depend on unrealistically huge increases in expenditure
and promise, in\ fact, to bring about certain economies. If the reforms
advocated appear Utopian. it is essentially because they involve a-restruc-
turing of existing administration and organization. Here the outlook is
depressing. Large bureaucratic systems with all their in-built inertia together
with &her vested interests constitute formidable barriers to reform. The
dictum that. 'fie whons heard does not innovate, hewho innovates is not
heard'2' applies well-to the field of education. While t is possible that some
emerging new thrust within the.field may soon managtd move mountains,23
it seems more likely that only bold and enlightened aetion by statesmen at
both federal and state levels of gornrnent will` product much effect.

The kind of planning for eff ctive education we favour depends veiy
.much on our.particular cgricept o that goal. If it incorporates the idea of
Iffe-Nng learning.then-we are co mittied,to bringing about a new order of
things. Under this we will no ion r see in-school and, out-of-school learning
as being inherently different ac 'vines but integrated with the aim of
encouraging and stimulating the continu41 grOwthin every sense of the
termof each citizen.

To plan on this basis is to evince neither blind f(aith nor deep despair
but sound hopes for a better world. It is easier, of course, for those in
power and authority PO maintain traditional forms and procedures. Yet
the implications of doing so seem clear. The education systems will, as
Coombs points out, 'waste resources, exacerbate the crisis that already
grips them4 fail in their mission, jeopardize their own survival and impose
untold penaltr on future generations'23.

21 Merton, R. in Social Theory and SocietY' (Merton edit.), Glencoe, p.217.
22 See Bassett, G. W. Planning in Australian Education, ACER, 1970, p.174.
23 Coo m bs, P. H.lp cit. p.54.
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EDUCATION FOR ADMINISTRATION
W. G. WALKER, PH,D.,

1,)rofelsor of Educillti, New England University, .S.W.

' AND (1
,-1-)A. R. THOMAS, WU ON., B.ED., T.P.T.C., T.T.C. FOR DEAF, M.A.C.E. j

Sinior Lecturer, Department of Education, New England University, N.S.W.

The qualfty of practice in educational administration depends upon the
quality and range of insights available to the administrator when he makes
decisions. The quality of practice in educational a ministration is measured
by the impact it has upon the development of the tentialities of individual
teachers..

. .
Thesd propositions are-not hard to defend. but they sound pretentious.

Pretentious or not, they have validity and we stand by them. This paper
will be conEerned with discussing a fcwthough< by no means allof the
implications of the above propositions for those who seek to te

_ administrato\rs.

The question Of whether or not adininisti-ators should b., educated for
their role is a hollow one, for, the fact is that the administrator will be
educatecrifoot by instruction, by example; if not by .reading, by trial and
error. The Oestion to be asked, then, is noj whether the administrator
should be educated, but in what ways he should A educated most effectively
and most efficiently for his role as a'practitioner.

.,

Firstly, what is educational adniinistration all about? It is Worth peat-
ing a hundred times that it is about the indiyi l>child and ultn't
development of his potentialitiesand because e cation peripnal.
interactive phenomenon it is about the indivi al teacher and the fUlle
development of his potentialities, too. \,

.

If these statements seem trite, their implications are not. We heed to
remind ourselves again and again that teaching is, or should be. an in ensely
personal relationship. that the links between teacher and child are ,subtle
and fragile, that the humanity and flexibility of this relationship need to be
developed at all costseven in the face of rigid traditional structures,' fixed
curricula, and the impersonality, power and pomposity of bureaucracy.

Secondly, administration is ibout the development'of an organizational
climate in which the freedom and inspiration for learning are encouraged and
developed to the highest degree. This is one important way in which the
administration of schools differs from that of other institutions. It is ones
thing to provide a climate in whicb customers will want to buy, or clerks
will enjoy office work, or university stude studying by choice (and usually
motivated by vocational ends) will be enco raged to work: h is another thing
altogether to develop climates in which 9hitdren who are compulsorily at
school and teachers who ar largely 'cap ve' professionals becauite of their
lack of widely marketable ç4ialifications, are encouraged i hard realities
of teaching and learning. We wish that more of the armchair experts who
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see the administration. of schools as just another minor /form Of public
admiation would itudy RiLhard Carlson:s1 typology ,of organizations
whichM5gently classitiei the'clients of schools with those of mental hospitals.

and gaols.
4

Thirdly: it is about understanding organizational behaviour as such:
All adrinnistrators..whether schools or elsewhere, are faced with the basic
problem of man and organizion. with what Chris Argyris calls,. achieving
congruency between the needs of the individual and the demands of the
organization,.,The neL s of the individual may be interpreted in terms of
indiv*al behaviour. f behaviour in, formA or "informal groups, of
behavi4r as_ an organiYation manbut interpreted hey' rmist be: there iS_

no ignoring them.
_ .

.

'This paper is erititled baldly 'Education for Administration'. PerhaPs w%;,
should begin by stressing that we do not believe that -in the present state
of .human knowledge- it is possible to jruin.- or educate if you like, an

-administrator how to deal 'expficitly .with the multifailous decision-making,
situations which face him every hour and sometimes every few-, minutes of
every day. _Li

-.

The procesS of administration. like the process of teaching, is a personal
interaction. situation. The adMinistrator interacts with individuals, with
groups from both within and Without the organization.. and ,with adminiS-
trators, of other organizations.,The behaviour of individuals. groups and
organizations is shaped`-by a nuiltit.ude of forcesfor example'. tv a charis-
matic leader, by a-disgruntled staff, by a building which pravents.face to face
communication. by climatic conditions, by thL, ge and sex of participants.

. by the time of the year and even the time of t -.dayihdleed by a great
complex of forces.rhich unequivocally .deny any attempt to arrive at the
tight, closely 'knit sets of principles of adininistration so much beloved by
the writers . of some 'how to do it' textbooks. especially in the fiekt-of
business management. .

The fact of die matter is that the process of administration remains very
much a great. lonely and only partly charted sea which must be approached
with the caution, respect and optimism, something like that with,which modem
lay explorers face the 'Antarctic --;k4as.lrom past experience in other
lands and other climes certain weather pattorns. ice conditions, wind yilipcity
and so on are anticipated' with some degree of certainty. hnt tlwaYS there
remains a large areg of douhi where. science is not en and when thet
arts of decisio mn aking. leadership and executive capi are called for
in the form of mere human endeavour.,

*The
leader of an expedition to the unknown or even the mere unexpected.

needs more than a nice. tight set of principles. of 'do's and don'ts'. if he

Si

1.Carkon, R. O. nvironmental Constraints, and Organizational Consequences: The
Pulslic School :Ind Its Clients: In (riffiths. D. V. Fd.) ,)Be1iaviour,1 Scirnce and
Eflacatiorzal Administration. Chica.go. N.S.S.F.. 1964.
Arg cR Cihrk Pcronalay am! -pr::ani:arion. New York, Harper', I 957.
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bot to achieve his goal anit.maintain the viscidity of the group of humans
entr ted to him.

On the contrary, he nee.ds a wide range of ideas, of conceptual resources:
from which he can select when routine answers and routine proceklures will
no longer suffice.

. Si5 ills with- the administration of the oreanizational animal we call
'schoOl'. For much of the -thee lives predictably, comfortably, in what
Lonsdale /calls 'dynamic eqtfilibriurn with its environment'. But at times--
and these are the-times when the real administrator/leader marks himself
off from the mere managerthe predictable, the comfortable no longer
exists, and the educational administrator must turn to the widest possible
range of resources in ofildr to identify the problem and select a sottition
which will best' serve the interests of the children and teachers in his care.

.

Thus, as suggested arithe. beginning oi this paper, educating the
administrator is largelY a process of Providing -him with thc widest possible
range of insights into organizational and administrative be4iviour.

What kinds Of insights does he need? For the educato'r of administrators
these c4n be classified in a number of ways. Five simple categories which
suggeet-a basic curriculum for administrative preparation are:

L ORGANIZATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

Any adm inistra tor to oe constantly%onceajecrwith developing a
nice balance between ac ievement and niaintenance. T4frftan who ruthlessly
works towards his goals while the morale of the staff (and hence of the
children) collapses about him enjoys a Phyrric Victory indeed:On the other
hand the man who turns his back on the goals of the organizationin order
merely to preserve the status quo, to avoid.,lipcking the boat', is in no
lesser way selling the children in his care shart:!:'

The duality raises further questions such as fiow organational achieve-
ment is to be defined and measured. Flow dries one go about setting up
realistic objectives in education-Thow are such objectives arrived at, how
expressed, how defined in behaviour.al terms of meaning fe teachers and
'children (not to mention those 'old Enen of the sea' of Australian schools,
the inspectors), and when expressed. defined,, made operational, perhaps,
how is the extent of their achievement measured? By simple observation, ft
rating scale, 'team' teaching, examination, discussion. videotaping? What
are the possibilities? How reliable are:they? How valid are they?

2. ORGANIX,A110NAL INVOLVEMENT

One of the most significant find/cgs of social psychology this century is
the importance of the involvement of members of .the organization in defining
and -.working towards the organization's goals. InvOlvement is very much,a

LonsdaIe, R. C. Maintaming the Organization in Dynamic Equilibrium', in Griffiths,
D.E. (Ed. ) Behavioural Science and Educalional Administration, Chicago, N.S.S.E.,
1964.
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1°'persona or- group matter as the work .of Mayo' and many workers since
his time have ,shown. But /ww:does one involve? What if one is an autocrat
who already knowS the right 'answers? In such a case ,staff involvement
becomes little more than a cynical form of human engineering. What if one
wishes to involve his, staff, but does now know how? How do communicstion
nets help? How does one communicate with teachers in a school designed
with half. a dozen staff roonis and no common room?

3. ORGANIZATIONAL DECISION-NIAKINt

All administrators must make decisions. Indeed- it is the quality and
timing of their decisions that marks them off as successful executives, and
which provides a criterion measure by which they are judged.

But decision making is.by no means a simple process. The first difficulty
is to identify the problemin effect, to ask the right questions. How does
one obtain data on which to make decisions? Prom the deputy headmaster?
From cronies on the staff? From departmental heads? The formal organiza-
tion must show its hand, but how is the real core of the school. the informal
organiz-Ition.' to bc persuaded to give up its secrets? How does one identify
the group of individuals which possess the information needed in_the best
interests of pupils?

And when the infOrmation, such as it is, ueen ed, how: does
one sift out the wheat from the chaff? How d a mintscide?

4. 'ORGANIZATIONAL FLEXIBILITY

In their- heart of hearts most administrators recognize that children
are individuals with their own particular loves and hates, confidences and

Jears, abilitiid :cIisabilities. Most subscribe.-:,-pt: least- in theory, to the
view that schAs thould strive to provide for those\iAdividual characteristics.

But the achievement of, flexibility is much more difficult than it looks
to those outside .the organization. How can teachers be convinced that the
state syllabus is not a bible? flow can inspectors be -influenced to look
favourably upon the 'ambivalent teacher who rejects much of what the
bureaucracy stands for, and yet tries devotedly to teach his, children, albeit
in4vergent ways? How can the embittered late middle-aged teacher, almost
eorrtainly left on the promotional shelf. be persuaded to cease lAing one'of

r
Presthus's indifferents5 grudgingly selling his time to the organization for
the freedom it gives him to do the -things he really wants tO do after school
and at weekendsand have him enthuse the children, for a change?

How are ir lovations Introduced in shools? Are there useful theories
of change? How (foes an administrator influence?

4 Mayo, Elton The Human Pr<iblenis of an Industrial Civilization, C bridge, Mass.;
Harvard Business.. School, 1946.
Presthus, Robert The Organizational Society, New York, Knopf. 1962.
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5. ORGANIZATIONAL DEMANDS

\ As Argyris° and others have so convincingly showD, one of the most
cruaal problems in administration is the man-organization relationship.
This is a special problem in Pie great Australian educafion departments.
for the more rules and regulations an organization has the more difficult
it is to cater for the needs of its individual participants.'

The administrattir is daily faced with the trauma produced -by what
Argyris refers to as the 'basic incongrueney' between men and organizations.
The administrator sitting behind his desk in head office must decide
whether a compassionate requitri on the part of a young teacher to live
with her mother in the city is of more importance than meeting the needs
of a country high school for a teachey of matherhatics. A principal must
weigh up th.gravity of a teacher's continual tardiness against the quality
of his teaching in the classroom, or the effect of a teacher's university
studies on the progress of the children in his classes. The examples are, of
course, legion and 4pre only too well known to all. a4ininistrators.

These five areas of discussion could belwextehded considerably. They
have been cited to show that the problem dreas in administration can be
identified and that a considerable literature exists to suggest a variety of
approachg from which the principal or other administrator selects orie or
more alternative modes of action.

In 'our view education for administration consists in large measure of
sensitizing the practising administrator or, indeed, the administrator-to-be,
to the likely problem areas and to the resources of theory available to deal
with them.

The next major section of this paper asks how theadministrator is to
be introduced to these resources? ke can, of course, discuss his role with
his colleaguesthat will be of some help. He can read the literature relating
to organizational behaviour and that, coupled with discussion with colleagues,
will be of even more help. He can, if spurred on by 'a university lecturer
or some other expert, study case studies or other exercises which relate
his own organizational situation to the literature. Better still, he can discuss
these disciplined attempts to understand the reality of his organizational °
behaviour with his lecturer and his' colleagues. One day, more cases
than many administrators realize, he might even undertake research work
in his own or another otganiYation, which will further sharpen his under-
standing of organizationthenomena.

All of the above alternatives, though valuable, assume that the adminis-,
trator has already met and identified the prohlt4n situation. What of the tyro
administrator, or the administrator-to-be? How is he`to be 'educated for
administration'? Will fie be left, like most other Australian administrators,
to learn by trial and error. at the expense of the children and the teachers
in his school or school system?

Argyris. Chris Interpersonal Competence dnd Organizational Eflectiveness, Home-
wood, III. Irwin. 1962.
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The wastefulnest of trial and erro learning can be partly avoided
through a number of approaches. amo which are apprenticeship to
another person in an administrative positio simulated adrninistrative situ-
-ations and the internship.

Apprenticeship refers to the process of learning by doing under the
supervision of a more experienced person. It implies little academic education
and places the emphasis on 'on-the.-job' trainina. In spite of the obvious
advantages 'inherent in 'gating one's hands dirty' there are serious objections
to apprenticeship pure and simple. It tends to revere. et'ablished procedures,
to impose stereotypes, to straight-jacket those of different personality from
that chara'cteristic of the `master% .

On the other hand, simulation provides an economical and largely
threat-free situation in which the budding administrator plays games designed
to present him with problem solving situations taken from real life. Simula-
tions take many forms. Some common examples used in Australia are the
case study, the 'in-basket', the management game and the role-plaS,.

The case study has been described by Lawrence' as 'chunks of, reality
based on stubborn facts that must be faced up to in real lif. situations'. The
cases may be printed in book form or reproduced on an audiotape or
videotape. They may be read and considered by individuals, discussed in
groups, dissected in class or used in .a number of other ways. r-

The in-basket is used rn much the same way. It requires an administrator
.to make quick decisions about priorities, communication channels. human
relations, governmental requirements and so on. It calls on him to relate
his experience, his lecture material, his reading to tpl life problems which
must be dealt with in a restricted time.

. The role play is really the acting out of a case study. Participants
are 'asked to play certain roles, to adopt certain attitudes, to argue with
verisimilitude. The role play is observed by students who try to analyze
the situation, to isolate its dynamics. to relate what is going on to their
organization and, of course, to their own reading and past experience.

The interniship4 is a largely mknown approach in Australia.'Unlike
apprenticeship, internship takes pla utter a period of formal training, and
typically a member of staff who assisted in the formA education at university
assists in the supervision and guidance of the student when he goes to work
for an organization. Normally the ex-student receives a small salary from
the employing authority, which recosnizes him as a tyro and accepts
responsibility with the university, for the supervision of his experience\

LawrenCe, P. R. 'The Preparation of Case Material'. in Andrews. K. R. (Ed.) The
Case Method of Teaching: Human Relations and Administration, Cambridge. Mass.,Harvard University Press. 1953. quoted in Walker, W. G. The Principal at Work,
St., Lucia, University of QuLcnsland PreA. 198.

8 Hencley. Stephen P. ( ). The Internship in Administrative Preparatio mbus,Ohio, U.C.L.A., 1963.
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This approach obviously has much to commend it, and is one which
Australian universities and school systems might explore with benefit in
the course of the next few years.

Education for administration, as we have seen, implies education for
understanding the behaviour of individuais, groups and organizations qua
organizations. Clearly, education for administration implies a knowledge of
individual psychology and group psychology, of the sociology of the group,
of the organization and of the society in which the organization exists. It
may also imply some knowledge of anffixopology or perhaps of some history.
Certainly, at higher levels of administrati implies more than a.nodding
acquaintance with economics and politics and with the structures of educa-
tional systems in other countries and pr vinces. Some knowledge of
statistical techniques is desirable and in this t,ge at least a passing acquain-
tance with the computer is desirable.

If the provision of such a background seems a tall order it might be
sobering to reflect that we take six years to train a physician or a physicist,
three years to give a minimum qualification to a teacher or a nurse. Why
should we begrudge one or two years to train an educational administrator?

If it is argued that thj allocation of time, and money, is wasteful.
iconsider the responsibiliti of the headmaster of even a small high schdol,

for example. He is reOnsible for the education of not 40 children, but of
500 or 600 of them; their welfare, happiness and initiative of no less than
20 teachers (and their ,immediate families) depend upon the quality of his
leadership; a school plant valued.at perhaps hplf a million dollars is his
responsibility; a non-professional staff of cleaners, maids. groundsman, aides,
etc., look to him as 'boss'; a whole town or suburb trusts him with its
most precious possessions; the state or school council looks to him not only
to run his school with economy and efficiency, but also,to innovate. They
expect in one man both a visionary and an actuary, to inspire and to lead.
We demand all of, this and yet. in Australia, begrudge the time and money
to educate him to accept these responsibilities.

The heads of our schools, and especially those., at secondary level, Are
. increasingly coming under fire for their lack of ability to deal with the
multifarious duties referred to above. Increasingly heads are accused> of
'taking refuge, in their offices', of devoting their time to administrivia, of
avoiding their traditional role as teacher, guide. mentor and educational
leader. And who can blame them? Not onlyrhe world but the immediate
community, not only society itself but the individual child is changing
profoundly from year to year.

In the buzzing confusion of the administrative day where does the
administrator turn? To his past\experience? But the past is dead. To his
colleagues? Perhaps. but most of them know only the same past as he.
To the bureaucracy which employs him? Perhaps, but most of the hierarchy
know an even older past. To his books? Certainly, if they are concerned
with the child, the teacher and the school of today. Certainly, if they are
designed to help the reader understand contemporary society, contemporary
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organizations, contemporary teachers and contemporary children. Certainly,
if they serve to link theory and practice, philosophy and the ongoing realities
of the classroom and the staff room.

To his univefsity? Certainly, if its Faculty -of Education has been
dragged kicking and screaming into the twentieth century, or better- still,

) the twenty-prst century!

Obviously, no one,direction will do. All of these alternativesand many
morewill provide him with some new insights, some new ideas worth
trying.

As we saw at the beginning of this paper, the adnjinistrator needs
resourceswide resouices to which he can turn for guidance in the buzzing
confusion of the administrative day. These resources come in the main from

,Y the social sciences and from the. work of scholars and practitioners who daily
seek to apply the sOcial sciences to the cutting fade of adniinistration. The
particular choice of the social science and the emphasis to be given to those
chosen is very largely a function of the administrator's own academic back-
ground and of-his likely administrative responsibilities.

If behoves universities, tertiary institutions and emplo thorlties
to develop professional programmes for the education of ducational
administrators. In universities, such programmes need not all be of master's
or doctoral levelif this were soiiit would restrict education for administra-
tion to a very few indeed at this stage in our educational history.

There is a pressing need and unsatiated demand in Australia for one
or two-year programmes for non-graduate administrators. These&might be
provided by institutes, collegts of advanced education and teacher's colleges.
But the need does not stop there. *

We call for an Australia-wide attack on the problem of education for
school administration. The vast di(ficulties facing administrators, whether in

/Mural or urban schools, education departments or religious orders, secondary
schools or universities are too complex and too pressing to be left to trial
and error learning.

Experience has already shown that-far (sighted employing bodies and
tertiary institutions can achieve much if they have the will to do so.

It seems clear that the attack should take Iblace at several levelsand
we stress that there are models for all of these already in existence in
Australia today. Some examples of what has been achieved are:

1. Two or three-day conferences caieVp by departments of education
(e.g., Tasmanian principals and vice-principals at Launceston). pro-
fessional associations (Australian College of Edbcation at Towns-
ville), teachihg orders (13rsuline nuns at Armidale). These typically
take the form of a rather crowded programme in which one or two
experts from outside the immediate sponsoring organization give
lectures, -condutt seminars and lead simulation activities. They are
a very valuable and economical means of' opening the eyes of
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administrators to the availability of books on the subject and the
possibility of undertaking longer and more demanding courses in
tile field.

2. One or two-week long in-service courses which allow-for a rather
more detailed study of particular problem areas (et., in-service
vacation courses at Artnidale Teachers' College; Training Adminis-
tration courses conducted by the Department of the Navy at HMAS
Cerberus; the speCial course for New South Wales Inspectors of
Schools at Goldstein College, University of Nevt.,South Wales).

3. Non-residential courses of ten weeks or so duration which attempt
-to introduce administrators to some of the available litera re,
require the writing of essays or exercises and sometimes ap a
certificate for satisfactory completion of the course. Some exc lent
examples are the Courses taught jointly by the South Australian
Educatibn Department and the South Australian Institute of, Tech-
nology, the courses offered at Kew High School and the Wangaratta
Adult Education Centre by the Victorian Department of Education.

4. Courses of a much more demanding and systematic nature taught
over a period of a year or more by non-university tertiary institutions.

To date there is only one such course of this type in Australiathe well-
conceived Diploma in Educational Administration programme offered by
the West- Australian Institute of Technology, although the Armidale
Teachers' College hopes to offer-as,similar course internally and externally
in the near future.

5. .University courses at post- raduate level. Such courses, now taught
by several Australian universities, range from professionally oriented
diplomas and master's degrees to research oriented master's degrees
and doctorates. Among the new programmes of potential interest
are the course-typ master's degree in Educational Administration
now being offered by the Universities of Queensland and New
England.

Thus there is a need for the vast expansion of training programmes at
all clf these levels, though certain caveats should be expressed at this stage.
These are:

1. There is a danger that the short weekend or week-long programthes
might be seen as sufficient in themselves. Of course, they can do
no more than whet appetites. They rarely challenge participants to
think deeply about the administrative process, or to relate adminis-
trative behaviour to the larger fields of organizational or societal
behaviour, dr to read and write intelligently abouf what they are
doing when they administer. In such courses there is a very real
danger of dilettantism or of a preoccupation with the 'how to do
it' alone rather than the why and how to do it.

2. Much the same danger is inherent in the ten or twenty-week lecture
programmes referred to above, but at least in such programmes some
solid reading is expected and some written and oral presentations
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are required. Like the shorter courses these must be seen A no
more than sfimulating an interest in wider reading and a more
disciplined approach to study of the process.

3. A third major caveat refers to the dangers inherent in education
departments and teaching orders running their own programmes of
training without introducing lecturers and organizers from outside
the organization. If such organizations are not careful their courses
degenerate into platitudinous re-introductions to organizational
stereotypes. At the present time there is talk in some parts of
Australia of 'the establishment by Education Departments of staff
colleges. In a country where most teachers are recruited from govern-
ment schools, trained in government schools, 'employed by the

7
government, inspected by the government and promoted by the
government such orgartizations could easily degenerate into stereo-
type. machines where superannuated inspectors of schools and senior
people 'kicked upstairs' because of ineptitude on the firing line might
be expected to tell the headmasters of tomorrow how they ran the
schools of yesterday. Such narrowly conceived organizations must _
be iiiewed by the teaching profession as a whole with great suspicion,
for the educational administrator, no less than the public adminis-
trator, or hospital administrator, stands to gain froin contact with

,colleagues and students in other fields of administrationand the
most obvious places in which this should take plaCe are the univer-
sity or a general staff college for administrators from..a variety of
institutions.

4. A fourth caveat refers to the assumption made in some quarters
that educational administration is merely one aspect of business
administration or of public administration. Nothing could be further
from the truth, as every teacher who has spent sleepless nights toss*
over the personal and academic problems of those forty or so hum$1
souls so trustingly placed in his care, knows only too well.

Of course, there is a core of knowledge which is common to
the administrative process wherever it is carried out but it is at

'the level of objectives, of interpersonal relationships, of appreciating
the subtlety of the fragile relationship between teacher ancr.child
that educational administration departs firmly from other fields.

In their haste, however laudable, to 'begin offering courses in
educational administration some institutions have turne:d to business
administration or public adminiStration for help, and in too many
cases have, as a result, overlooked the crucial mission of the school.

5. A fifth caveat refers to the need. in tertiary institutions concerned
witkeducation for administration to keep their instruction, no matter
how 'theoretical' or concerned with ''principles' tied squarely to the
practice of administration. We have said elsewhere,D and we do not
hesitate to repeat it here, that there is nothing more practical than

tt+

°Walker, W. G: Theory and Practice in Educational Aaministratio,i, St. Lucia,
University of QueensIand Press, 1970.
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goml. theory. One great virtue of the university. iS ',its concern fo
research as well as teaching. It needs constantly, in the cclucatio
of the administrator, e probing the realities of administration,
developing theories, typotheses, probing beneath the surface,
The administrative Øoces is a complex, process, modern organiza-
tions are complex animal , administrative behaviour takes place in
a complex enviro mcnt, le complex organization, to be understood,
needs continuot and nfightened probing by the social scientist, be

'it in educatio ...-mehology, sociology, anthropology, economics,
politics or elsewhere.\r he frMts of that probing need constantly to
be kept before the adrrririttrator who is being educated for his role.

Teacher education in this country, has- been coMpared, not without
justification in some cases, with a course of medical educatiqn whieh devotes
three-quarters of its time to a study of the Hippocratic oath. If we, the
teaching profession, let this happen to the education of administrators, we
are lost. Of course, the administrator must be concerned with values, NO
aims, objectives, and due attention must be paid to them. But in reallife
decisions must be made, and made quickly and wisely from the greatest
range of resources available to the.praetitioner. It is here that the universitx
makes its great contribution to the field of administrator education'. It Mae
to bear studies of ethics, of talues. of human endeavour written in history
and literature, and links them with researclr into this organizational animal
'school' compared in its complexity by Schwabw with that complex4.,
which faces a psychologist who attempts to study the interaction of partS)
of a living organism.

When we educate for administration we educate for flexibility,
and breadth of vision. We educate for the capacity to ask the right question,
to seek out the most relevant data, to choose the most promising solution.
We educate to sensitize the administrator to the realities of education as a
political and economic animal as well as the value oriented, idealized andss
often unrealistic animal the textbooks tend to put before us.

,It was said that Professor Sir Francis Anderscut sometime Professor
of Moral ,and Political Philosophy at the University of Sydney, and a
time Presbyterian, would pull the pillow over his ears to drown out the
sound of Sunday morning church bells. Too many Australian administrators
are taking a similar attitude to education for administration. They deliberate-,
ly overlook the fact that it is going on inexOrably day by day, traumatically
for children and teachers, uneconomically for governments and inefficieptly
for education departments. The choice is not between no educationlor
administration and education for administration, but between an education
for administration based on unsystematic, narrow, triat and error lctinins
which runs contrary to almost every educational principle we cfterigh, ati
systematic, perceptive and broad instruction which holds the promise of
schools with climates in which both children and teachers might be en-

.couraged to grow.

10 Schwab, Joseph J. 'The Professorship in Educatiohal Administration: Theory-Art-
Practice', Chapter IV in Willower. Donald J. and Culbertson, Jack The Professor-
ship in Educational Administration, Columbus, Ohio, U.C.E.A., 1964.
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HELPING THE TEACHER THROUGH SYSTEM
ADMINISTRATION

A paper read at the TNVelfth Annual Conference of the Australia College
of Education, Perth, May 1971.

J. G. WILLIAMS, B.A., I3.S(7., m.A.C.E.

Senior Lecturer, W.A. Institute of Technology

This paper consists of three related sections. In the first I suggest that
there is h general tendency to view Australian education through a conceptual
filter of bureaucracy which discolours and clouds the perception of reality.
Replacing the narrow bureaucratic framework of analysis with a broader
viewpoint will improve understanding of the administration of Australian
education and may generate administptive practices which are more helpful
to the teacher. The first section is an exercise in descriptive organization
theory.

. The seciand section develops a normative proposition that administratIon
in education should be_aw, licitly teacher centred. I will argue that thc focus
of the administratier sys m should be fixed directly on the teacher, not
on the pupil or curri or buildings or other inputs to the school.

In the third lion I propose a new approach to the- professional
development of t hers which might replace or invigorate current practice
in school supervision.

SECTION 1: THE CONCEPTUAL FILTER OF BUREAUCRACY

There is scarcely 'any need to remind this audience that we perceive
everything selectively as though through 'filters. We are well aware that our
cars and eyes are highly selective filters which admit only fractions of the
full range of vibrations and waves in the air and space around us. We know
the psychological and other mechanisms by .which we filter out the whole
of reafity except for the small part we can cope, with at any one time. But
we may not recognize so clearly that we use filters, conceptual ones, to look
at organizations in which we live and work. And we may not always be
fully aware that our perceptions of many things are determined to a large
extent by characteristic ways of thinking which prevail in our period of
history or in our particular nation or group.

'`.7I .pggetst for serious consideration that we Australians, and our critics
from oteiseas, habitually view our schools through a frame of reference
or filter which is too,strongly coloured by the concept of bureaucracy. This
focuses undue attentionon the hierarchical skeletal structure of Australian
educational organizations and obscures appreciation of the living reality,
the vital flesh and blood of the system. We use a sort of X-ray filter which
reveals the static bones and hides the organic life of the system. We need
reminding that the concept of bureaucracy is an abstract theoretical tool
for analysis. Like X-rays and other analytical tools it can reveal only a
narrow fragment ,of reality. We tend to see hierarchical structure as the
most prominent feature of our educational organizations because the con-
ceptual filter we use highlights that feature.'Other features will show up just
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us prominently if we use different theoretical filters. The bureaucratic
structure of Australian education is only as important as the attention
we give it.

I may be misinterpreted as saying. that Australian educational organiza-
tions are not bureaucratic, they only look that way. So it needs to bz made
clear that any filter or theoretical framework used to examine an organiza-
tion can only illumine what is actually present in the organization. There
is no doubt that Australian education does contain many eknients which
can be partially understood in terms of bureaucracy theoryle.But some of
these elements are undergoing rapid change which cannot be discussed
meaningfully in the language of formal organization and hierarchy.

Analytical tools become blunted and irrelevant. My argument is that
.the concept of bureaucracy is no longer an appropriate framework for
understanding. the Australian education systems. Teachers, administrators
and observers may misinterpret important developments in school adminis-
tration if they continue to think in terms of traditional formal organization
theory. Other theoretical standpoints are needed to give a more balanced
understanding of the system and to encourage administrative practices which
will be more helpful to the teacher. While we continue to think in bureau-
cratic terms we will continue to.behave in bureaucratic ways.

Power as a new theoretical framework

In rejecting traditional organization theory as an inadequate basis for
examining administration in Australian ed.ucation we are belatedly following
a trend which is well established in the study of other kinds of ofganizations.
J. D. Thompson asserts that the pyramid of.hierarchy became the symbol
of complex organization only 'through historical and misleading aceidene.'
while J. A. Litterer suggests that studying formal structure is the most
elementary level of thinking about organizations.2 Our understanding is
slightljt improved when we acknowledge that a spontaneous informal organ-
izatibn co-exists with the formal, but this approach, too, is seriously mis-
leading. To split the organization into separate formal and informal com-
ponents is to imply, very unrealistically, that one is legitimate and desirable.
the other illegitimate and condescendingly to be tolerated. Modern social
scientists are searching for the live stuff of, administration in what earlier
theorists tossed.out as informal organization. But this more recent approach
has been slow to penetrate into the published literature on educational
administration and into the administrative practices ori-chool systems.

One recent approach which is-typical of the more broadly-based ways
of thinking uses the concept of power as a tool for analysis of organizations
and a brief discussion of school systems in terms of power may give an
interesting new appearance to familiar things.

Thompson, J. D.Organizations in Action, New York, McGraw-Hill, 1967, p.132.
2 Utterer, J. A. Organizations: Structure and Behaviour, New York, Wiley, 1969, p.vi.
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Our habitual approach stresses the static backbone of authority which
supports the Australian educational organizations. Analysis in terms of
power concepts may sharpen our view of the less visible life blood which
is diffused throughout the system and which sustains and energizes its
vital activities.

Powcr in a school system is derived from many sources, distributed
liberally among many people, and used with great inefficiency to convert
human and other inputs into educational and other outputs. The most
significant issue is that power in any educational organization is widely
distributed. Specifically, I suggest, power over peoplt, resources and decisions
in Australian education systems is ipuch more diffused than is usually
recognized.

Until recently Hit stereotyped picture of state education departments
in Australia, emphasized a clear chain of authority reaching by official
delegation from Minister through Director-General, directors, superintendents
and principalsto teachers. Legal statutes and regulations made by Parliament
and executed by Minister and Director-General were accepted as the ultimate
and almost unique sourceS of power over No*, decisions, and resources.
Other typos and sources of power did in fact operate, for some peopl e. and
practices departed from the stereetyped pattern. But by and large adminis-
trative behaviour was regulated by the assumption that it depended on a
chain of legal authority linked to state government statutes. This was the
conceptual model which determined the predominant .pattesn of administra-
tion. In this model power was or one kind, de jure, derived from state
legislation, based ultiniately on the Australian Constitution, and concentrated
down a thin pipeline of legal authority.

Carzo and Yanouzas are two modern writers who rerect this kind of
traditional theory according to which 'the direction for the course of events
in a formal organization flows downward only through the hierarchy of
authority'.3 Research evidence shows, they claim, 'that authority which is
based on the official position provides only one source of influence, It is
often unsuccessful. There are many more bases for influence in an organ-
ization'.4

W. G. Bennis refers to 'the coming death of bureaucracy'.5 Every age,
he says, develops an organizational form appropriate to its genius and the
bureaucratic form is out of joint with contemporary realities. New organ-
izational forms are being created in modern industry. These .new forms
give process more attention than structure; they emphasize lateral rather
than vertical relationships; they are designed .essentially around multi-
directional flows of information, men, materials and behaviour rather than
around the simple vertical flow of authority. Stanley Young asserts that
changes in culture and advances in techriology are producing new techniques

3 Carzo, R. and Yanouzas, J. N. Formal Organizations: A Systems Approach, Home-
wood, Irwin, 1967, p.182. 4.

4Ibid, p.183.
,5Bennis, W. G. 'The coming death of bureaucracy', in Cleland, D. T. and King, W. R.

Systems, Organizations, Analysis, Management: A Book of Readings, New York,
McCaw-Hill, 1969, pp.11-17.
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of management." To graft these on to the primitive organizational vehicle
of bureaucracy is. according to Young, like the vain attempts which were
made seventy years ago to attach the powerful new internal combustion
engine to the ancient horse buggy. The vehicle had to be substantially re-
designed to suit its new source of power.

Young's analogy shaild not be taken too far and some writers may
be going too fast in their violent reaction against bureaucracy. I have no
doubt that Australian .education will retain for many years th.F basic organ-
izational framework of bureaucracy. I hop, however. that .we`will all come
to see more clearly that this framework is just the chassis, anAmportant
part of the administrative system. but no.t its main source of energy.

Alreaqx,. in Australian education departure from the formal legal-
authorit 'moael have become frequent, significant and apparent. The old
bureau' atic stereotype is no longer a workable description of the power'
relatio hips which now determine administrative behaviour. A diffused
power model gives a more accurate description of reality. I will demonstrate
this with a few examples, but first some terms must be explained.

Power and its Sources s*.

This is not the place to attempt an abstract analysis of power structure
and process ortven a precise definition of power. For present purposes it
matters little whether we think of power in terms of getting people to do
what we wish, or in terms of right or capacity to make significant or final
decisions, or in terms of control over allocation of resources.'These arc three
typical ways of thinking about power, as influence over people or decisions
or resources, but ultimately they converge in meaning. My hypothesis about
power distrilcution in Australian education applies to all three.

In interpreting the examl*s given later I make these assumptions about
the meaning of power:

(a) Power refers to a relationship between two or more people;

(b) Some kind of dependence on The (tower holder(s) is involved in the
relationship;

(Or Usually fliis dependence is reciprocal, a matter,: of mutu
dependence;

(d) Power relates to the exchange of goods or services (which may be
intangible as well as tangible);,

(e) A- person has power over another if he controls something which
the other values;

(f) Power resides in the possibility of withholding as well as of giving.
-

41.

6Young. S. 'Organization as a Total System', in Cleland. & King, op. ci 1-62.
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Examples of diffused power

1..ct US exanone some examples of rz.ower diffusion in Australian
education.

To begin with a simple case at the bottom of the system. teachers arc
inclined to assume that cleaners, typists and technicians should not have
power in a schopil. Whether...they .v/undd have it or not is an academic
questipn2*The fact is that tM4 do. because they occupy strategic locations
which give them control over, important activities iu the daily work flow
of the schokil. *to counter this de facto power. which is hy no means trivial.
the teacher finds official authority less effective than more, subtle symbolic .
rewards or unofficial services which he can exchange for extra cleaning duties
or prompt typing or a well-prepared laboratory.

At the other end of the school system the most visible .break with thc
legal-authority model of administration is the substitution of the financial
power of the federal government for the constitutional power of the state
government over sonic 'mportant decisions and resource allocations in
equcation. Whdc previous wits thought that a state government had
sole power over* education system. it is now obvious that state officials
have to share power, in several ways that do not need documentation, with
officials of the federal government. Cleaily a kind of finance-powered federal-
state partnership in educatkm is replacing the former state monopoly powered
by the aulhority of the Constitution. To relieve those who fear the increasing
power of ihe federal government in education. it May help to remember that
power is not fixed in quantity. As several writers point out, for example
Miklos and J..D. Thompson. the power of both parties in a power relation-
ship can increase as latent sources of influence are brought into operation.'
Ofie level of government can gain power without the other losing it.

As another example of the trend: towards diffusion of pOwer in educa-
tion, consider the top level administrators in a state education department,
namely the Minister. Director-General and his Deputy. These three work
in, the boundary between the education system and its environment and
act as a buffer to insulate the system against outside pressures. In the past,
when the environment of education was more stable and the system itself
relatively closed .and small, these top administrators could cope with the
necessary outside interactiws and still have energy and time left over to
deal with internal operations and relations. But in post-war years the energy
of these administrators in -ate boundary layer has had to be. turned increas-
ingly outwards to regulate pressures from rapid and critical changes in
society. At the same time the education system itself has become internally
larger and more complex. The net result has been to draw the Minister
and Director-General away from short-term, day-to-day. internal operations
towards long-term planning. community relationships, and political policy.
These top-level administrators have become. increasingly dependent on sub-
ordinates for information and advice and for the effectiveness of their control
over internal operations. They 'have had to shed or share power.

7 Miklos. F. 'increasing participation in 'decision making'. Canadian Administrator: 9.
6. March 1970. Thompson. op. cit.. p.32.
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For examples at the managerial level in Australian education, thc trend
towards spread of power is seen most clearly in the redistribution of the
supervisory powers of superintendents and in the utge for greater autonomy
of school principals. "Ihe former was well described in Mr. II. Dettman's
article in the AnAtralitin LP:trim! Filucation for June 1,969," while the latter
was exemplified in a public statement made last ,;ear by the SouthAustralian
Minister for Education, The observable fact that he8dmasters var.)/ consider-
ably in the amount of discretion they exercise is. I think, a further indication
that considerable power does lie in their own hands if they care to use it.

The power possessAl by th: teacher in Ow classrootn.will be considered
in Section 2 of the pap:r, but to illustrate the 'general trend reference can
be made here to the changing duties of senior masters in high 'khools, the
emergence of teaching teams and other developments ,in internal school
organization. But the most vivid illustration is the sudden world-wide out-
burst of teacher militancy. Recent actions by Victorian teachers and press,
campaigns in other Australian States are part of a world-wide pattern
shown in Japan, Canada, Britain and elsewhere. Teachers. individu-
ally and collectively. are seeking more influence over educational decisions
and can be expected to continue pressing for a greater share of power.

As a final. exathple, the emergence of student power lias.to be recog-
nized, as current reedit; in Australian tertiary education and as a growing
force in high schools.

To conclude Section I. of the paper, this superficial presentation of a
few examples of powt;r diffusion proves nothing, but it may draw attention
to a trend towards new piiiiterns, of power relatiOnships which seems to be
emerging in Australian ci ucation systems. 'Official' legal authority and
power. confined to few p:o le. have.' bxome less predominant in the theory
and practice of administra ion. Explicit recognition is growing of the tie
facto legitimacy of power based on such resources as money, time, informa-
tion, skill, expertise, electoral votes, status and other symbolic rewards,
personality. etc. Of particular importance in the diffusio of power is the
success of the education system itself in encouraging people to think. As
one writer has said. 'we cannot expect a highly educated society . to be
a docile societyt." We can expeel that the trendrill continue towards even
greater diffusion of power in the administration cif education. In particular
teachers__ will exercise more power, and this leads us to Section 2 of the
paper.

SECTION 2: FOCUS OF ADMINISTRATION ON THE TEACHER

In the second part of the paper I wish' to present the principle that,
though education might be child centred, educational administration "must
be teacher centred. The primary direct object of the administrative system

s Dettman, H. 'Changesin school supervision in Western Australia'. Australian
Journal of Education, 13, 2, June 1969, pp.147-1661.

oGoldhammer, K. 'Local organization and administration, in Morphet. E L. and
Ryan.,C. 0. (Ed.) Implications for Education Prospective Changes in Society,
New York, Citation Press, 1967, pp.244-267.
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is not the pupil or buildings or curriculum or planning; it is the teacher.
I- make no pretence of trying to prove this noRnative proposition. It might
be taken as the best working hypothesis available or as a traditionally
accepted axiom in education. My purpose atilile moment is simply to
restate the principle in several different ways. I be. 'eve there is some danger
that in our intense concern with curriculum development, technological
innovation and rational use of resources, we may leave the teacher behind,
as we have perhaps left the driver behind in the development of the motor
car. Wezneeck to pause sometimes to restore conscious and explicit aware-
ness that the as of education are achieved through the teacher and that
the teacher must therefore remain the principal focus of administrative
effort.

Stripped to es entials my argument is that the teacher is a professional
person providing professional service to his clients and that the administra-
tion exists to enable and assist as well as to control this service. In this
bare form the proposition is overstated and idealized. Administration does
have other functions and I.recognize the limitations of many teachers and

-)the necessary constraints which society places on freedom in the school. But
'I---prefei not to obscure the mainline argnment by tracking down all the
qualifying `ifs and buts'. I think it necessary to reiterate in important prin-
ciple: the core function of the administrative system in education should
continne to be seen as helping the teacher to.carry out the %ask of education.

Economy

To begin with economics, education systems spend more money on
teachers than on all other inputs combined. In Wealtirn Australia, for
example in 1968-69, total expenditure for primary education, including all
capital and recurrent costs, was $28 million. $15 million of this was for
teachers' salaries. In secondary education $10 million was spent on teachers'.
salaries in a total Of $18 million.10 Quite clearly the teacher represents a
heavy investment of resources and one runction of the administration is
surely to get the best possible return from this investment.

To borrow again from economics, the most efficient incremental invest-
ment hat can be made of the linlif,-(1 resources of education is investment
in improving the teacher. Marg:Jal r-r.provements in the teacher's perform-
ance ard amplified by increasing educational effect on the thousands of
pupils he influences during his career. Improving the teacher will give
greater return per dollar in educational outputs than improvements in
buildings, equipment -or materials. In fact most educational improvements
and innovations depend on the teacher for any effect at all. The teacher is
not only an amplifier, he is also a `go-no go'-switch, because he is the only
connection between most of these other inputs and educational outputs. I
suspect that sometimes large amounts are spent on new types of buiIdings'or
facilities, and relatively small amounts on training and helping the teiAtr-Th
to use them. We need to reverse this kind of imbalance.

to W.A. Education Departnent 1 nnual Report 1969, Perth, Government Printer, 1970,
pp.61-62.
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David Cohen of Macquarie University, expressed similar thoughts in
a recent article on Australia's educational problems: 'Let me state quite
strongly that the best hopes of solution don't lie in equipment, buildings,
librariesbut in one key factor, namely the teaching-learning process' which,
Cohen says, is 'the responsibility largely of one personthe teacher'. He
continues: 'the greatest sinde determinant of educational quality unquestion-
ably remains as the quality of the classroom teacher'." This assertion is
reinforced by Robert H. Anderson's concept of the learning process as a
triangular set of interactions between teacher, pupil and curriculum.
Anderson's diagram is shown in Figure 1.12 I have rotated it in Figure 2
to stress that most of the inputs to this learning process enter through the
teacher, who clearly occupies the most critical 'strategic position in the
formal education system. Nearly all inputs to the system are filtered into
the learning process through him. He determines which inputs get into the
learning process and how well they are used. He therefore substantially
controls the quality of the short-term outputs to the formal education system.
Formal schooling is only one agency in the total educational effort of the
community, but it is the teacher who regulates whatever this agency con-
tributes in the long term to the formation of the mature person, the respon-
sible citizen and ultimately the quality of society.

Referring back to Section I of the paper, we may note here the tremen-
dous potential power which the teacher has because of his-strategic location
in the most vital part of the education system. We cannot take this potential
power away from the teacher but we Can inhibit and suppress it, as we
may have done in the past. or we can liberate it and use it as we shall
have to do in the future. A

Organization

My next argument in this attempt to clarify relationships between
administration and teachers starts with a little organization theory from
Talcott Parsons."

In every formal organization, according to Parsons, there are three
essential sub-systems, each with its own distinct kind of function. There is,
firstly, a technical sub-system whose function it is to carry out the produc-
tive task of the organization, that is to produce the goods or provide the
services for which the organization exists. In formal education the tech-
nical functions are the processes of teaching conducted in classes,by teachers.

These ,technical functions require resources, which must be procured,
and they involve relationships with clients or beneficiaries, which must be
determined. Hence a set of second order problems exists above the technical

11 Cohen, D. 'Are your children being educated or merely processed?', The National
Times, February 8th-13th, 1971, p.27.

12 Anderson. R. H. Teaching in a World of Change, New York, Harcourt, Brace
and World, 1966, p.19.

13 Parsons, T. 'Some ingredients of a general theory of formal organization', in
Halpin, A. W. (Ed.) Administrative Theory in Education, Chicago, University of
Chicago Press, 1967, pp.40-73.
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order. In an educational organization teachers must be recruited and
allocated, classrobms and physical facilities must be provi,101 and decisions
must be made about what children should be taught whc,:t things by what
kinds of teachers on what terms--and conditions. An administrative or
managerial sub-system is required to deal with these second order problems.
In Australian government education departments this sub-system is peopled
mainly by directors, superintendents, and principals.

Parsons distinguishes a third set of functions, in all formal organizations,
above those of the technical and managerial sub-systems. This set concerns
the relations of the organization with the wider community from which it
draws its meaning or purpose and its higher level support.

Interaction
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Figure 2. ) The formal education system.
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An important point made and emphasized by Parsons is that each
sub-system differs sharply from the other two in the organizational functions
it serves, the kind of problems it has to solve; and the tasks it has to
accomplsh. Therefore, says Parsons, the people in a higher sub-system do
not simply tell the people in tie next system down what to do, because
these people 'lower down' must exercise types of competence and must
shoulder responsibilities which cannot be regarded as simply delegated by
superiors. The functions of the lower sub-system are distinctly different in
kind from those of the higher. They are not just lower order details of
higher level function. Parsons refers particularly to a crucial, problem of
organization which appear, oinen the personnel of the technical system
reach a full professional level oi competence.

The preceding paragraphs give .1 very brief account of part qf Parsons's
general theory of organization. I Put using this to examine relation§ between.
the managerial and technical sub-systems in education, with particular
reference to state departments. I believe there is a special Problem here due
to two conditions peculiar to educational organizations. In the first place,
most people who fill the managerial sub-system in education have Previously
worked in the technical sub-system. Secondly. in these days, the people who
now occupy the technical sub-system, that is the teachers, are reaching higher
leVels of professional competence. In consequence we are beginning to
witness in education the crucial problems of organization which Parsons
predicts. I will deal with these two issues separately.

Regarding the first of these issues, in education the managerg. that is
the divisional directors, superintendents and.principals, have usually been
trained for and worked for some time in the teaching sub-system. In their
new managerial situation they can easily be tempted-to carry, over their old
orientations and to retain too much involvement in the teacying functions.titiIn various ways .they can steal these from the teachers to 4 Vby nature
they belong. In Parsons's terms the managerial 'Sub-system. iv ;two main
functionsto control and to service the technical sub-system. The natural,
tendency for the ex-teachers in the managerial positions would be to
emphasize the control function at the expense of service.

Certainly in the past Australian inspeCtors and principals have been
primarily concerned with tight supervision of teachers. Inspectors and prin-
cipals were the experts who knew how to teach and the teacher in the
classroom was expected to conform to their mandato6 'suggestions'. In the
present tlie balance between control and service is shifting. The teacher is
becoming recognized as the expert in teaching and the person in charge of
the classroom. The managers still retain their responsibility for ensuring
quality in education, but nOw they are more likely to do this by providing
the teacher with resources and help. If my interpretation is correct, educa-
tional organizations in Australia are beginning to move towards the proper
kind of functional differentiation between the managerial and technical
sub-systems, that is the kind which exists in organizations in general, accord=
ing to Parsons.
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Professionalization of Teaching

My final point in Section 2 refers to a condition which is causing
significant changes in organizational structures in many enterprises. This is
the increasing specialization and professionalization of staff which is occur-
ring in industry, commerc:...., and government. This condition is producing new
flexible forms of, organiiation which cut across hierarchical structure.
Specialization is one effect of the 'knowledge explosion' and those people
whose specialized knowledge lies in a segment which is vital to their
society or essential to their organization achieve- special status or power.

The unique status of the professional Tarries over from society in
general to organizations in particular in two ways. First the professional has
specialized knowledge and competence on which ,his organization depends.
He is an expert who must participate genuinely in crucial deciiions. As
Parsons says, the professional must be given and must accept responsibility
for his professional judgement and performance and the organizational
structure must provide for this to happen. Secondly, the professional in the
organization is almost necessarily ambivalent in his allegiance. He is com-
mitted by contract tb the organization in which he works and to the
authority of his superiors. But on the other hand his professional colleagues
outside the organization form the reference group for much of his occupa-
tional behaviour and attitudes.

The expansion and specialization of 'knowledge have increased the
proportions of professions and professionals in the work force but have also
changed the nature of the professions. The typical professional used to be
a self-employed person working, independently in a face-to-face relationship
with individual clients and having almost complete autonomy in his pro-
fessional decisions. Now the typical professional is more likely to 'work in
an organization, co-operating with specialists from his own or other pro-
fessions. In makkg his professional decisions he is likely to be dependent
on advice or infrrtnation from others, and in carrying out these decisions
he often uses facilities controlled by professional or para-professional col-
leagues.

The modern professional is therefore subject to more constraints and
has less autonomy than was accorded him in the traditional image of a
profession. But the modern professional in the organization has more
autonomy and discretion over technical decisions than the traditional image
and form of organizations allowed. In the next decade I think that solving
the problem of.the professional in the organization will be a major develop-
ment in organizational theory and practice. Already, I believe, this is

becoming a basic issue in educational administration.

In the past the occupation of teaching, at the primary and secondary
levels, met few of the criteria of a profession, but on many dimensions teach-
ing is now moving rapidly towards professional status. The body of codified
theoretical knowledge in education is expanding; preparation programmes
for teachers are being lengthened and more teashers have high academic
qualif.cations; teachers are beginning to exerci.),c more discretion and
autonomy in their school and classroom decisions; teacher associations are
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becoming more ethical and less industrial in outlook; they are more aware 6f
their links with teachers outside their own -s4ol system; and they are
attempting to move towardscontrol over entryito their occupation. These
trends are not the simPle continuance of a gradual rise in standards, but a
sharp discontinifity which reflects newly emerging importance and self-con-
sciousness for the teacher. In Peter Drucker's words this is an age of dis-
continuity, caused primarily by the growth of knowledge.14 Knowledge
occupies the central position in .our society, and in consequence education is
on the-point of radical transformation.13 We know that schools are changing
but we may not realize the full depth of the discontinuity which, according
to Philip Coombs, began about 1950 in education throughout the world.m

I believe the prophecies of Peter Drucker and Philip Coombs: education
will be transformed in the next few decadesbut only to the extent that
teachers are transformed. I suggest that for rapid improvement in education
the most efficient strategy will be rapid professionalization of teachers.
Improving the quality of education depends primarily on improving the
competence and status of teachers.

How we might do this is the topic for Section 3 of this address.

SEC'TION 3: PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT BY OBJECTIVES

In Section 1 of the paper I suggested that formal authority continues
to function as the supportive structure of Australian education but that
it can no longer be regarded as,,the principal source of enlivening power
for school and classroom operations. Clearly the power which energizes
the work flow of the school system is derived from a wide variety of
sources, of which statutory authority 'is only one.

In Section 2 I asserted that the teacher is\ the critical power centre in
formal education, that is in that part of education which occurs in schools.
Most inputs enter the formal education process through the teacher and
depend on his capacity and commitment for their educational effects. In
the main it is the teacher who converts inputs into outputs in the education
system.

The teacher is therefOre in a position of tremendous potential power,
much of which has remained latent because the school pattern which was
set about two hundred years ago was deliberately designed to limit the power
of the teacher. Theaschool we inherited from the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries was a conservative institution whose primary function was to pre-
serve and transmit the culture and values of the past. It was never the inten-
tion of our grandparents and their grandparents that the school should be
used to improve or develop social institutions. Subconsciously they built
tangible and intangible controls into the school system to restrict the
autonomy of the teacher and to make certain that schools would lag behind

14 Drucker, P. F. The Age of Discontinuity, London, Heinemann, 1969, p.ix.
lbid, p.313.

14 Coombs, P. The World Educational Crisis, New York, O.U.P., 1968, p.18.
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their times; The founders of our present school system would have agreed
with a statement by Professor R. Jean Hills that 'the primary responsibility
of the educational organization in any society is to maintain the system in
its patterned state, not to change the state of the system'.17

But our society is committed to social improvement and Nchnological
change. Educalion is now quite clearly an instrument oZsociaj reform as
well as of social stability. While still transmitting the past our schools are
also expected to anticipate the uncertain future and to prepare the new
generation foi it. The value pattern which our schools have to maintain
gives high priority to pluralism and change and to personal individual
respon'sibility. This implies a kind of school which is new in many respects.
In the school of the past real responsibility and accountability were attached
to inspectors and directors. Their values and their decisions were the critical
ones. Neither teachers nor pupils could in justice be held substantially
accountable, for they were allowed little discretion. But now real responsi-
bility is being passed down to the teacher, and beyond him to the pupil.
Increasingly the teacher is being held accountable for his own professional
decisions and values.

This raises a serious dilemma for society. On the one hand the teacher
must be given more professional autonomy if education is to reach the high
standards which society necds. On the other hand the autonomous teacher
is a threathe is in a powerful position to misuse scarce resources or to
distort and impede what society intends for young people.

Large scale industry and commerce have had to face a similar dilemma.
On the one hand modern firms need risk-taking self-controlling managers at
all levels. On the other hand these autonomous managers must direct their
efforts towards the goals of their organization. To solve this dilemma many
of the most successful enterprises in America, Britain, Europe and Asia
have adopted the Management-by-Objectives approach to administration.
Details of M.B.O. applications vary from firm to firm, but the basic logic

has been applied in such varied industries as hospitals and airlines, as well
as in many large and small manufacturing, mining and processing companies.
I believe that the simple and compelling logic of M.B.O. is relevant to
education and that it could provide the new approach to supervision of
teachers which is needed in Australia at the present time.

In this address there is time to describe only the main 1)rinciples of
Management by Objectives. My aim,is to stimulate the interest of educational
administralors in this approach in the hope that further study and well-
planned experiment may be made. To adapt and implement M.B.O. in
school systems would need much thoughtful planning and considerable
resources. It would be a serious mistake to adopt M B.O. hurriedly in
education or to try to impose it from above. But it would also be, a serious
neglect of opportunity nbt to examine the promise which this systematic
approacE may hold for improvement in education.

17 Hills, R. J. T ward a Science of Organization, Eugene , C.A.S.E.A., University of
Oregon, I 968I p.97.
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Management by ObjectivesValues

Management 'by Objectives is a system of values or a way of thinking,
not a set of techniques. Techniques and procedures are important in M.B.O.
hut they are useless unless everyone concerned understands and is committed
to the values involved. When they succeed, M.B.O. programmes visibly
improve the short and long-term results of the firm and the personal

, satisfactions of the people involved. But M.B.O. programmes fail more often
than they succeed because insufficient planned effort is made to get real
commitment to the _values on which the system depends."

These values are indicated in the following quotations from six authors:
From John Humble:

'Performance improves most when specific goals are established.'"
'Each manager is helped to determine what he is expected to achieve
by analysing his key tasks and performance standards.'2°

From Peter Drucker:

`To give full scope to individual strength and responsibility, and at
the same time give common direction of vision and effort.'2'
Management by objectives and' self ccontrol 'motivates the manager to
action not because somebody tells him to do something or talks him
into doing it . . . but because he himself decides that he has to . . .he acts, in other words, as a free man.'22

From David Olsson:

'The basic function of the system is to provide a method of trans-mitting knowledge and purpose to each individual so that all efforts
will be uniformly directed.'23

From Harry Levinson:

'The highest point of self-motivation arises when there is . . . con-junction of the man's needs and the organization's requirements . . .The energies of man and organization are pooled ,for mutual
advantage:24

Beckhard, R. Organization Development: Strategies and Models, Reading, Addison-Wesley, 1969, p.37.
18 Humble; J. Improving Business Results, London, McGraw-Hill, 196,11, p.88.
28 Ibid. p.10.
21 Drucker, P. F. The Practice of Management, London, Heinemann, 1966, p.133.

23 Olsson, D. E. Management by Objectives, Palo, Alto, Pacific Books, 1968, p.3.
24 Levinson, H. 'Management by whose objectives?' Harvard Business Review, July-August, 1970, pp.125-134.
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From George Odiorne:
In M.B.O. 'the superior and subordinate managers of an organization
jointly identify its common goals, define each individual's major areas
of responsibility in terms of the results expected of him, and use
these measures as guides for operating the unit and assessing the
contribution of. each of its members.'2*

From Andrew Brown:
If employees are treated as adult citizens . . . they will make the
greatest possible contribution to the success of theif organization.'28
`M.B:O. is based on the participation of all managers in the setting
of targets and standards.'27
In the last resort, all development is self-development.'28

Between them these quotations give the flavour of the M.B.O. philosophy
of management. There are two fundamental sides to this philosophy, one
concerned with rational planned pursuit of objectives, the other with the
motivation and personal commitment of individuals. One side leads to
systematiecyclical procedures for clarifying the organizalion's goals, reducing
these to measurable objectives for sub-units, and translating sub-unit
objectives into 41ecific behavioural tasks for individual persons, sd that
each person knows what he has to do. what his unit has to do, and what
his organization is trying to do.

The other side to M.B.O. philosophy recognizes that the individual's
first concern is himself rather than his organization, but that it is possible
for the individual to seek personal satisfaction in his organizational tasks.
When this condition is achieved,. the individual and the orgdhization both
reach the goals they seek.

This is the simple logic of Management by Objectives. According to
Odiorne this way of thinking is especially applicable to professional and
managerial employees, and I personally think it is particularlY suitable- for
teachers.

Management by ObjectivesPractice
The detail of M.B.O. in practice is beyond the scope of this paper and

can readily be found in the writings of John Humble, Andrew Brown and
George Odiorne, or in an excellent set of films produced by British Pathe
with John Humble. The essence of M.B.O. in practice is a systepatic cycle
of setting targets and evaluating results against targets.

Target setting begins with the broad purpose or missi6n bUhe enter-
prise. This is translated into strategic key objectives, such as to produce
or sell a speCified volume of goods this year, to increase the firm's share

2.5 Odiorne, G. S. Management by Objectives, New York, Pitman, 1965, p.55.
26 Brown, A. M. Management Development and Management by Objectives for the

Line Manager, Bombay, Somaiya Publications, 1970, p.63.
27 Ibid., p.63.
28 Ibid., p.20.
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of the market by one per cent in three years, or to raise return or invest-
Vent at a specified rate. The strategic objectives are converted into specific
operational targets and priorities for each division and successive sub-unit
in the firm. Targets are expressed as much as possible in measurable terms
and in specified time periods, often six or twelve months. Unit targets
become the responsibilities for which thq, unit manager is to be held
accountable. This sequence from enterprise mission through strategic priori-
ties to unit targets ensures that each manager at each succeeding level knows
precisely what he and his unit are expected to achieve, and also that each
is aware of the part he contributes to the whole...

But there is another side to target setting. The M.B.O. approach recog-
nizes that the company's plan is useless unless managers at all levels put
it into action with commitment. Humble asserts that 4heir cpmpetence,
judgement and enthusiasm will determine whether or not the company
objectives are meC22 and that the real use of human beings depends on 'the
spark of vitality, challenge and involvement'.3° Imposing goals froth above
'misses the whole human point'31 and generates a passive cautious spirit of
dependence on superiors:32 Besides, the unit madager can only be held
accountable for results to the extent that he controls resources and deter-
mines performance in his unit. So one vital part of M.B.Q. in practice is
the active participation of the unit manager in setting the targets foi his
unit, in conjunction with his superior. And a second essential issue is
freedom for the manager, to the greatest practicable extent, in deciding how
his unit will achieve the set targets.

The evaluation phase of the M.B.O. cycle consists of systematic com-
parison of results achieved with targets set. This comparison is made at
regular intervals at each level of the organization. An important concept
is that a small number of specific factors can be used as key indicators of
performance. Strong efforts are made to evaluate these key indicators as
objectively as possible with the help of quantitative measures and qualitati
criteria. Frequent feedback on the firm's and unit's performance in th
key activities is essential and systematic procedures are established to pro-
vide this information continuously to the' unit managers. This enables the
manager to adjugt his methods add resources or even, where necessary, to
modify his targets.

The basic M.B.O. cycle of setting targets and evaluating results takes
different forms in different firms snd industries Jaut usually the cycle begins
with a meeting between the unit manager and his immediate superior to
review performance in the preceding year or half-year and to agree on targets
for the next period. The superior's first concern is what the firm needs and
expects the unit to contribute. The manager's concern is to ensure that
his personal needs and the resources and capabilities of his bnit are taken
into account in the evaluation and in setting next year's targets. The M.B.O.

29 Humble, op. cit., p.45.
:m Ibid.
31 Levinson, op. cit.
32 Humble, op. cit., p.45. 51
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system presupposes that both parties accept improvement as a value in

itself and that some degree of stretch will be built into targets. On the other

hand participation of the manager in setting his unit's targets protects him

against unreasonable expectations from his superior. One incidental out-
come of M.B.O. is transfer of managers from units which are beyond their
personal capabilities to tasks which they can handle.

The judgements made on last year's performance and the specific targets

and criterio ea res set for next year are recorded. After review at
higher le els in the organization this record becomes the basis for next

year's op- awns and cyc lzegins again.

Management 13)t welerltsually incorporates explicitly a programme

of personal develop r each individual manager. In fact sometimes a

Manager Develo ramme is the first stage towards a total M.B.O.

programme. The sam e of setting targets and reviewing progress is

the basis of the Man ger Development Programme.

Management by Objectives in Education

My outline of M.B.O. in theory and practice was necessarily brief and

I bave not touched on problems which arise or on criticisms which have

been made of the M.B.O. philosophy. Failures have certainly occurred in

practice. Many of the criticisms and failures seem to resolve down to

failures of scale in preparation and planning before introduction of the

M.B.O. scheme. Given the necessary scale of thorough investigation and

resource allocation P personally am convinced that M.B.O. could be
adapted to help solve the problem of low productivity in primary, secondary

and tertiary education. It could do this without displacement of educational

goals and would enhance rather than binder the professional aspirations of

teachers. Increasing productivity in education Is not a matter of squeezing

more work out of teachers at less cost but largely, I think, of freeing the

full latent power of the teachers by fostering the development of a truly
professional elite of competent and accountable teachers, and giving these

professionals the right kinds of physical, human and organizational resources.

The M.B.O. approach could aid this kind of development.

Supervision in' Australian education is now in a state of indecision
a period of uncertainty between old and new directions. New exploratory

trends are beginning to appear" and these seem to have much in common

with the M.B.O. aim of meshing the interests of the man and his organiza-

tion. But the new trends lack the explicit theoretical base and the systematic

processes which are needed for effective operation. This, in my opinion,

is what an adapted form of M.B.O. could contribute to eduvationtheory
and system for programmes of professional growth, for teaclkrs. principals

and superintendents in- the school systems and for.academics and decision

makers in tertiary education.

33 Williams, J. G. 'School supervision in Australia: An emerging concept', Australian

Journal of Education, 14, 3, October 1970, pp.325-329.
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Conclusion

I suggest that a systematic pattern of joint target setting and evalu-ation might well be considered at all levels in Austrilian education as thebasis for professional development of staff and planned pursuit of objectives.
In fact something of the joint target-setting approach is already begin-ning to replace earlier autocratic supervis practics in the school systems.I see this as a good trend but not a s flicient one. Target setting withoutevaluating results against targets, is not nough, and both must be done byplan and system. Much of what is now Mppening in educational supervisionseems to be unplanned and

unco-ordinated. Teachers and prineipals,webeing given autonomy of a kind, but a kind whichipcould quite easily leadto dispersion of effort and lower productivity. This is a danger which canarise as the bureaucratic controls are relaxed and power in the schoolsbecomes more wjdely diffused. I believe that the development of a self-controlling professional force of expert teachers is a rPecessary prerequisitefor improving effectiveness in education. I believe that concentration ofresources on clearly defined functions is a necessary prerequisite for improv-ing productivity in education. The problem is to combine professional
autonomy for teachers with co-ordinated pursuit.of educational goals. Mypurpose in this paper was to suggest one system of administration by whichthis might be done.
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THE SCHOOL AND ITS LOCALITY WHEN PLANNING

FOR EFFECTIVE EDUCATION

COLIN J. BALMER, B.A. (HONS.), FAD., M C.E.
yrsitaa.

Department of Socio-14j,,,La Trobe Uryeity

It has been characteristic of AuStralian edutation that the governmental
school system has been highly centralized. This has been so much-the case
that it is not an exaggeration to assert that all initiative has b=n vested
in head office. At best, the classroom teacher could ask questions which
were referred up the line. This cengalization has concerned all aspects of
education. At the present time, however, gentle breezes ar e. stirring some
of the dusty by-ways of local initiative hat have long been a haven for
cobwebs. In recent yearsone coul ost limit the, period to months
there has been a much greater tendency than ever before for the, central
offices to allow and even insist upon local initiative and decision making.

As these changes have bzen occurring at the state level the common-
wealth government has been edging itself into the scene, with the result
that some matters have been taken from the initiative of the, states and been
subjected to direction from Canberra. Thus the states can receiv e. common-
wealth funds for educational purposes if and only if these funds are matched
by state money. While the commonwealth-decrees how its funds are to be
spent, as is onl,y proper, this procedure results in the states being forced
to spend their funds in ways not determined by theinselves,,as is not proper.
Thus the opportunities and possibilities have been reduced for the, states
to implement their own priorities.

This briefly, is the present situation. I propose to demonstrate that it
is now necessary that the Australian tradition of formulating plans at .the
centre be supplanted by processes that permit the evolvement of plans
at the local level. Then I shall outline the administrative changes that will
permit and- encourage this local decision making.

Once upon a time, litcording to one fairy tale, Australians were a
homogeneous people. Dennis's Ginger Mick and Dorem, Patterson's Clancy,
Lawson's Drover's Wife and The Women of the West portrayed by Fvans
were the epitgmes.of all Australians, regardless of whether they hailed from
Dad's Selection or worked in the dingy offices that once housed The Bulletin
and slept in the warreni of Erskineville. To the extent that all Australians
were alike so there may have been some substance to the ihew that all
Augtralian children id the same state needed the same basic education.

However, if those days really did exist, they have now gone forever,
thanks to twenty years of mass migration. During these same past two
decades sociologists have bqgn.devising and perfecting a means of describing
the heterogeneity of -the population of any area. Although people possess
many characteristics, three have proved particularly useful in categorizing
the population in ways that are sociologically meaningful.. They are social
Class, familism and cultural background. Social class or, more accurately,
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soc--------nomic status, is indicated primarily by occupation and educational
level. 1..amilism dicated by measures that reveal the number of children,
the number of si adults and the number of aged persons living in an
area. Familism is if there are few_single adults and few aged parsons
but many families with children. In Australia there. are at least two indicators
of cultural background. Religion, most noticeably the differences between
Jewish and Christian', and ethnicity: Old Australians or New ones. An,
area is low on the ethnicity scale if most of its residents were born either
in the United Kingdom or in Australia of British stock. It should be noted
that the measure does not discriminate between types of migrants. Hence
an area with many Maltese .will not be distinguished from one with many
Greeks: both will simply be high on the ethnicity scale.

Although there could well be other equally important.- variables.; data
which would enable their being tested are not readily availabla. However,
when these three variables are categorized in terms such as 'much aboye
average' or 'fewer members than average' it is found that the families of
an area tend to be similar to one another on each of the three variables.
Localitie thus tend to be homogeneous.' Thus one -might find a locality
that is of social status, low ethnicity and average fantilism, in contrast
to another whe familism atd ethnicity are both much above average and
social status is q e low. These homogeneous areas can be mapped. The
result, for Melbourne, is a map showing twenty different types of social
areasthe're may, of cours-e,, be several localities of any one particular type.2
Of course, jiist as blue ribbon Liberal seats like Higgins in Melbourne, or
Curtin in Perth, have their supply of 'non-Liberal voters, so social areas
have their residents who are different from the. majority.

If a city like Melbourne can have twenty different types of population
groupiRgs within it, then it ought to follow that we need more than one
in fact several different types of education. Why? Because in my .opinion
viable education must work from where the pupil now is towards the goal
regardless of what that goal is. While Australians are now realizing that
there ought be a multiplicity of educational goals, for too long our planning
has been based on the premise that if X is the goal, what-prerequisite does
the goal imply, hat are the prerequisites for the prerequisite, and so ori.
A case of walking downstairs batkwards. Steps are usually- nice`trid square.
Children, especially younger ones, tend to be rotund. Some rodnd pegs fitted
loosely in the pre-cut, centrally-planned square hole that was our claproom
and its curriculum. Others of those round pegs took quite a bit of pushing,
to get' into the hole. Some, :unfortunately, couldn't be made to fit at all.

0

istrictly speaking. these measures refer to- census tracts. However, in general the
ccnsus tracts that comprise a locality do tend to be similar.

2 Jones, F. Lancaster Dimensions of Urban Social Structure,
National University Press, 1969.
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This College has on many occasions stressed that we need to educate
'each to his full stature." For most children this can best be achieved by
beginning with the child as he is, not as sonh! programme say he ought be.
We can- all imagine the differences that separate the child of an Old Aus-
tralian professional from that of the migrant labourer. What we don't always
heed is the fact that the migrant child from SOUthern Italy is different
from the Italian child reared in Milan. Or, as my local fish-shop-proprietor
expostulated, 'I'm not GreekI'm Macedonian'. The Italian child from
Milan is used to the ways of our industrialized, urban society with its
insistence upon time, money and contractual obligations. He needs a different
educational pagramme from our Macedonian ehikl to whom cars, telephones
and the like were probably awesome things and for whom the rhythm of
.life had been the natural one of the sun and the seasons. It is impossible for
any cebtrally devised curriculum to cater tor diversities such as hese.
Only the teachers on the spot qa n do so. Yet I am of the opinion that the
majority of teachers are unable to plan an effective curriculum on their own.

The reasons for this statement lie in the factors 'which have given Ilse
td the middle-class bias to the curriculum. There are three aspects to this
problem. Firstly, there is the reality of the different ways of life for each
of the svio-economic groupings. These can be symbolized in a number of ,

waysfrom the overalls in the wash in contrast to the suit at the dry-cleaners
to the home as a show place with neatly trimmed lawns in contrast with it
being regarded merely as a utemil that is mended only after it ceases to be
serviceable. As the differences in_ life style become more marked it is more
difficult for the teacher*to comfirehend the way of life of his culturally

'different pupils. This fact becomes exacerbated when we Tecoenize the reality
of the second point. In the larger cities, at least, there is a hiQh probability
that the teacher does not liye in the same locality as his pupils. Hence he
has Ito first:hand experience of the sounds they hear or the sights they see
in their locality of an evening or a weekend. Thirdly, teachers seem to be
more isolated from-the world of the market place than aro other occupational
groups. Many times, at parties alid in clubs. I have seen groups of people
chattinQ together. While accountants and builders, mechanics and salesmen
intermingle and talk about cars or fishing or politics, it is rare to find
more than the occasional teacher participating fully with them. More fre-
quently, teachers form their own huddle and talk shop. I don't know
whether or not this is because 'a teacher's entire working life has been
associated with the classroom. It doeg,ieem to reflect the lack of a meaning-
ful appreciation of that which make's up the real world of their pupils.

As a consequence of these factors, teachers may lack a knowledge
of the world of some of their pupils. Consequently, they frequently do not
understand particular pupils and are unable to effectively communicate with
them. The result is a clash of personality and a frustrating relationship

3 This. has usually been interpreted froth a -psychological framework, encompassing
differences in emotional, temperamental and intellectual characteristics. In this paper
I intend to operate from the perspective of the sociologist and assume that children
have different -socio-cultural backgrounds which will impinge upon their growth
towards full stature.
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for both teacher ar..1 pupil. Leila Berg's story Jf Risinghill is a classic
eXample of this pt,i6t.4 At a more general level, here is lacking an exp.:li-

leential baSis in wl ich to ground lessons so that they become revant to
the pupils. At wt st, the teacher draws on his own different exp:riences
and bases his lesson on them. At best he'will ask questions of his pupils
but from.his tierspzctive, not theirs. The answers_may be unhelpfuj .Nrhaps
because the' surface iptures of the question are responded to, and not the
implicit meaning of the question.

What I am suggesting therefor,' ,hat in curricula% planning in each
school there is a need to include, re ,tesc; zatives of the parents and citizens
of the sehool locality.

It is easy to say .'include representatives'. The difficulty lies in the
impleMentation. We all know tibsv few turn up to the usual sort of school"
meeting. What do sociologists know about this?

To over-generalize, people can be divided into two groups those
who don't and those who do attend formai meetings. To continue over-
generalizing, 4hose who don't usually come 'from the unskilled occupational
groups whose vertial skills are different from ours. Those who do join
Organizations can be divided into three groups, which very generally. follow
socio-economic divisions. Firstly, there are those whom we might describe
iis working class and who tend to join committees that -are focused oli
ihe neighbourhood. Pre-school committees and mothers' clubs vould be
lost without them. As social status rises, so there is a tendency to join
clubs that service a wider areaperhaps.the whole suburb, or two or
three, or even the entire local government area. Tfie service type clubs are
one example. Thirdly. when we reach the professional level of occupations,
there are those who devote their energies to organizations which are
metropolis-wide in their orientation. I repeat that I am over-generalizing for
thesake Of clarity.5

What this suggests is that those wilo will automatically interest them-
selves in our schools come from a very narrow band of the social spectrum.
No value judgement is intended, for there are many reasons for the different
behaviour patterns that people have. However, we need to make a broader
appeal.- and perhaps we may need to approach the different typesof organ-
izations for representatives. If we sample the organizations well, we will,
I believe, get a fairly representative cross-section of the public that any
particular school serves.

I realize that such a procedure will not tap that section of the public
about whom we most need information: the non-joiners. Frankly, at this
stage of educational planning with the public, I would ignore them. By

4 Ber Leila inghill, Harmondsworth, Pelican, 1968.
5 The ents have drawn on:

Hagedorn, R. an,d ,Lahovitz, S. 'An Analysis of Comrr.unity ar4Professional Partici-
pation among -Occupations', Social Forces, 1967:46 pp.483-491.
Martin. Jean 1. 'Suburbia: Community and Network', pp.301-339 in Davies, A. F.
and Encel, S. (Pd.) A ulPERAan Society: A Sociological Introduction, 2nd edition,
Melbourne, Cheshire, 1970.
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that I mean be neutralsend them invitations, but not be concerned when
they don't turn up. However, do NOT close off the options so that their
children get forced into learning situations that are incompatible with their
needs.

,

More importantly, seek ways of meeting such parents. Drink at the local
pub, send your wife to the local lauridromat and so on.

Their way of life is diflerent fiom ours,- not trecessarily inferior. Our
different, more fluent, more expressive verbal skills often create in them a
sense of inadequacy and so we threaten them. This is espxially so in formal
types of meeting. Hence, if we can establish colitaQ\in informal ways, and
learn their views and ideas in that way, we will still have achieved our basic
purpose. As we outline our overall plan to gur lay advisers, they have both
the opportunity to question usand so force us to clarify some of our
ideas that are only half thought throughand also to fully understand
our intentions. Parents are then in a position to be helpful by suggesting
alternative, approaChes and examples that will enable us to achieve the
same goals by a different- routeone which will be meaningful for our
pupils, rather than remaining stuck in the preformulated groove from
which we began.

I wish to make.it quite clear that I am not advocating that these lay
advisers be given any control over the curriculum or lesson planning. This
must remain the privilege and right of the teacher. My contention is that
when the curriculum of a school or a subject is planned, the social back-
grounds of the pupils must be taken as a point of origin. In determining
this point, the teacher will find it to his advantage to draw on the knowledge
possessed by the citizens of the school district. There will be a multiplicity
of perspectives presented to the teacher. He, in the light pf his capabilities
and experience, will construct what seems to him to IA the most viable
curriculum for the circumstances.

I realize that this is a radical suggestion. I was appalled to learn just
how radical when I analyzed the results of a small survey of teachers in
Victorian State schools which I conducted la t year. One of the questions
asked 'How often do you contact parents ab t pupils who have learning
problems?' Two-thirds replied that they never did so, or did so only in
extreme cases or did not tihrally do so. The- same percentage, although not
necessarily the same people, reported that their only contact with the parents
of average pupils was via the term or half-yearly report or the formal
parent-teacher night. In other words, two-thirds of the teachers I polled do
not engage in meaningful contact with parents about the one topic they
have in common: the education of a particular child, even when that child, is
having difficulty in learning. If teachers show so little interest in the pupil,
can it be wondered that the parents show little interest in the school? I
cannot imagine a more unpromising position from which to be.;gin a
program of local involvement in school planning!

To this point I have emphasized citizen involvement in curriculum
planning because I believe this to be an area in which we tend to, regawd
ourselves as the' knowledgeable experts not needing advice from others,
especially if those others are `outsiders'. However, local residents and officials
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.can be helpful in other areas of educational planning. At the present time
my children arc about to enrol in a newly-built state school. It is identicalwith a score or so of new schools built in the Melbourne area over the-past couple of years. What makes we local residents cross is that in oursuburb most of us have tried to preserve the natural look of the days
before the onslaught of suburbia. Our new school is pure suburbiathe
educational equivalent_ of a triple-fronted brick veneer with wrought iron
trimmings. Yet, living nearby is one of Melbourne's leading architects who
specializes in blending his structures with their environment. He would
willingly have spent as many hours as were necessary to help modify thedesign so that the school would have beCome part of the bushland setting.

It is recognized that questions of economics arise and that departments
must watch their cents. Yet it would have been nice to think that alternatives
cpuld have been considered--even in respect to the siting of the building,

/-- or the layout of the school grounds.

Perhaps there may be reasons why local residents could not be consulted,
but one would think that local councils could be advised. Even this does
not currently occur. Those of you front M.Abourne are no doubt aware that
the Housing Commission erects blocks of flats twenty storeys tall, without
any provision for extra classrooms being made by either the Commission
Or the Education Department. In thd case of our new school. I live one
htmdred yards from it. The children who live on the other side of my back
fence have three-quarters of a mile to walksimply because there was no
local involveMent when two subdividers made streets and the Education
Department bought the parcel of land that was made available to them.

-,,
These examples lead me to believe that' there is a case for local planning

with respect to the bricks and mortar aspect of school facilities. Going
beyond this, we are all aware that parents have been expected to provide
many of the facilities that are found within schools: library books, television
receivers, movie projectors, maps and so on. Often the cost of these has
been subsidized by the state government on a reimbursement basis. The
inequities of this system have at last been recognized in Victoria at least,
and now schools receive a quarterly grant, based in part on pupil enrol-
ments and with no Troviso that the parents must raise any particular
proportion. School committees have been told that they can spend this
money in 4 way that is educationally beneficial providad only that theregular o i tments like telephone bills and minor repairs are met. Thishas resulte in increased flexibility, increased effic. ncy and increased
economy. In fact, one of the main problems that s e committees have
experienced is that they are unable to get their teacher o plan ahead. That
is, the committees have a reasonably sound knowledge of their financial

, 'resources. They wish to spend them wisely. Yet 'when they request from
their teachers a list of requirements in the teacher's order of priority, they
are ignored. Once again I am led to ask ,WhO is responsible for parental
apathythe parents or the professionals.

To the extent that the parents do not respond when given the oppor-
tunity (and let me emphasize that some teachers and schools do strive -'
to foster parental participation) one must enquire are the opportunities
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meaningful? Those schools where funds raised by parents are spent by
the teachers on a myriad of small invisible items soon lose their support.
Those who blend larger items with small ones, even where the process of
turning single dollars into hundreds is slow, seems to retain their support,
'for the parents see something for their efforts. The product is visible,
and so the persons who authorize that expenditure become visible. In

our society it is important to have the power to spend- money. For this
reason I am vitally interested in the long-term effects of the amendments to
the Victorian system. One would expect moje competition for the positions
on school committees as a result of theifincreased .power.

To the extent that the lack of parental interest lies in the teacher one
must ask why do teachers not seek parental help and advice. There are
undoubtedly several reasons, but among them is probably the point that
most teachers are idealists, aiming to achieve the ultimate in pupil, develop- .
ment with every pupil. Since few of us can attain this goal with more
than a handful of pupils during an entire, career, we tend to recognize and
magnify our shortcomings. Under these circumstances, parents represent
a threat to our self-confidence and security. They don't know that we have
tried our best.

Ultimately, ,.part of, the solution must be found in better prograths
of teacher education which fdster better expertise and also a teacher's
sense of self-configenceand tense 'of perl'onal worth as well as providing
him with the ability to e6nununicate With the, parents. In the interim, it will
be necessary that school adrninistrators Proyide moral support to the

f teachers. Let both teachers and-parepu'know l`that,..,we can't all be perfect.
More, importantly though it the need tO change out attitudes: instead of
posing as all-kno g and oompletely effective teachers, we.need to approach
parents as seeker of. information about the pupiCinformationwhich wiII

facilitate our teØiing pf himto 'foster the applAch that we are partners
each with oucjfwr part in the educational proceg:

.ThisJ of aPpr-oach that I am advocating in-iplibt that we must
specify c earljt the sort ol help We want from our local parents and citizens.
In the areai of our professionaLexpertise, such as teaching method, or modes

4of maintaningt tassroom discipline, or selecting ths content of Specific
les-sons, the teaCler 'Must remain the unchallenged authority,and laY corn-
mi teemen just dlifer to th' rafeSsional.'Parents and others c n contribute
mtch,to t e educ4onal pr ess by merely discussing freely tiIejZdlildren
an the hopes 'sr d 'aspirations they hSve fur them and,. by talki abovt
their empryday lives. Much of _tins inforMation can best be qbtainel1

".,iraormaily.

he adirkimprative processes by which Jócal citizens' can be involved
pravidinkalid!p9nning for effective education. are of three differ Jevels

(1).,1eading to ati 'understanding of the individual pttpil, (21 assiistik the
specific.,school, and (3) approaching edtication, from a regional peripctive.
With regard to the firkt of theslthe levpl of the individual PupilI have
tong advocated pat at least:thie of theliupil's teachers, psihapg the'home
rot* 'teacher, ought Meet the parents in their homp.about the saine time
that close:, relations) aie established with any particular pupil. Thereafter
regular contact ought 'ix Maintained.
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I have two reasons for insisting that these contacts ought be in thepupil's home: firstly, we can glean much information merely by looking
about us: cleanliness and tidiness, affluence, books and artifacts and so on.Further; and...equally importantly, we're on their home ground and, I believe,
are thekfore more likely to meet them in a relaxed manner. Parental com-ments and questions can be better interpreted with an appreciation oftheir situation. The teacher, too, can ask his usual questions in ways thatadd to the meanings gleaned frop his observations while his usual questionswill be supplemented by others prompted by these same observations. Asthe contacts continue during the course of the year I envisage the develop-ment of a complete two-way dialogue as parents and teacher each share
information about the growth of the pupil.

Recently I have learned that Victoria's Maryvale High School hasdeveloped a variant of this type of program. One atteMpt to bring non-participating parents 'into contact with what (Maryvale) school is thinkingand doing' began with a parent who invited some friends and the principaland senior mistress to an evening at her home. 'There in an informal way,
parents and teachers met. 'The main ideas of the school were brought upand discussed. Parents were able to ask questions freely.' This successfulfirst house-meeting was followed by others anJ 'over 130 families' have beeninvolved. 'It is felt that these house groups are an important aspect to thelife of our school. There are sev ral reasons for this conclusion:

* Parents meeting with me bers of the teaching staff and each otherin a small group feel more ready to discuss any problems:.
* Parents who have not previously visited the school feel more readyto do so.

* In many cases the child reacts in a favourable manner after parentshave been involved in house groups.'r.

At the level of the individual school there ace two aspects to planning:the particular courses offered within the school and the overall orientationof the school. Irrespective of the manner in which any school is organizedand of 'its overall bias or orientation, teachers who have something incommonthey rrjay teach the same subject. or the same group of pupils,
or. the same age or form levelought join with parents. citizens and repre-sentatiVes of organizations in the locality to create a committee. Theprogram that I envisage is for the,teachers to outline their tentative cur-riculum, making explicit their objectives, their underlying assumptions andtheir overall programme. The lay members would react to these proposals

with general discussion, questions and suggestions. Hopefully the meetings

Quoted from 'An Account of Parent Involvement and Practiccs at Maryvale HighSchool'. Victorian Education Department. Curriculum and Rescarc Branch, Septem-ber 1970 (AC.70/124 (C. & R.)), pp.29-30.
'I this point I have used the term 'local' to refer to tlie area ërved by a school,bc it primary or secondary. Hereafter, thc term also refers to local governmentarca. I use this term in a practical sense, since it refers to a administrative initwe understand. However, may be more practical for the l al government areato contain more than onc local education area.
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would be of an informal nature. Probably they would only need to be held
three or four times a yearbut the first of these, obviously, ought take place
VERY early in the school year.

/The result of the types of parent-teacher contact that I have been
outlining will be a public informed about what the school is attempting,
why it is doing so and the resources that are available for the implementation
of the programme. From time to timb it may be advisable to hold a general
meeting of parents and teachers to review the goals of the school and its
success in attaining them. Consequent upon such meetings it may be worth-
while codifying the goals in a simple brochure about the school for new
teachers and parents.

The type of parental organizations that are already functioning, for
each school, should have their tasks made easier by the existence of an
informed public. The needs of the schools will be known, as well as the
priorities for these needs, and, something often lacking at present, there
will be a knowledge that the equipment provided will be used. These
committees in -conjunction with the principal would have control of funds
for their, own schools.

At the present time, few school committees can raise the cash needed
by their schools. Any form of voluntary contribution scheme seems to run
into a few simple problems. Some parents forget to contribute, and there is
no effective way of making them remember. Others of them ask Why should
we?' A minority genuinely cannettord to. Two of the esuits of my
survey surprised me. One was the near unanimity expressed by teachers
that local government rates should be raised to provide additional funds
for education. Tlip other was the view that the local council has a positive
contribution to make in education-al planning for both specific schools and
for the council area as a whole.

As most of you will realize, one objection to the use of local govern-
ment rates for educational purposes is that childless and absentee property
owners object to it as they derive no direct benefit front it. When it needs
to be increased they often exert pressure to ensure that the increase is
minimal rather than optimal. I believe two steps can be taken to overcome
these objecti9ns. Firstly, I see no reason why this type of rate should
not be levieeon occupiers rather than property owners. Admittedly there
would be administrative difficulties but surely, if we can levy a dog licence
fee we can strike an educational rate on residents. Secondly, does 'educa-
tional' need to be synonymous with 'school' and, regardless of the answer
to that question, must schools be limited to use by teachers and pupils
for merely thirty hours a week? In both cases, I believe 'the answer is 'no'.
Our schooling facilities are in a parlous condition but many of these same
facilities could be available to the general public outside school hours.
Schools and councils both raise funds'to service separate libraries, sports
fields, public halls and so on. While it is nice to have your own, surely
it is wise to rationalize one's needs when one is poor. Hence, why don't
we so plan our community facilities that duplication is avoided enabling
the 'spare' funds so created to be used in other ways. Thus the state
government might provide library space in each school, but the council
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provide the booksfor children, the teachers and the general public. The
parents. instead of buying library books could easily find other uses for
their funds. such as free educational tours or additional audio-visual equip-
ment.

If these comments amount to little more than common sense, let me
jump into a more controversial topic. I would not limit this educational
rate to state schools, or to projects that would mainly benefit state school
pupils. My suggestion is that this rate would be controlled by a spxial
Local Education Committee responsible to the local government authority.*
Its membership would consist of such people as councillors (representing
the council and ratepayers). educators (from both inspectors and schools)
and school committe . Other groups (such as the Chamber of Commerce)
might also be repre ented permanently. Other members could be co-opted
as necessary.-This ci. mittee would be charged with planning the overall
educational developm he local government area. It would, in this
respect, co-operate with the regional planning authority in the location of
such facilities as schools and recreation grounds that pupils would use
intensively during the week. It would co-ordinate the programs of the
various schools so that there.was some balance between the wishes of the
parents and the courses and types of school available.7 Also among its tasks.
probably its most important, would be the disbursement of the funds
raised by the educational rate. To be effective in this role it would need to
establish overall priorities for the entire local government area. As a result,
if it considered that the most urgent priority lay in the provision of some
facility at the local catholic schoolthen that is what is first provided.

My colleague from La Trobe University. Professor Goldman, has
asserted that Australia's education is the world's worst. I believe he is
correct. ThereVre. the time has come to forget differences and get on with
the task of rethalizing the set-up. The facts of the situation are such that
we cannot fford to do without either the classrooms of the non-govern-
ment schoo their teachers. As their pupils are little Australians, too.
we must take those steps which will most quickly yield exc7llent education()
for all. In most cases this will be achieved by improving existing structures
not by destroying them or ignoring them.

It is sometimes claimed that the existence of the independent schools
diverts those parents who are influential and,able to express themselves away
from the state system. to the detriment of the latter. As there is undoubtedly
some truth in this. I see no reason why their educators and parental associ-
ations should be disenfranchized from tin Local Education Committee that
I have proposed. Furthermore, if the facilities of some of these independent
schools are as excellent as is claimed, then they would derive little direct

7 As an example of what I envisage herea minority of parents might want a -
'Summerhill' type school, while a majority might want practically oriented vocational
type schools. Left to themselves, each school might try to meet the latter demand.
since it 'would meet the wishes of the majority, in this sort of situation the Local
Education Committee would plan one suitably iocated school as a Summerhill
type, and remove zoning restrictions so that all who wished could attend the type
of school of their choice.
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benefit in the immediate future from the suggested educational riSe. Certainly
they would share in the overall facilities that are provided from it for the
community. In a long-term pertpective, one all facilities have reached
somewhat similar standards then they too would find some of their needs
being accorded high priority by the Local Education Committee.

The suggestions that I have made to this point are. I believe, implement-
able. now. Some teachers already make a point of knowing the families of
their pupils. Some schools already Involve their parents in overall school
planning. Regional committees (although not under the aegis of the local
government authority) have functioned effectively at different times. All that
is needed is the willpower of teachers to get them underway. The success
of the examples of which I am aware and the flood of letters to the pass
on educational matters suggests that the parental response will be gratifying.

Ultimately, I would hope that the Local Education Committee could
be delegated much of the work of the state department of education with
respect to day-to-day planning and administration of education within the
local government arca. This, of necessity, would mean the disbursement to
the committees of the funds necessary for this purpose. While this disburse-
ment should in principle be on some basis such as so much per pupil within
the local government area, compensatory grants would need to be made
to Local Education Committees with particulaii problems, as in the inner
city suburbs where the return from any rate might well be low in comparison
to the state average. Whether such a compensatory grant should come from
the state or the commonwealth is a point which need not concern us.

Obviously there are a myriad of practical problems involved in the
'implementation of the' ideas I have outlined. Some of these problems are
minor in nature and can be overcome easily if we so wish it. Others of
them are quite fundamental. It has been my intention to be provocative,
my aim will have succeeded if you now begin to debate, these issues among
yourselves and seek answers to the questions and problems I have indicated.
Your answers may not be the same as those I have suggestedthat matters
little so long as they are answers. After all. as a critic it behooves me not
to merely, belittle and denigrate but to also offer some alternative. My
suggestioi is but one' and there are undoubtedly several other possible
courses q action.

At ihe present time there are two opposing trends. On the one hand,
the state governments appear to be moving in the direction of decentraliza-
tion. In New South Wales there is a government department for this very
purpose. In Victoria there has been the delegation of increased responsibility
to school committees and an election promise of regional offices for the
department. Opposing this trend is that of the central government to extend
its powers and to consolidate within Canberra those which it has long
held. Clearly, in the mass urban society of today many aspects of life
that were once purely local are now of national significance. Hence it is
understandable that the central government does and perhaps should
become involved. In doing so,owever. I believe it must search for ap-
proaches that do not stultify the localities. Rather, it is essential to the
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national interest that some way be found o overcomethe anonymity that
many authorities claim characterizes massVrbanodety. One step in this
direction' is to foster processes that enable citihi6 to identify with a locality.
I believe that the processes I have outlined for local involvement in
educational planning would provide this sense of identity for our citizens and
simultaneously increase the effectiveness of our educational systcm.
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CREATING CLASSROOM CLIMATE BY INFLUENCING
. NORMS-AN APPROACH TO EDUCATIONAL

PLANNING

RUN. KITH( D. PEARSON, 13.14)., M.A.C.E.

Director, Boank of Christian Education, Melbourne

ARGUMENT

The word 'climate' when applied to groups which meet for learning
pr other tasks attempts-to describe the 'milieu' or internal environment and
will do so in terms of categories such as: safe or threatening; open or
closed; collaborative or competitive; self-directed or other-directed.

Learning climate is largely determined by 'norms' or expecteil patterns
of behaviour as perceived by members of the group. Norms of one sort
or another will emerge for.good or ill in every group; they make for the
possible enhancement of learning, or they obstruct learning and growth.

The wise teacher will take the trouble to analyze the climate of his
classroom and seek to identify the operating norms and assess their value
in relation to his goals for the class. Norms can be changed, and the
best way is usually as the teacher himself sets a model and demonstrates
the values he espouses in his own ways of working with and relating to
the class. Much educational planning takes into account structures and
programmes and omi4 this very important part of planning for imitroved
learning.

As well as working to establish a growth-inducing climate, it will,
of course, be necessary to provide for a variety of learners. Some will be
able to take more initiative, others will be more dependent on authority, at
least for a time. This paper analyzes a variety of climates and norms

,,and makes suggestions about pla to create them.

PERSPECTIVE OF THIS PAP

An area of study which has emerged since the second world war has
come to he known as Applied Behavioural Science. It is an interdisciplinary
field. drawing on insights of education, psychology, sociology, religion and
Alter discipLnes related to what are sometimes called 'the helping profes-
sinns'. For some, Applied Behavioural Science is best known for its work
in the field of human relations. particularly in sensitivity training through
'laboratory method'.

In its broader contexts it includes research, experiment and inter-
ventions in planned chknge strategies for persons, groups or organizations.
Amongst the categoriss which have developed for the analysis of interaction
in groups and emerging structures are those of norms and group climate.
Their particular relevance to the classroom and other milieus of teaching
and learning will become apparent.
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*
ANALYSIS OF GRPUP AND INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS

The field of study may bc illustrated by an analogy proposed by Jack
Gibb. Imagine yourself coining to a new class and having with you is

photograph orthe class at work. You will be able to make sonic provisional
inferences about elass structures and interaction. From facial expressions.
you may infer something about level of motivation Of thc pupils. fronli
glanco being exchanged between two pupils we may infer something of
attitudes to each other. from bodily postures an atmosphere of Lnsion
or relaxation may be inferred. If a moving soun.1 film were available.
considerably more information would have been available. Such categories
as forces, structures, interaction patterns and related factors are die concjrn
of Applied Behavioural Science.

NORMS

Norms, unwritten standards for conduct, or 'ground rules', will soon
begin to emerge in any group of people, large or small. For example, 3
norm seems to exist regarding the seat the passenger chooses in a taxi--
a. man alone sits in front next to the driver, a woman alone in the back.
two persons of whatever sex in the back, .etc. This is not a matter of
regulation like driving on the left. using safety belts. etc., or a habit which .
varies from person to persoio It may P:rhaps be seen as a 'grouci habit'
extending the concept from an individual's personal habits to characteristic
practices for a grovusually followed, sometimes violated, but common
cno,ugh to form basis for prediction. We are getting close to it if We
describe a norm as a shall expectation of what members of a group
should o. perhaps even of how they should feel or what they should think-

.

(I would be a useful activity at this stall to identify norms for some
of the various groups to which the, readit belongs. since the skill of
recognizing norms is an imporiant one in those who would participate
in planned change.)

SOURCE OF NORMS

At times norms seem to emerge in a way which is unplanned. almost
spontaneous. A group of housewives meeting more or less regol_ey over
a cup of morning coffee may 'soon develop a norm about what sort of
conversation is acceptable, what gossip is 'in bounds' and what .is excluded.
Or neighbourhood couples meeting in each others' homes from time ter

time will develop norms about what level of intimacy is appropriate. and
with whom (handshakes, pecks, hugs. etc.).

Past experience and conditioning of members will, of course, be very
influential in determining which norms emerge. In some groups there
will be almost unarteipous acceptance of the appropriateness of some actions
and responses or the inappropriateness of c4hers, described in some circles
as good or bed form. Members of a grou bring expecations which are

Dynamics of Instructional Groups (Chapter VI in 59th Yearbook of National
Society for Study of Education 196041.
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already so widely shared that they hecome the norms of their group. They
arc likely to remain so. p:rhaps never verbalized. but still determinative of
conduct until they are brOught to consciousness by bs,ing violated or
challenged.

In many cases. exjrctations of memb:rs of a new group will b: varied.
at times in conflict. It may take a long time for norms to emerge. and

, awn they 'may still bc tentative and represent the influence of a strong
person or sub-group more than group consensus. 'Ws is to. pass no jui ge-
ment on the desirahility or otherwise, of the emerging norm --it is ni re
an attempt to identify its source. .

It is apparent that the centres of power and authority in a group,
whether designated leadership or emergent power figures. have a large
say in which norms emerge. Thus not only the teacher hut individuals and
sub-groups in a class can exert strong forthative influence.

It will also he atiparent that in our situation, teachers can assume
quite erroneously that thei,y values and thp related norms they espouse
arc obviously right and therefore acc:pted by th:ir class (and all sensible
people). It is all too easy to minimize the effect of other norms witliin
thc group, moving in other directions, at times-directly opposed.

CLIMATE

Rather than proceed by way of formal definition. let us approach ,the
concept of climate by illustrating it in the life of typical groups.

When I enter a group. I conic with some basic questions to which at
least some tentative anSwers can usually be given even after a short period
of interaction with other members.

What is the group's attitude to change? Is it a 'group which encourages
its members to think and innovate or does it prefer conformity and staying
with the safe and acceptable?

What is the group'-i- ,ititude to openness and experiment? Can onc take
risks in terms of revealing himself and trying new bdhaviours or does
suspicion. distrust or threat act as a deterrent? How are deviants treated?
Whit sorts of behaviour are rewarded, and what sorts punished by the
group? Can members count on support from others in carrying through
projects or is there 'a- competitiveness which is reluctant to let others get
too far ahead?

What is the group's attitude to itself'? Is it marked by defensiveness
or a tolerance of evaluation and self-criticism?

Answers to these, questions supply information about the climate ',or
1?atmosphere of a group. Even a well-trained observer may have difficu ty

in analyzing. Climate is largely a matter of feeling responseS induded y
the group life and interaction rather than specific definable cognitive descri
tigns. Its .reality and power are none the lessperhaps even more becau
of the large measure of affect. Feel. atmosphere. emotional tone, climate;
these terms are roughly synqnymous as _descriptions of this aspect-of gr4
life. \
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When we speak of climate, we are not necessarily talking about the
values espoused by a groupwe are talking about the actual, not the ideal.
Indeed, assessment of climate, may be a pointer to the operative as distinct
from the stated value system by which a group operates.

We may be getting nearer the concept of elilhate when we see it as a
cluster çf norms which have emerged and can lead to such general descrip-

.
tions, o the one hand, as open, trustful, -growth-inducing, supportive,
or, on 'the her hand as closed, suspicious, defensive, competitive.

EFFECTS F CLIMAkON LEARNING
Jack R. Gibb,* in an article `Seciopsychological Processes of Group

Instruction', identifies poles in what, for him is the most critical dimension
of climate in teaching-learning groups, viz., support as against defensiveness.,

,A supportive climate, he asserts, is conducive to a reduction in defensive-
ness and an increase in many dimensions he values for the learner:

more initiating behaviour

more growth

more catharsis

more perceptiveness

more acceptance. and empathy.(

By contrast, a defensiVe climate /results in:

mrfensiveness
m responding behaviour

less growth

, less perceptiveness

Ihss empathy.

`,

FACTORS .CREATING CLIMATE

Climate evoNes.from characteristic behaviours or norms in the groups.
Gibb suggests, for example, that four contributing factors to a supportive
climate may be identified as:

shared problem solving attitude

acceptance

empathy

sensitive listening.

1'1,41

*Article in Human Forces in Teaching and Learning (Ed. Bradford), , Washing-
ton, D.C., 1961, 3rd edition '1968.
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On the' other hand, behaviours likely to produce and heighten a
defensive climate a, c:

advice giving censoring

defence persuasion

controlling punishing.

_.
defensiveness

+ initiating behaviourshared problem-solving al + growth
, attitude

acceptance I miloo,i Supportive imi* + catharsis
+ perceptivenessempathy i Climate

i I + acceptance and empathylistening + free communication
, + risk taking

advice giving
censoring
defence
persuasion
controlling
punishing

FIGURE 1The Supportive Climate*

Defensive
Climate ;

0

+ cautious communication
+ suspicion
+ defensiveness
+ responding behaviour

growth
perceptiveness
empathy

FIGURE 2The Defensive Climate*

We have used the term characteristic behaviours. Another approach
is to look for norms that have emerged with respect to each of these. We
ask, for example, has a norm developed about .what response is Most
appropriate to a member's stating of a personaUroblemwill others help
the member to identify and clarify the issues andseek alternative solutions,
or will they rush in to give advice and tell him what to do? Amongst other
possibilities is, of course, the fact that no norm has developed about this
questioneither it. happens so infrequently or the group as a whole is
indifferent to c).2v,i. is handled.

It is all too easy for a classroom to shp into a climate or atmosphere
we have described as defensive. Gibb's comment is still relevant:

'Because of the nature of our classroom activities, most teachers
tend to engage engage in a considerable amount of persuasional
activity. They give advice, control the activities of the students in
many ways, try to subtly influence, to persuade and "guide" the

°Based jn Gibb, . R. Factors Producing Defensive Behaviour Within Groups, IV,
Ann.Jtech. Report, Office of Naval Research, Contract Nonr-2285(01), November
15, 1957.
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behavionrs of the students who come under their tutelage. Less
subtly, the teacher may use punishment. evaluation, and censoring

as mechanisms for keeping the class in line. These b:haviours tend
to produce similar behaviours in the class. The total end product
of these behaviours is a defensive climate. This persuasional and
selling climate is characteristic of our culture and tends to be. carried
over into the schoolroom. Th0 dynamics of competition for extrinsic
rewards are such- as to produce defaisiveness. Most of the strains of
the schoolroom tend to produce. defensive climates. ifie teacher is
usually under strong pressure\ from within himself and from those
administratively above him to dover a certain amount of ground, to
mould the students in certain prescribed patterns, to reward what is
accebted as good behaviour, to guide and counsel students :who
deviate from accepted patterns,of behaving. By administering:gltrinsic
rewards for confocming behaVioui- and by attempting to control the
behaviour of members, the teacher inevitably builds resistance and
defensiveness 'in the classroom.'*

OTHER POLES_ TO CONSIDER IN DESCRIBING CLIMATE

In some ways. the dimension of suppdrtive as against defensive climate
can be said to be the basic and determinative one. Some other related
dimensions deserve study as well. These have _variously been described as
safe (for risking new behaviour) as against threatening, open as against
closgd, collaborative as- against' competitive.

Increasing attention is -tieing given to yet another dimension, that of
self-directed as against other-directed learning as the major focus. This has
to do with the observation thdt many classroom procedures result in the
learner's remaining too dependent on the teacher andfor too long. It holds
up the ideal of the self-directed learner, increaSingly able to diagnose his
own learning needs, to discover resources to help to achieve his ends and
to be able to move through a variety of postures. sometimes dependent on
an expert whose help he values, at other times taking the initiative himself
or with a small group with similar interests.

CONFLICT OF NORMS r -

People owe allegiance of one sort or another to Many groups and this
inevitably leads to a conflict of loyalties. For example, in thakase of a
school cbild. it may be between what mother wants, what friends want
and what the teacher wants. Each group will have norms it wishes to impose.
One attempted solution w1 be for the person concerned to operate by the
norms of the relevant gt1bup at a particular tlYhe, but conflict cannot so
easily be avoided. 3

There is the familiar phenomenon of the pupil who wants to co-operate
aria contribute to the class activity (the norms the teacher would espouse)
but who faces ridicule from class members who label him a `teacher's pet'

Gibh, Jack R... in article 'Sociopsychological Processes of Group Instruction; in
Human Forcesin Teaching and Learning, op. cit.
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or in' today's jargon a 'conshie' (short for conscientious, perhaps) for
violating their norm that 'too much eagerness from one or two is undesirable
as it leads to greater pressure on the others to prod.uce'.

,

This may lead to abdication to the.pressureil -or the group in many
instances, although it is possible, where the person is strong enough, that
he may react more creatively and 'become an' energy-exerting influence on
one group in the light of the wisdom he hasiearnt in other places.

Situations of conflict are so common in the classroom as to sutz,ost
that this is one area deserving serious attention from teachers who rould
plan to change to a more growth-inducing climate.

- SOME DESIRABLE NORMS

What norms are most likely to lead to the growth and development
of the learner? The answer to this question will depend on one's v- .1
system and philosophy of education. It is a useful exercise to: r o
express in the form of norms the conditions which would bc
approaching .the ideal. Here ire some for a start:

About initiative

Whilst the teacher, because of his knowledge, experience and teaching
skills may be expected to take a major initiative in the selection of content
and the proposing of procedures, suggestions from class members are wel-
comed, taken seriously and where feasible are tried out.

About communication

Whilst at times the flow of conversation will be directed to and -?rom
one person (teacher or other in a 'presenting role), there will 133 freedom
to communicate laterally between class members, still in an orderly manner.

About the appromikteness of different ways of worldng
It is recognized that there will be_ differing levels of dependence/in-

dependence, initiative, etc., among class members and different ways of
working appropriate to individual 'needs and state of growth are acknow-
ledged and respected.

About responsibility for choice
The learning community, teachers and pupils together, will hold up ,to

each other the possibilities and advantages of changed behaviour, but will
respect the individual's right to make his own choiceas far as possible,
and where the rights of others are not infringed.

About dependence

While dependence on authority figures and familiar structures is often
appropriate, ,members are encouraged to grow in independence and in
taking responsibility for their own learning, while recognizing the inter-
dependence of class members on each other.
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About deviant behaviour

The class is tolerant of deviants in its membership and increasingly
able to assess whether occurrences of deviation are due to individual dIffer-
ences, innovation and risk-taking, or desire to disrupt (or, more likely, a
mixture of these).

There will not be agreement on all the above. This is not important.
Indeed the above examples probably reveal something about me and my
current responsibilities in educational activities of a particular sort at adult,
rather than at child level. My point is that there is val in making explicit
what often is not openly recognized.

WAYS OF INDUCING, NORMS

How can one begin to influence norms already established and work .
towards the adoption of others considered more desirable?

An important first step is to identify the operant norms. This may be
at firstthe responsibility of the teacher, but it will be important to check
perceptions with members of the class for their accuracy. Hopefully,
especially with older children and adults, it is an exercise in which they
too can share.

Then to hold them up for critical review, discussion and evaluation
in as objective a manner as is possible, gives the opportunity to iden
which tend to allow maximum freedom and interaction and which tend to
hamper it, and make for suspicion and distrust.

There may well be no easy resolution of d erences. To take an
extreme example, the inmates of a detenticn infltütion for delinquent
adolescents will see their very identity threatened and see themselves being
co-opted by representatives of the establishment if they move from a norm
of distance and aloofness to one of co-operation and open interaction. My
assertion is s,imply that there is more hope of change if norms are clearly
identified, opposing views heard clearly and respected as far as possible,
and discussion encouraged.

Perhaps he most powerful approach is for the teacher to model in
his own beha 'our the norms he considers desirable as far as he can, to
make known flow he feels (as well as What he thinks) about them, to
recognize when he himself violates his own nOrms and to talk openly about
it, and to assume that class members can, with encouragement, begin too
to Work by such norms.

A useful methodological approach is for him to identify and encourage
others also to do so, when norms are being proposed, when they begin to
find acceptance, when they are being tested, challenged, broken or revised,
and to involve as many as possible in this activity as a conscious process,
so that the norms are seen as common property.
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PLANNING EDUCATION AND TRAINING FOR
INDUSTRY'S NEEDS/

R. V. LAWSON, B.A., M.A.C.E.

Registrar, The Australian College of Education
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INTRODUCTION

'There is a terrible snob clement in Australia, people still regard working
,svith your hands as something to be deplored. The- idea of working in a
nice suit every day has its attractions to parents.' Brian Tregillis, Depart-
ment of Labour and Nati nal Service.'

The World Wir jf 193 5 led to a great development in industry in
Australia to octet the shortages of munitions and of other imports cut off
by the exigencies of the time. Australia was suddenly made aware of the
lack of workers with industrial training and experience.

Technical Education Departments in all States were co-opted by the
Commonviealth Government and large sums of money were spent in equip-
ping institutions with 'new machines and buildings where necessary. Staffs
were expanded and rapid training schemes. evolved. Most of these schemes
were successful and resulted in many workers gaining partial recognition
in many of the skilled trades. In spite of opposition, eAperience showed that
these full-time, preliminary training schemes were successful and the
'dilutees' produced from them were in many cases able to take their places
successfully alongside recognized tradesmen after some experience had
been gained in industry.

The part played by Technical Education Departments in training
members of the Services in technical sections has had little publicity but
technical institutions with civilian instructors, trained many thousands of
servicemen in the basic skills required for their later specialized work in
the services.

As the war drew to a conclusion and men began to re-enter civilian
life, the need for training became greater And the Commonwealth Recon-
struction Training Scheme was set up for this purpose. Very large sums of
money were poured into the State Technical Institutions for more buildingsc
more equipment ancPto pay for extra staff required. A great expansion of
Technical Education resulted and the necessity for closer co-operation with
industry became apparent.

At the 'tradesman' level most of the training schecnes involved a period
of full-time instruction at a Technical Institution followed by a subsidized
period in industry with regular -assessment until the trainee was considered

1Tregillis, B. Vocational TrainingA Look at the Future, The Australian Technkal
Teacher, February, 1971.
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to have reached the standard of a tradesman. Desp
industrial unions, these schemes were generally successful
thousands of skilled men to the labour force.

At other levels much training was done at Certificate, Diphima and
Associateship level with the C.R.T.S. subsidizing institutions and individual
students. Perhaps some day a study will be made of the impact of the
C.R.T.S. and the war on Australian Education. Much was learnt, much has
now been forgotten.

These schemes have been mentioned because, at present, training
methods are being examined with a view to cutting down time taken to
qualify as tradesmen or technicians.

The efficiency of our workforce is a factor which can promote or limit
the industrial expansion which has been so marked since the war. The
intrOduction of more complex processes and methods into industry means
that the level of skill of the workforce must be raised. There is less need
today for the unskilled worker but more for the so-called semi-skilled
and skilled. The problem of obtaining such workers is complicated by many
factors, some of which will be discussed in more detail later but should
be noted at this stage:

(1) The raising of the school age has produced a somewhat more educated
school leaver who is pot always content to become an apprentice.

(2) The prestige of 'white collar' occupations has led to a disinclination
on the part of many young men to enter 'manual work'.

The long period of training involved in many tradeS, with low wages
for much of the period, has become unattractive.

(4) Most trade work is not regarded as a 'career' because tradesmen,
generally, do not have any guaranteed continuity- of employment.

(5) Graduation to higher positions is now more difficult for tradesmen
and technicians as more firms now employ University graduates in
positions once occupied by men who had risen through the ranks through
ability and part-time study to gain extra qualifications.

(6) 'Over the last century the age of puberty in both sexes has been advanc-
ing by about five months a decade.'2 This earlier maturity means a need
for earning power to be achieved earlier. Early marriages, now -much
more common than, say, 20 years ago affect training.

In this paper it is not proposed to discuss training and education at
University or other 'technologist' level but to keep to the training of the
semi-skilled, skilled tradesmen and 'technicians'. The relationship f second-
ary education to industry will also be discussed.

(3)

2 C'omfort, A. Maturity, Times Educational Supplement (date uncertain ).
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THE PROBLEM

'More than 50 per cent of those who left
the workforce to receive in their working lives
than that provided by their employers.'3

In 1969 the ages of students in secondary
as under (to nearest 100,0):4

14 years 2t0,000
15 years 174,000

16 yrars 112,000

17 years 58,000

18 plus years 19,000

school last year would enter
no additional training other

educational institutions were

When these figures are analyd it is obvious that of the 220,000 14-
year-olds, only about 70,000 will still be at sehool at age 17. 150,000 will
have left. Of course many will enter full-time courses in so-called non-
tertiary institutions which usually have entry requirements of about the
old 'Intermediate' or 'Junior' Certificate level. Such courses wo ld include
Certificate and Diploma courses at Technical Colleges; Agricu al Schools

td colleges; armed forces; business colleges, etc. Statistics are, hard to
tain but, if we estimate the number entering these as, say-50,000, almost

certainly an over-estimate, this still leaves an intake into industry, directly
from some kind of school, as 100,000. Of these, many will enrol for part-time
courses at various institutions. Most will have had no preparation for
any kind of employment.

Of the 70,000 leaving school in the 17-plus bracket, about 30.000 will
enter universities and about 12,000 will enter full-time courses at institutes
of advanced education.

At the end of 1969, total university enrolments were 105,000; colleges
of advanced education (F-T and P-T) 43.900; technical colleges and schools
(not including technical high and F-T Victorian technical schools) 380,000;
teachers' colleges 30,000. The numbers in other areas are not teadily avail-
able but, if we allow, say, 20,000, this would make a total of 580,000 people
being educated after leaving secondary schools. The majority of these are
part-time students. These figures really need further analysis because many
are adults, especially in C.A.E. and T.Ed. However, the number being
directly- voca ionally trained in technical institutions would be the great
majority, eti allowing for those doi g 'hobby' and 'craft' classes. The
number in the 15-25 group who are n.t being trained in any formal course
is at ast equa to the total number kt. all educational institutions although
so of the receive training of one kind or another, possibly on the job.

'Thes figures show that far too little is being done for the non-matric-
udent and that, in general, far too much emphasis is placed on the

. education for. the post-matriculant. The definition of 'tertiaEy' education has

:
3 Tregillis,) B. qp. cit.
4Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, Schools, 1969.
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led to many anomalies. Under Commonwealth auspice4 the dfinition is5'courses ,which commence at post-secondary or matriculation level'. Thishas made assistance unavailable to many students who have been capableof going on to more advanced 1:...vels. Certainly the secondary scholarshipsare of help and the 'secondary technical' scholarships have also helpedmany students to achieve certificates and diplomas as full-time studentswhich would only have been available as part-time courses.

At this point the terminoloey of levels is introduced, which, it isbelieved, conforms to generally accepted ideas. Areas of employment canbe arranged thus:

Unskilled (labourers)

Semi-skilled (operatives, as some clerks, shop assistants, bulldozer
drivers, etc.)

Skilled workers (craftsmen)

Technicians (diploma and certifcate, teachers)
Technolagist (university or C.A.E.)
Supervisor

Management

No occupation is entirely without skill of any kind although perhapsin some labouring occupations the'body of knowledge may be. almolgt nil.Even the man on the shovel needs some training in the right way to handlehis implement if he is to maintain maximum output over long periods.

The terms technician and technologist in particular, have assumed wittermeanings than the original usage which stemmed largely from the engineer-ing industry. Today a technologist could be an accountant or graduate ofsome discipline such as economics, etc. Usually the terms are now usedrather to indicate a level of worke.g., techhical level, technological level,-etc.

The problem of educating and training the large number of school
leavers who have left school before matriculation is the chief concern ofthis paper. An even larger problem exists in considering what should bedone to give education to that large number who receive no formal educa-tion after leaving school. Perhaps more consideration to this will be given
by governments in the future. One suggestion would be day release for allstudents up to the age of. say, 18 to attend some form of education.
Problems of staffing. accommodation. programming. etc. would be immense,
as was found in U.K. when trying to implement the Education Act of
1944. Maybe someone will do some research on this important problem
which will not be discussed further in this paper.

5 'Martin Report'.
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WHAT INDUSTRY EXPECTS FROM SECOlbARY SCHOOL
LEAVERS "-

In 1959 a committee of the Australian Industries Development Associ-
ation made a report on `Training for Industry'.6 Their report included a
section which dealt with post-primary education. They were careful to state
that they examined the effectiveness of post-primary education purely from
the point of view of industry's needs. Post-primary education was considered
at national level so that some of their findings and recomm:ndations may
not apply in all states, some states having already taken action on some
of the lines indicated.

The committee considered the subject under three (3)- aspects:7

1. Post-primary school curricula

21 Teaching methods

3. Guidance and counselling

The committee took the view that post-primary curricula must take
into account the manpower requirements of industry. This would not neces-
sarily mean that specifically vocational courses should be given in high
schools. However, many such schools in U.S.A. and elsewhere do provide
vocational courses for those students who are not oriented towards academic
subjects. Much trouble in schools today arises from students who find that
the normal high school academic subjects are not interesting to them. They
are often consielp d by teachers as unintelligent or lazy-when. in reality,
many of these dents are quite intelligent. They are bored with normal
school work t often do well when they find a subject which interests
them or when they enter a new environment such as their fob or a technical

r school or college.

Some attempts to design classes for these non-academic students have
been made but usually have met with little success. This is due to two
main factors, (a) the courses are usually `watered down' versions of academic.;
courses, which the students soon realize are meant for the less intelligent I
and they find such courses often even less interesting that the original
academic courses. (b) The teachers in such courses ar e. almost always drawn
from the ranks of the normal high school staffs. These, very often. are quite
unable to adapt to entirely new syllabuses, where such are drawn up. and
continue to use old ideas and me.thodsth e. very things from which students
wish to escape. The teachers in these courses are usually without any
industrial experience. even in manual arts and rmmercial subjects.

The A.I.D.A. committee does. however, oppose early sp-cialization as
this can restrict students in their choice of career and can deprive industry
of workers in areas where a demand exists. The aim should be to produce

° A ustra I ia n Industries Development AssociationTraining for Industry Report of
Committee, August, 1959.

?ibid.
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students 'with a broad basic education, whether they be male or female,which should provide for futUre educational activities whether in university.C.A.E., technical education, industry or home duties.
Until the age of 15-16 industry states that it prefers students who havestudied a core curriculum involvingEnglish language and expression,mathematics, introduction to the sciences, view of world history andgeography. A knowledge of the language of 'an influential foreign country'is also considered desirable. It. is felt by industry that all boys shirrespective of their future vocations, have the opportunity to ac e atleast the rudiments of manual skills and to become familiar with materialsand tools in common use. Girls should not necessarily be excludedin

most schools boys do manual arts and girls, domestic arts.
The A.I.D-.A. committee appears to have been influenced by the ideasof secondary teachers; and have made a sweeping generalization, ratherthan a real appraisal of industry's requirements at the various stages of,..the employment levels. It is perhaps pertinent to ask whether a student'sinterest.and progress in social studies or languages is in fact of importance

to emploYers when selecting apprentices, clerks, etc. Much muddled think-
ing still exists among employers, unions. teachers (even in technical collegesand schools) as to the influence of a good general (so called) education. It
is now generally accepted that a good student with an academic background
can usually do well in any type of work and that the old saying that 'goodwith his head, no good with his hands' and vice versa are not and *ere
never, true. The good student at high school level has usually done sobecause of (a) high I.Q., (b) intrinsic or extrinsic interest in the work, or(c) 'coaching' methods of teaching.

All students with high I.O.s should be able to do well in any type ofwork, provided that they possess the necessary neuro-muscular co-ordination,and an interest in the work undertaken. Tests to ensure suitability of
co-ordination, of eye, brain and muscles can be and should be given to allentrants to skilled areas. Aptitude tests to determine Oility to master the
content of a course should also be giventhese should,)if possible, ignorepresent body of knowledge. The high I.Q. student or ithe others named
above) may or may not do well in the skilled trades or similar areas.

Experience has shown that high I.Q. entrants to skilled trades eitherdo very well or lose interest and withdraw or become poor workers. Manyalso leave the trades for technician or supervisor jobs. In addition, the
opportunities now offering to the trighti academic stUdents are becoming
so numerous that employers cannot recruit such people for the trades and
crafts. This situation can only pecome worse while the present conditions
of training and wages continue.

This leaves the employer with little other alternative than to find hisapprentices, etc., from among those classed as 'drop-outs'. As suggested
above, many of these can prove to be excellent employees when 'they enterthe new environment which employment providesthey have, in many cases,simply lacked interest in academic work. Good testing programmes canhelp employers to select the best types and many agencies. such as the
Commonwealth Employment Service, Education Department eounselling

8 4
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Services, etc., exist for this purpose and could be used much more than
they are at present. The passing away of public examinations at lower levels
will perhaps persuade more employers to use other, and perhaps more
reliable methods of selection.

Whatever an employer may' do to select and an employee afterwards
do to qualify himself, the fact remains that 100,000 young people leave school
each year in Australia with little real education slanted towards employ-
ment suitability. (The chief exceptions to this would be girls with commer-
cial training.) Perhaps the chief aims of education in schools today can
be stated briefly as:

(a) to give children an awareness of the world around them, including
an appreciation of their culture and of the achievements of science
and technology;

(b) to make them good citizens of their country (whatever that may
mean) with an awareness of its problems;

(c) to give them a fo
earn a living.

tion of knowledge that will help them to

The last object is given far too little emphasis and most school leavers
go out quite unprepared for any kind of employment

While early specialization in many instances may be unwise, there are
many cases where young people show aptitudes early in life with perhaps
little interest in the usual school subjects. Something should be done for
these sturients before they leave school and this could .rehlt in fewer
`drop-outs'.

At the present time many' alterations in the content of syllab
secondary institutions are under close scrutiny. For example, the AS.
investigating all areas of science educatioR. However, most of the research
undertaken inxonnection with syllabus variation is in the hands of teachers
and academics and still has a good deal of emphasis on preparation for
tertiary academic studies, although such an object is often denied. Teachers,
rightly enough, with their knovledge of methods of imparting information '
and of the capacities of young people, must -always play a leading part in
the final setting uj of a curriculum. It is doubtful, however, if assessment
and statement of the aim of that curriculum is best left to the teachers.

In research done on the needs of secondary students there has, at times,
' been some consultation with representatives of industry. However, the
opinions of the. industrial leaders have been more influenced by the teachers
than vice versk Teachers have 'sold' to industry that the matriculant ,or
the leavinVcertificate' holder is n6cessarily the best school leaver to fill any
job from apprenticeship to office work. This is borne out by increased
starting salaries, shortened training periods, etc., given to these students.
Many students who have been labelled failures at the levels mentioned
would be at least equal in efficiency to the successful candidates if they were
able to do courses at high schools which suited their attributes and aptitudes.
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In 'a report entitled 'Secondary Education in Western Australia'8 it isnotable that a committee of 12, which was chiiged with making recorn-, ,mendations, did not include any representatives from industry but con-sisted almoSt entirely of members of the teaching profession. Of those who'gave evidence_ there was only oue employer's organization, and one em-
ployee's organization. It would be of inurestNo know whether.other opinion§were solicited or whether industry, in general, was just not interestedenough. The recommendations of the frommittee are interesting, in particularthose labelled 'High School Certificate Courses' (Appendix 7). These consistof (a) 'core' subjects watered-down English, maths, science and socialstudies; (b) 'Social Education' which includes library, physical education.
sport. religious instruction. music. art. heahh education; (c) pre-vocational
which are stated to be pee-vocationally oriented and special workshops areto 4be provided. Included in this Area are 'office procedures'. `retail trade'.
'transport'. 'home handyman'. 'bnating'. 'other courses', which includes home
science..typing. woodwork, metalwork, craft, community service. personal
development. This, appeies. on the surface, an admirable course, but. inreality is largely a rehash of the old M-T courses. etc. Unless some new
thinking be given to teacher-recruitment from industry. rather than from
matriculants, such courses seem doomed to failure as were the old 'high
school certificate' courses.

Very much more objective research must be done in close collaboration
with industry to find out just what is tlt most desirable product that
secondary schools should produce at. say. fo rth-year level and that such
research should be undertaken not only at to departmental and executive
level in industry, but among people at all levels so that a truly cross-sectional picture can be obtained. There should also be some new thinking
abdut teacher recruitment. Entrants from industry, say from skilled trades
or offices, of mature age. should not have to undergo academic_training at
matriculation level. but should be acc:epted for teacher training if they canpass aptitude tests' for their fitness to be teacher-trained. Many of our besttechnical teachers have not had to matriculate and have done well inteacher trainine. Perhaps the courses undergone and the experience gained
it b.:coming a skilled tradesman or technician are awood an indication of
fitness for fu'rther study as ability to pass examinations at the end of asecondary school course.

It is urgent that the needs of the 100.000 young people who enterindustry from schools c.ieh ycar be studied more closely for the benefit
of the students and fe' the benefit of industry. Secondary education will. in
future. need to have 'nany of its courses tlapted for this purpose: not with
the idea that all whe enter industry early are of low 1.0. but with_ aptitudes
and interests of students in mind. Many of our soTcalled 'drop-outs' are really
intelligent children: 1,:iidemic a&ievement is not the only manifestation ofin telligence.

Rerort of the Commit:-..T on Secondary Education (Dettman Rtport): SecondaryEducation in Western A,Ictralia.
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Akt present industry's ideas of what it needs from school I.:avers is
confused and often mistaken. Research alone can help to clarify thc position
of schools and indUstry.

WHAT INDUSTRY NEEDS FROM POST-SECONDARY
INSTITUTIONS - .

'The countries of the world which have made the greatest development
in science.and technology have sponsoLd technician training to a far greater .
extent than we have in Australia.' C. 6ilmour.° .

, As explained earlier it is intended to dearonly with training and educa-
tion in the areas of semi-skilled, skilled trad e. and..technician training...o.
Under the Commonwealth classification these are not genzrally classified as
'tertiary' because entrance is not necessarily at matriculation levet In 'some
states this type of training is undertaken in technical colleges Or schools
while in some (e.g., in Victoria) much. is done in colleges of advanced
tion at certificate levet Some of these courses at `teehnician', level have a
final standard which. is often close to the standard of son*'university degree
courses and is often so recognized by industry.

..=..

The question of nomenclature of courses in the various institutions,
government, semi-government and private, is becoming afreater importance
with the increasing mobtlity of the working force oughout, Australia.

-Surely it is possible for our".educational authqritpi%. ork 'out .an accepted
system of awards. For extmple the term 'dig°. has a meaning which
varies from one state to another as does t ord `associateshV. Many
private colleges issue 'diplomas' which-possibly involve no more content
than that of a single unit in a technical college diploma which, perhaps, has
20-units.

.
..

.

The term `cerfficate' cdn cover anything from a 'single unit to a courge
of several units andiJiis.word should not be used for ourses at all but only-
the terms 'diploma' or `associateship' usedi_ with, per aps, divisions ...within .

each to indicate the level such as `diplomertadvance diploma', or ,Serliaps )..
,the term liceniiate' could be given Nider use. There may be' otber passible

. a ,
naMes which"could be used. . . ,

All these terms must be most confusing to employers and others who
try to evaluate qualifications of applicants who come from different states
and must cause nnich loss of time in trying to find out jUst what standai'd
each applicant Actually reached, cf. universities.

. In training people to take their place in industry, four elements can
be identified:

(a) On-the-job trainingoften, labelled 'sitting gside Nellie!,

(b) 0-the-job trainingwhich can 'be done ei er at work.or ih a

1\\
...,.

school..
I

a Gilmour, C. The Responsibility of Technical ducation and the Rold it
PlaY in the Future, The Aultralian Technical T acher, February, 1911.
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(c) Students study in thei wn time.
(d) P )duction.-I

t-,--'In.app enticeshandn Many otl 'u'occupations :on-the-job' training is
veryittipl. .axiirt isktiO' that skills e mainly developed. In many cases,
owinl. to Ores unitikOVIOOpetition and consequent necessity to cut costs,
little*time is given .:to .filrunal instruction and 'sitting alongside Nellie' or,
watc)lw a.tradesspak 'work is often the .only way thatt,an apprentice or
other learner cant i 0 the skills which he tries to put into practice. In
most workshops4 responsible for- training have, no qualifications as
instructors. It iS, therefore, probable that in future years. m6re and IllUfe
time will bc needed in technical institutions for the acquisition of skills
as apart from gaining the requir- 'body of knowledge'. (Also we must
provide trajnin, for ttai ,ing office

4
The co-ordinatiot

yet to be solved. Man
with employers who
syllabus of work usua

hese four elements is a problem which has
rs in technical institutions maintain a liaison
e attending' the school o.r- college but the

y much at variance with the immediate needs
of industry which govern the work ,,of an apprentice, subject to the stage
of his apprenticeship. ,

.., ,

1
THE SPECTRUM PRINCIPLE°

It is possible to define the workfgintent of any jobwe already doY

this by the technique of job analysis. this dNermines what is needed in
terms of knowledge and practical know-how.

If is possible to analyze all jobs. however_ they are classified, and thus
create job spectrum or job scale. The jobs 'at one end would live long
training periods; those at the other, short training periods. In between any
job could have a position on the spectrum according to the length oi the
training period.

4?4,- THE SPECTRUM PRINCIPLE

A>

Unskilled Low Level
Skilled

Operatives Trades Technicians

Skill
"SPLI

Technologists

Figure 1. Skill and knowledge at Various levels.

(Atter Meade)"
_J4

1.14.10WeJlens, John The Training Revolution.
11 Meade, J. P. de C. Systematic Training Pays, Report on Seminars, September, 1966.
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At one end the tJning period could be as short as a few hours, at
the other end several year*

There ar hree imptirlan't requirements in the spectrum principle:

(a) the need to 4investigate and deiOne each job;

(b) The establishment of a suitable syllabus;

(c) The need to tletennine the length of the training period needed
to ithplement 4This syllabus.

This differs from the iiSnal practice at present, where, first of all a period
of time is ;et, then the siabus of training set Alt to suit the time involved.
In trade training in particular, great emphasis is put on `time-serving' and
few tradesmen wiltgree to shortened ptriods, fearing that their `margins
for skill' *ill be. a ted if thcy agree to shortened periods of training.
Shortened time traff courses are certainly now being implemented but
in these it is usual ',to find that the actual time involved in training is not
shortened in' hours.'of class and workshop time. The effect of shortened
apprenticeship on skill acquisition has yet to be investigated. There appears
to be no.. teal reason why the old concept of apprenticeship needs to be
retained. There is no real difference between an apprentie; and any other
learner. Surely,some better system can be devised to produce skilled trades-
men.

.tr

Even in full-lime technician gp wses the old idea of a three or four-
year course is taken as normal at-a:then the hours per week are filled up
with, first, the es-sential 4ubjects then so-called ancillary subjects ed.
Often these' subjects bear little relation to the course's seal requireme s
but load the student with more and more wotk. Prestige still plays a big
part in the formatioi of-courses as does, sometimes, a desire by heads of
departments to `empire build'.

In all cases where a course is 'to be established dr amended, the
first/ thing ,Ithat should (be done is to establish at 'schedule of skills' and
'body of knowledge' so that the objects of the cours?-wr.e.clearly defined from

-the outset. Something of this nature was done about 10 years or so ago
in several states at the request of the commonwealth authorities. 'Schedules
of skills' for a number of trades were compiled by teachers'in the trade'd
with the hetiPtaf industry. The fttte of these `schedules' is somewhat of a.
mystery and it seems very doujjuI4 they haye ft4any real impact on
tr.gde training.

seeking
must be activ
and industry.
education depa
employees unde
Usually this is
Sometimes the
participate.

to establish the requirements in trade or profession there
and realistic c000peration between edutational authorities-

his is usually achieved through advisory boards set up by
ments wilich consist of representatives of employers and

the chairmanship of a representative of the director.
superintendent with a college principal in 'attendance.

ead of ihe section in a college or school is invited to

fib 8 9
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These boards h2.ve done some good work in the past but have often
suffered because thefkpresentatives of employers are too far removed from
the workshop floor and the union representatives.are frequently older men,
sometimes retired, chosen more because of their service's to the union, or
similar organization than for t.their knowledge of the requirements of
industry. A further weakness of:these boards is .that, unless firmly chaired,
4hec, tend to become sparring grounds where', criticisms c(ime from either
side. Such %aids should be abolished or at leasf modified into 'rubber-
stamping' bodies to take a last look at the estatlished requirements. In every
case a piece of objective rg'search should be undertaken by an independent
person or small committee who would seek all claimS about the require-
ments: This person or committde would then look at the real aims necessary
to enable a 'student completing the course to take his full place in the industry
in the required category. Statements about the amount of mathematics
science, or other subjects required, should be checked with workers on the

,Aiob and observation made as to whether these in fact. are used as claimed or
whether this knqwledge is of real use. Manycskilled workers have means of:
avoidinL calculations involving paper andlpencil and often hours of fruitlegv
teachia, of difficult mathematics, etc.. could be avoitted, if tests were glade
as to the real necessity of such teaching. Students have been known to
master-many mathematical processes When thry have been able to see the
immediate use. The teaching would be at the poittt where such was essential.

her assessment of aims of courses should include consideration as ,

to whe the aim is to produce a satisfactory worker in the chosen flelçl
or wheth the course is one phich would give a qualificatk fbr promotion
Many instructors of apprentices consider that any courstl training given,
to these students should be such as to engble theityp` become foreken
even to run their own workshops. This is an opinionkwhich:ts o A%) ior
question.

rianauf, din depth in a limited area and arguments-can De., c9

.

Technician' courses °are ideally terminal coursek which 41

suggestion that completion of such courses shotile4 ,ye5tentry
nologist' courses. If such graduates are to, beCoine tichri ogips,,
conversion courses of some kind.should be ta en.

4,1 -,Many 'technician lever.courses, in r .aie nut:gores injilit
right but are, in fact, portions of longer
certificate', is often an integral part Oft'. a br naV
electricity. This practice has gime good pOint ,as the 'real
of the qualification is understood.

Although there are many points of cOn et bitWeen industry
technical .education departments, there is stil of. otfnairg
between them. Thero-iS a disinclination by indu,tiy g rally to
large contribution to government education ,as tr st to w t has
done for u'niveniities. Industry will make or,:4kon4iPution§ :tOrseffective techni4 _training as it becomes cOtisio resrib
and of the benefifs Ailik co begained. T ot a
effective partnership is majMproblem which shou be Apacked
vigorously now. Some progress has been made in ih

90 4.4
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Industrial Training Act is,pow in operation and firms are taxed id order
to meet costs Of training!' This taxation or levy can be recovered if they,"
are training a sufficient number of their staff. This training .rtin be done
in their own workshops, in technical institutions, or, as is mor0' usual, in
both areas: This can mean that those firms which undertake ir training
help to subsidize those which do such training. ,

Both industry and technical cation need to take steps to ,ensure
that a really objective analysis, is made of .,the real needs of induetry 'and
of the steps necessary to satisfy the needs wh;tch such an analysis reveals.

,,At-the Pan Indian Occata Conferencti on T nicat, Education and
Triiining in Perth in Septembet; ;0664 pa delivered .on.the subject
of training for industry. Di5ctisSion grou .*:1! posed, of representatives of
many countries bordering on or adjacent' to' thp, Indian' Ocean, were held

.and recommendations were made as under:
.**,'

'Industry should consider the following to improve its contri1bution.q2

1. A major contribution would come through industry clarifying its
needs. It was emphasized fhat this' required identifying the needs
of the individual lirm rather than the whole industry.

2. Industry should make self-initiated efforts to 'keep technical educa-
tion up to date in its ideas, literature and'equipment. This would
probably be a two-way exchange withltechnical edUcation, keeping
industry, up to ate in some aras. This could be achieved by inter-
change of instrucjè and through the provision of equipment, dona-
tions of books,

3. industry should tell technical education what its needs are, and this
would involve identifying responsibility for training within the firm.

4. IndUstry should ar.ist in develop:ng and using sandwich type or
part-time courses in technical institutts ang, should be aware of
use for assessment of stall. etc., and encourage,graff to obtain quali-
fications in varioUs fields through the use of these couttes,

VeRrizes, scholarshipS,' grants and support for projects concerned
with their industry should beg. rovided by organizations or groups
of .organizations. #

6. Vayation employment fpr peo Volved in technical courses should
prOvided by industry. It was gefferal1y considered:that thif.thould

entail actual productive wdi.k n(cI sh9uld not be a".tour otring.

7. Communication of objectives, ies, and reasons 'for' thtse batki
betwee idustry and technical education and within each so tliate' 4
these are f understood by allivels of people involved was seen
as the kepto hieving all the foregoing points.

12 Repert of Discussion GMips, P.I.O.C.T.E.T., 1966.
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_...----' 8. Industry should undertake irk-plant training in the d .lopihent of
highly specialized skills. Thckt,basic training in 1 e fundamentals
should carried out techaal institutions.

9. There is a general sh 4age of competent instruc rs for in-plant
training, rogrammes; texists at all levels and s should be
taken totrain suitaW *Pk., i ,

. v10. ManageMent must devdop a clearer bj tive of the needs and
aims o4)in-plant, training, and cqmmunicJ this to all levels Within
the orginization.

.

11. SmalL firms and perhaps larger ones may benefit from drawing
upon existing resources. It is often possible to arrange for staff from
technical institutions to colduct asses, seminars or 'workshops"
within the plant. '

,

12. Small firms may find adAitages ir grouP trSining schemes by
sharing the serlices of a goocytrainiig officer to organize in-plant
training and by negotiating as a grouibi with a local technical institu-
tion to prottide an appropriate course. This may or may not include
arrangements for rotating trainees between ihe firms in the group.

13. T xtension of an inspection function either in association with
a nticeship or other formal trade training

,
provisions or on some

other basis should be considFred to provide some control of the
quality of training in both industry and telical education institu-
tions. - -4

Technical education should con4ider the following to improve its con-
tribution: "

_

1. There needs to be a specific requirement tha rprofessOnal technical
teachers be required to have completed a riod pflexperience in
industry. This to be asSociated also with provision for refresher
training or some scheme for continuing contact with industry.

, -2. In addition to teachers, educational institutions should have itaff
specially trained and experienced in interpreting information from
planniS bodies, identifying skills and knowledge associated with
dccupati or groups of occupations and working with teachers
to translate into educational programmes information gained fro
surveys of &eds for trained manpower.

3. Technical institutions should encourage and assist their teach rs
visit industrial undertakings frequently so that they see what
graduates are called upon to do in e work Situation; are tb
ppreciate -fully the natufe, especia ly w re it, changes, ok the

'Work sitiNtion; may discuss educational' d training needd,
those in industry who are associated immediately with the g &rat

tr.' 4_5<- 4. Technical institutions should employ a proportion o part-tar
teaching staff wlio are specialists in their field or are c meted with
new developmeóts 3pstry. 'Arrangements sho be made for

71?----; close contact betweenich peop and the f44ime members of
the teaching staff.44

*J.
- ,
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5. Introduction 'of a system ?6.extended leave to study ilew develop-
ments which arc directly delated to industry or to conauct research

it in a particular field.
6. Provision for summer schools or other short refresher .courses to

be arranged at an appropriate time.
7. Provision of some opportunities for staff to proceed on overseas

postings or on loan to other institutions. This could be in association
with a system of sabbatical leave. .

8. Making available specialized abilities and facilities to help industry
solve its problems. e.g., consultative work, retraining programmes,
in-service courses.

9. Giving more alitention to the development of teaching aifls an
techniques of instruction which could both reduce the jco
pioviding training and increase its effectiveness.'

As these recommendations were made by experts, both from industry
and from education, from many different countries, they are very valuable
and should receive wider publicity th has heen the case. One may well
wonder whether such fi conference ha

t
real practical results.

,
While discussing training, some mention must be made of those govern-

ment authorities which.do- undertake full training of many technicians /and
apprentices and who maintain workshops and staff ft* this purpose. lUilway
departments, the P.M.G. Department, the armed forces schools are excellent
pxamples and most co-operate well with technical oltitutions. Large com-
panies such as B.H.P., I.C.I., etc., also have excellent training schemes.

. -
When' needs in any field of training have been ained by industry

and technical education the implementation of rogra mos to satisfy
those needs for trained personnel must be unde ken.'T is is argely the
province ofkthe teaching authorities with the approval byLinWtriJ repre-
sentatives.

RETRAIN-1Na.OP-pISPLAC#C WORKERS1.
c

Changes in 'deniand for piroducts causes old industries 0 to gci
out vf existencogsd .thany of e old' occupations ome no longer viable.

e The workers ko displaced, cnce classed as skilled, go on to the labour
market without having any af the skills 'or 'knowledge required by neiv

riand expanding inystries.
7 -

Much lip-serVice has n paid to he necessity for retraining "such
disPlaced Workers, giving them tilik;"oppo pnitiy to learn the new skills or
to tain the. new knowledge ,required.. le real planning has been (long
in this area, largely, I believe, because of the lited arnotirkt of factual
knewledge available. A beginning hae been madelin the Commonwealth
Government's scheme to train or retrain women -.who have been out of
industry for some years. /

With the advances now taking place in industry iouId be possibie
for research to be undertaken to find out the r c ges anticipated
in industry and the resulting changes in manpowerneeds. While 'realizing

0 .)
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that no accurate estimate of such changes is possible, at least the natureof changes in the near future could be estimated and this would enableindustry, technical education, government instrumentalities, to prepare toimplement suitable courses when the need arose. The "financing of isuchcourses would, obviously, be a function of some branch of the Common-wealth Government such as the Social Services Department.
The Department of Labour and Nationa) Service should be authorizedto undertake a Commonwealth enquiry into the probable changes inindustry which win necessitate such retraining and some organization setup to implement the results of such an enquiry.

/
DEVELOPING CURRICULUMS FOR TRADE TRAINING AND
COURSES FOR CERTIFICATES/NAND DIPLOMAS

After analysis has been done to determine just what arc the necessary0, skills, body of knowledge, desired attitudes and habits of trainees it is thennecessary to distinguish betWeen the instruction which should be given onthe job. by technical institutions or by both. The difficulty of co-ordinationhas been discussed earlier.

Factors governing the formulation of training recOmmendations include:
(a) The type of occhpation
(b) The educational standard for entry
(c) The age and maturity of tbe trainees
(d) Whet* the course should be full time or part time (including dayrelease, block release or sandwich' courses) I
(e)..Tho4onomic cost of tra ing'

'(f) The time .to be allowed fo e course
(g). The _acceptance by the Interestedtrbodies'.
When the training to Iliggiven in technical institutions has been decidedthe development of the course must be undertaken by the staff of the sectionconcerned. Information will have been gathered from industry and othersources as to filo aifils and objects of .the course and the necossry skillsto be acquired and theoretical knowledge necessary.
When compil g a syllabds.for any course of trarting.several importantfactors need to M given careftil cmisideratioial (not necessRily in Qrder):

v(a) TirneTraining irftich 'is too long leads to failure and wa age.Students lose intçpeSt and industry suffers because trainees do tqualifg"in's c. nt nteinbers.
(b)ikpegree of M ultyiAle course should be able to be passed bythe verage type Of trainee required in thc particulat industry ortrade.

(c) ConftmationIncluitiy needs to be snre.tbat Ole course, does, infact:produce the skills, knowledge and competency:that are needed.
94
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4
Perhaps this,cannot be done until graduates from the coluse enter
industry although as most would be- part timc the effeiCts of the
training and education should become apparent reaso4bly early.

(d) Changes in IndustryThe course syllabus should try to 'anticipate
changes which are kniwn to be coming or, at any rate, giV.c students
a basis of knowledge which would enable new developn4nts to be
understood. 9..

When training is undertaken by industry in collOoration withiechnical
institutions a more systematic 'approach is needed '`iitO has gen*lly been
the case in the past. The steRs in setting up such training have b:.tn illus-
rated by Meade in the followin, diagram:

Assessment of Industry need

Evaluation
effectiveness':of

-.training/

4

I
Selection of

trainees

Provision of instructors

figure 2. ihe systematic training cycle."

r.A4,

*Job analysis

Detailed Warmth
of programe

Training
-.scheme

9 I
13 Meade, J. P. de C. opt cit.
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CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT IN TECIINICAL EDUCATION
'The tendency in designing courses is to establish the standard of entry

and very often we are, attempting tO keep students out rather than get
them in.' C. Gilmour."

It has been stated by Ilertuannl:' that 'Technical education syllabuses
are often simply lists of subject matter content. It is rare to find Course
aims or subject objectives. tr find a preamble discussing the relationship of
a subject to other subject% in the course, to find'comments concerning the
"depth" at which the material is to be taught. or. to find expressed the
structure and integrative themes of the curriculum. These features of a
syllabus are self-evident in few cases. Often the teaching and examining
would appear to be invalid for teachers (especially part-time teachers an
teachers appointed after the initial implementation of a syllabus) an
examiners may not be able to detcrmine the subject objectives from th
syllabus. Past examination papers do not necessarily provide a reliable
guide. Unfortunately it.is always the student who suffers most directly by
being failed for not knowing work he has not been given, or by being fed
an uninteresting course or one unrelated to his vocation.'

While perhaps this is a rather harsh judgement on all technical
syllatiuses. a study of many will show that it is trues too often. EffOrts
'are made,in some states to have syllabuses more detailed, some, for example
Accounting and most apprentice toOrses in W.A.. are given in Aek by
week detail. This is valuable, when so matt) students are transferring within

iState boundaries. 'Depth' at which material is io be taught is sometimes
difficult.to define. Often meetings of instructors, senior instructors. etc.. from
The different colleges can decide upon any pointsat:issue.and -.the ?)ioblem
is then one of communication to 1111;.t4rhers in the course.

Where courses and syllabuses are designed by advisor, boards tile
problem of Communication can become important, because teachers_ who
are actually engaged in'the work arc often not represented on the board.
This can result in courses not ahohyl being the same in content and depth
as was:1 Originally4lanned because tachers' interpretations may not always
be the same as tfiei,board,intended. *

, ...
It is pteasing to note that in most courses of technical Leacher training,

s .e emphasis is given to principles of curriculum' construction. It is
prA bable. however, that at this point, much emphasis is \tost because the
trainee teacher lacks sufficient experience. In-Service cours'es to be taken
after, say. five years experience. should be given with greater emphasis
on the aspect of construction of curriculums and syllabuses.

.14 Gilmour. C. op. cit.
P

15 Hermann, G. D. Processes *in Curric lum ent, The Australian Technical
Teacher. August, 197Q.
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Hermann gives a good example in diagrammatic form of the flowsheet
of the curriculum development process within technical education hereunder:

Determination of
Need and Demand

Statement of Aims

Approval in Principle

Develop
Curric

ent of
Wri

V
Approval of
Curriculum

V

Implementation of
CurriCulum

Evaluation of Curriculum

Figure a Brief flowsheet of the curriculum process."'

to ibid.
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For the consthiction of a syllabus for a given subject which may extend
" over several stages. Hermann gives a llowsheet as under:

Industrial Needs Human Resources

Aims O'f Overall Scheme

Determirlation of
Number of Courses

Types of
Courses Alms of Courses

Figure 4.

For a Given Course

Course Odtline

V
For a Given Strand

SuElject Objectives
Stage 1

511bject Objectives
110' Stage 2

411rEtc

Flowsheet relating to the determination of objectives for a given subject.9
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Procedures vary in different states as to the .aceeptance or amendment
of a curriculum, a syllabus. or a course. llsually boards set out the objec-
tives, these Are worked out, in detail by teachers arufsenior stalk who are
actively engaged in die area. Principals. inspectors or superintendents then-
discuss these with the groups and when in final forth they are usually upon-
*red by thc principal-or other officer for final approval to a board
studies or some similar body for Wtiniate approval by the director. They
may be referred back to 'area' committees for further consideration or
amcndmene if required.

One '\)prineiple often used in course construetion is ffiat based on
'crcdi this credit system is based on the belief that a taitriWumber
of -units at a certain level is necessary to establish the standing of a
qualification. Weightings aro given to subjects according to their equivalence
(real or imagined) to established standards in secondary and tertiary insti-
tutions. As an example. in W.A.. the Technical Education Division bases
:its credits on thc ecpivalence of 'a subject to the old intermediate or junior
ortificate which has a vallic of one (1). Subjects ai the level of H.S.C.
Or matriculation have.. value 2, subjects at the level of first-year unOiersity
have value 4 and second-year university have value 7. Weighting of this
kind has led to manipulation of courses to got the required number of
credits and has led also to some mbst extraordinary estimations of 'equiva-
lence'. Many students 'find some of the earlier subjects more difficult than
thosepet with later Øthe course.

° Such methods of course construction should bo abandoned and realistic
courses, based on industry's rea/ requirements substituted. even though the
accepted nuMber of credits he not reached.

The subject is well discuSsed. in Hermann's- article which should be
studied by all interested in this aspect of training for industry.

RECOMMEND4p S

(a) At Secondary School Level

I. That secondary education autho;itics ,give greater attcntion to
co-operation with induStry in the construction of courses for
thc 'non-academic' stream of students. This to be. undertaken
by an independent committee not merely by 'educationists.

2. That more vocational guidance b.: ;iven ,in secondary schools
in areas relating to technical educatien.and to the requirements
of industry at trade and -technician levels.c4S6th guidance to be
given by officers recruited from itidustrici.

3.' That CoMmonwealth Scholarships be grven to enable selected
students to' take the courses that will be develoqd in secondary
schools in the pre-vocational field.

4. That more efforts be made at secondary sehool l'evel to, ascertainr.
what aptitudes students. partidularly the 'non-acadernicsr had
towards Some trade or technician training.
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5. 'bat people enteting the _teaching rofession he given full
credit .for achievement in areas other than 'academic subjects
and not be required to take further evainimaions for [LW.
or matriculation., before ailmtssion to teacher education courses.

(b) For Iladuitry and Technical Educathm

I. That a Commonwealth C'o-ordinating Committee be set up to
co-ordinate names and standards of courses throughout Aus-
tralia.

2. That technical education authorities adopt a more realistic
approach in construction of courses so that the average student
can achieve a qualification in a shOrter time than is generally
the ease at present. Courses to include a minimum of ancillary
subjects..

Oh,

3. That more real co-operation between industry_ and technical
education be attempted in. designing ,courses and that training
'on-the-job' be more co-ordinated with education in technical
Intitutions.

iThat the principle, of compiling 'schedules of skills' be extended
told( courses togother with a bcttcr assessment of the 'body of
'knowledge:, required.

5. That ore research be undertaken into requirements by indus-
try and tlui be done by an independent agency.

6. That a new definition of 'tertiary' education be given -to con-
sider th nd resist( of a course rathCr thdri its entry standard,

7. That research into the areas in which retraining of displaced
workers is needed be undertaken by the Commonwealth Govern-
ment.

8. That some four' of conulsory education be vgiven to the
100,000 early school ltrers.

9. That the present form of apprenticeship be abolished and that
it be replaced by some more modern and more flexible system.

9 6
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TECHNOLOGY, TRADITION AND TABU: ME
PLANNING OF TERTIARY TECHNICAL EDUCATION

IN NEW GUINEA

P. B. BOTSMAN, B.COMM B.ED., T.P.T.C., M.A.C.

Reafler in English Language, PING Institute of Techt tOgy

In this paper I propose to outline the history of the Papua and New
Guinea Institke of Technology which is a relatively new institution, situated
in the Morobc District of NewGuinea about six miles froin the town of
Lae.

SIGNIFICANCE FOR CONFERENCE

,The Institute of Technology was, with the University of Papua an
New Guinea, the first. fq11-scale tertiary institution to be established in the
Territory. This simple fact alone is impoi tant. since completely nety incur-
sions into untouched educational areas are rare enough and one presumes
therefore, are of some interest .to eduealionaLplanners.._Secondr-the short
history of the institute Of technology might -wejl be seen a paradigma

'piodel for the educational planner to ponder. The slory of the institute's
conception, genesis and subsequent growth,highlights a number of problems,
not th& least ofwhich is that perennial problem for educational planners
which is so aptly described in T. S. Eliot's words,

'Between the idea

And .the reality

Lies the shadow'

but more on this a little later.
Thirdly, in a. developing country educational problems and practices

are thrown into sharp relief by th very nature of the environment in which
they are found.

Finally,, there iS the sheer fascination of the problem itselfso that
if all else fails perhaps this account of the challenge and responsibility of

planning tertiary education in technology for students whose grandparents,
if not their parents. were pf the stone age, will keep you from abject boredom.

A BOY FROM TELEFOMIN

Not quite eighteen years .ako. in November 1953, two patrols set off
from a small .village on .the northern side of the main escarpment in the
centre of the main, island of New Guinea. AcrOss the ridges tolthe south,
the Fly River rises and from there 'trains a huge area of country finally,,
emptying sluggishly into the Gulf of Papua; while to the north the mighty
Sepik runs down to the Bismhrck Sea. The two young Australians who led
these patrols were intent on making a routine census check of some of the
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neighbouring villages. They had been at the small outstation for only tw;
months and there was much to be done. Neither man retuped. Thj: primitive
tribesmen of this remote area attacked without warning. 130th patrols were
ambushe because, as was later discovered, the local fight leaderS had been

ting h r such an opportunity. When the two patrols separated, word,was
passL. ead and the two young administration officers were savagely cnt
down, together with a number of their native policemen. This incident.
which took place near the village of Telefomin just eighteen short years
ago, has been recounted to remind you .of the enormous cultural gap that
has to be bridged in New Guinea..I3y way of conclusion .to his account of
this incident in his book Justice Versus Sorcery, R. T..Gore had this to say:

'These people Had no knowledge of the -outside world: The Adminis-
tration to them was composed of the two white officers and a handful
of police. The rule by this small band oiier so many seemed incon-
gruous. The regimentation of their lives was irksome to them: they
were not allowed to tight one another: they were . niade to clean
their villages and because of a belief that the taro. their staple diet,
was becoming smaller since the advent of the white man, they were
troubled.this was a war to exterminate the Administration as they
knew it. so they could live the old life.'

and this simple. sane analysis of the situation by a judge who'sperit many
years in New Guinea amply underscores this point..

But you might well say that this is falsifying and overstating the picture
because the Telefomin tragedy emphasizes the sensational and the atypical,
and indeed it does. But I told this story partly for another reasbn and it
is this.

Two Years ago now, a colleague in my own d,epartrilent mentioned that
he was going to take a run into Lae airport to see one of his' former pupils

. from Brandi nigh School near Wewak. This lad, it appeared, had a half-
\ hour stopover in Lae before going on to Port Moresby where he .was going

to enrol as a 'fresher' at the Uhiversity of Papua and New Guinea. This
young man was from the Telefomin area. 'Of course there is sjill no high
school in Telefomin and it is perhaps unlikely that there ever will be, but
there are over fifty in Papua andNew Guinea rift; where there -were none
in 1945.',and only one or two as late as 1955.. The point is:that manof
the students who are passing through those schodIS and entering tertiary
institutions are not very different in background to the lad from Telefomin
in my story.

Now, the boy from Telefomin is not meant to b representative. His
case is clearly quite excePtjonal but there are many. many students in
teitiary institutions in the Territory whose immediate forebears. if Aot as
bloody. are alnwst certainly as backward. For instance, of the 330 students
we have at the present time in the institute of technology. over 75 per cent
give as their parents' occupation. two telling words--`subsistence farmer'.w

I will not dwell on the human environment in which and for which
we_ are working because I ain going to assume that you know something
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of the. Territory. Rather than conclude. with .a depressing cauilogue of
problenis I merely add -my personal endorsement to an observation made
in paragraph 1.69 of the Currie Report 1%4. It reads as follows:

'But we have found nothing at all to suggest that there is anything
inherent in the mental make-up of. Papuans andNew Guineans which
would prevent them from grappling, successfully, with the great
intellectual, effort that they are called upon to make.'

But there yet renutins one very important facet of the human environ-
ment which must be emphasded, and it is this. The views of the people
of Papua and New Guinea themselves, until very recently, have not and
cle,arly could 90t, be sought concerningl the type of education they wanted
for their own country. Education, in all ityorms, it is important to realize,
has been imported and imposed on Papua and New Guinea,

The fact that education has been enthuSiastically supported by the
indigenous people of Papua and New Guinea should not be allowed to
obscure this'imgprtantlfact, for it may be that the main reason that education
has won widespread support in the Territory is as Brian Essai has suggested
in his book Papua and New Guinea: A ContempOrary Survey.

'Donunated-by an epistomological system which uses mytll. and magic
to interpret reality, the native regards European education as the
magic key to the white man's secret of success and physical.rmfort.'

It Is irnportaqt then that we allow the possibility that what we are
do,ingin the Territory in education may not be understood in the ways tWat
we would like.it to be understood. Itideed it may even bi:( true that matiy
indigenous people will become disillusioned, frustrated and bitter when
they come to realize that education in and of itself will not bring them. the

-affluence and.comfrirt that Europeans in4the Territory often so complaCently
accept as their right. Yet clearly most people expect the lo6,l people :tta

rateful for what we have., done and are doing for thenT and let me
assure you. in their own way I have no doubt that they ar.p; but despite
this I want to stress.againcthat they have bad no real say about the way that
education in the Territory has developed, particularly at the most advanced
levels. Now it seems to me that this negative facet of the Ouman environ-
ment is of critic) importauce for at least four reasons.

I. Social pressure from the indigenous people to improve i,education
is unlikely though &nsiderable pressure to extend". it should, be
anticipated.-

2. The normal.democratic checks and balances that operate in a moro\
advanced society aie absent.

3.
'whelh education is seen as a magical way of acquiring `cargo' any

hint oflcriticii5m is likely to be stillborn because° of the awe And
res .that the ukinitiated :invariably have for the cognoscenti.

4. 'Final! , because of the tack of igteraction with the local community
in the circunistances I have described. There is a danger that educa-
tion will tend to long remain isolated and aloof from l0c31 culture
instead of becoming 4n integral part of it.
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It is so yery easy to forget the human environment. but it is worth remem-
berill thecnormous responsibility we have accepted in that we are deciding
whalthey want. re/

but to return vr education: iti(time to alter our angle of
'vision and to go 1963 when it-all Xtarted.

A Commission on Higher Education in Papua and New Guinea was
appointed in February 1963, by the thsn Minister for Tercitories, the Hon.
Paul Hasluck, It consisted 'of Sir ..George Currie as Chairman, Dr. J. T.
Gunther -and Professor 0. H. Kt Spate: For our present- purposes the most
important of its terms oc, reference was a requirement that the commission
give particular attention to.: 'The establishment in, the 4Territoiy at the
earliest practicable date of an institution Or institutiohs, to provide education
at or near the university kvel: and the range of courses*,the degrees or
diplomas to be awarded, the standards of entry and of graduation, and the
,staff and facilities likely to be required in successive stages of the develop-
ment of such an institution or institutions.' The Commission was also
required to make recommendations4 concerning the location of any new
institutions,and to produce a ti,metable for. their .establishment.

The Commission's report was en the Minister for Territories (then
Mr. C.E. Barnes, M.H.R.) on th 26t arch. 1964, and released to the

public soon. after.

° Two .major themes were developed and reiterated again and again in
the Currie Commission Report. The first might be termed simply-4/2e sense
of urgencythat all members of the Commission felt- to exist. For instance,
the very first paragraph of the -report refers to the fact that educational
developments in the Territory of Papua and.New Guinea were. lagging 'very
seriously' behind current needs, and similar comments are made time af-
time. Seven years on, that niessage is-still worthy of our attention.

-The second major theme which is repeated over and o-Ver again in
the Currie Commission Report is the need to plan for balanced educational
developm-ent. to avoid expensive duplication of respurces and to establish
-a system of co-ordination and control over future developments in higher
education in the .Territory.

But despite the eloquence of the Commission's pleas and the cogency
of their arguments,' present realities only vindicate thyir warnings and the

soundness of their advice. Not seven years after their riport had been lodged
in Canberra, the same government and the same minister have had to
announce a further cimmission of enquiry--this time.'as you are all no
doubt aware, to look into the lack of co-ordinwion in higher education in
the Territory. This_ commission, under the chairmanship of Sir Alan Brown.
is still considering its verdict,

But on the other hand the Currie Commissioners may have drawn
comfort initially from the fact that the Australian Government did act to_
actually establish the institutions recommended in their report. In the eyent.
two tertiary institutions commenced teaching early in 1967, just two and
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a half years after the report was lodged in Canberra. In that time the
necessary statutes had been promulgated,tome staff had been appointed, a
site obtained arid a building program commenced.

THE IDEA AND THE BEAUTY

Earlier in this paper Elio Cs lines from The Hollow Men.

'Between the idea
And thc reality
Lies the shadow',

were quoted and it was suggested in passing that these lines might serve
as an occupational aphorism to be constantly kept in mind t2.. eduicational
planners everywhere. They are particularly relevant in the New Guinean
context for a wide gulf has come to exist bAween the ideas which germinated
in tbe minds of thi: Currie Commissioners and what has actually come to

, pass as far as tertiary technical education in the Territory is concerned.

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF TERTIARY EDUCATION IN PAPUA
--ANDNEWGUINEA ----.7

0

Most of yoti will be aware that following the release of the Currie
Commission Report, Ole, University of Papua and New Guinea was estab-
lished in Port Moresby with one of the commissioners, Dr. J. T. Gunther,
as its first vice-chancellor. However, few will now be aware that tlie com-
mission also recommended -that what they called 'an institute of higher
technical education' should be established at the same time and in the
same place at Waigani in the June Valley. In short, the Currie Commis-
sioners envisaged that the two institutions should be founded on the game
campus. This was so that they could share facilities and .other costlY
amenities such as a library. It was also designed to facilitate the co-ordina-
tion of the higher education that they considered should develop.

But for once at least 'in New Guinea, an arranged marriage did not
quite eventuate, though doubtless solemn vows were duly exchanged. In
fact the two institutions did cohabit for a year in Port Moresliw sharing what
facilities there *ere at the time. However, the marriage was never really
'on', for in 1966, a Member of the House of Assembly who was also at

: that time a 'member of the institute's governing council, intrOduced a Bill
into the House which provided for the physical separation of the institute
and the university. The ostensible reason for the introduction of this Bill
was said to be because it was 'felt that New Guinea, which is a United
Nations Trust Territory was being neglected, while Papua, an Australian
'possession', was getting all the educational 'plums% But in any event, and.
fOr wh, ever reasons, the Bill was passed by the House of Assembly, with
only to en opposition from the Administration; Canberra filen gave its
consent and the divorce was complete. Let us list therefore as our first
deterntinant of the pattern of tertiary technical educationpolitical consider-
ationsfor there can be no doubt that the argument adduced in the
House of Assembly in supporrof the separation of the two tertiary institu-

-tions was a persuasive one for at least two reasons.
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as suggested earlier. New Guinea, as distinct from Papua, is a
United Nations Trust Territory so that what Australia does north of the
Owen ',Stanley Range is under fairly constant international st:rutiny. More-
over, there have been in recent years a number of outspoken attacks in
the United Nations specifically directed at Australia's developmental policies
in New Guinea. It is arguable 'therefore that the case for separation was half
won before it was even seriously proposed.

Secondly. and although I have suggested already that .education. becauSe
it has been imposell on the Territory has.'not been particularly subject to
local influence. by i1966 the new House of Assembly had beglin to operate.
albeit in limited ways, as an arena for regional pressure groups. Representa-.
tives from the islands ariet"he .highlands might well have been seen therefore
as likely supporterS of the move to locate the institute of technology away
from Port MoresbY.

Political considerations Men. both those that emanated from New York
and influenced Canberra. and those that came from within New Guinea
itself, were important factors that helped to shape the development referred
to.

Let US now iniagine an underdeveloped iirv 'X" where thcre arc
two institutions 'Y' and 'Z' to be established at post-secondary school level,
from funds supplied by country 'A'. The two institutions arc to be built on
adjoining campuses at point 'M'. and they are to be the only institutions to
offer higher education in the particular subject areas allotted to them. Let
us suppose too, that two autonomous but marginally interlocking governing
bodies are select&I to, run the two institutions, And finally let us suppose
that institution 'Y' is to provide courses in arts, education, law, science and
medicine, while institution 'Z' is to provide courses in technological areas.
in particular, in Zngineering and-commerce.

Now this prescription gives us- ample scope for conjecture but. let us
spice-the mixture just a little more. Let us have the government of country
'A' on the advice of a comMittee of enquiry decide that he courses in our
technological institute are to bwe given at a lower levpl Let us say that
institute will award degrees and institute diplfnas.

Here is a perfectly conceivable 'and apparently straightforward edtica-
tional strategy. But, of course this is only the. idea. As the translation of
this idea into reality Irgins. certain developments are likely to occur. For
instance it is reasonable to assume that country 'A' will appoint to the
governing bodies of its two projikted 'institutions, persons with particular
interests in the disciplines to be tau ht: Thus on the governing council
of the one we would not be surprisèd to find a lawyer, an educationist
and a doctor while on the other we frould expect to find engineers. archi-
tects and businessmen.

Well we could go on and on lik this but we have enough to develop
several tentoltive ideas at this point.

First, the members of, the profess'ons represented on the council of
the technologically oriented institution will tend to feel that their professions
have been comparatively slighted, and second, given this basic dissatisfaction
about status, it is)likely that status equalizing Torces will be generated.
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Returning to actuality, in the wriier's opinion, a second major facn>r
that has helped to shape the pattern of tertiary technical education in the
Territory of Papua and New Guinea has been the influence of professional
occupation groups.

OTHER IN,FLUENCLS AND CONSTRAINTS

The Currie Commission Report makes it clear that Ke Commissioners
had in mind an institute of technology for the Territory having approxi-
mately the same sort of relationship to the university a,s the S.A.I.T. has
to the. University of Adelaide. But three critical differences '. conspired to
makp- this analogylimperfect first. it was not envisaged that there would
.be any course duplication in the two institutions planned for the Territory(
(In South Australia al you are all aware, it is possible to complete a
diploma in the institute of technology or a degree in the univiltity in the
same area of study, say for example, civil engineering.) This meaht that the
only institution that could supply professional manpower needs in engineering

-could not-grant- degrees, only diplomaS. Second, although the Cuilie Com-
missioners had suggested that in the beginning, entry standards for the
institute would be lower than those for the university, this proved to be
impractical, since, as entry to the university was recommended after four
years of secondary schook, this Would have meant that students from Form
HI would have formed the intake to the institute. In the event, students
at this level would have been guile unable to cope with the courses suggested,
since any course with a technological bias demands .a thorough grounding
in both mathematics and science. _Hence when these institutions began to
admit their first students they eaccr demanded the same entry qualifications
and standards.

Finally, it was soon realized thift if students were to achieve reasonable
standards of competence in technical areas the length of the diploma courses
would have to be of fiVe years digation. since even with a Form IV 'entry,
they were still ill-equipped in minematics,, physics and chemistry. The end
result was that it was decided that diploma courses ifi engineering would&
necd to be of five years duratiop which was the same length of time taked.

stUdents entering at Forn% IV to gain a degree from the university.
In the light of the comments just made we must now add a third

factor, for remembering that, 'education is a seamless robe' it is clear
that pre-entry achievement standards were another critical factor.

In addition to the factors of political and psofessional influence ahd
the pre-entry achievements of the student input, one further factor which
is a little more difficult to define or describe, but which is none the less
powerful for that reason, should be mentioned. In a colony, among the
intangible Imports from the metropolitan country are included attitudes,
ineluding attitudes to education. And it is this factor, the subsconscious
intangible anerarely identified preconceptions and attitudes that we bring
all unnoticed to our educational thinking, that constitute the fourth shaping
factor that has influenced the development of technical tertiary education
in the Territory.
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,fWell tne scenario is now written and the actors ready to begin. but at
this point I will not.dwell on detail but simply sketch in some of the major
developments since.49fit).

I. Before the move to 1.ac actually took place in early 19o8., the
institute council advertised for and subsequently appointed a diiector
arid a PROI.F.SSOR of civil engineering.

2. The council roposcd andItt) Canberra agreed that institute staff should
be placed o the same salary scales and giyen the same conditions
of appointment as the staff of the University of Papua New Guinea.

3. In 1968. a second school, the school of accountancy and business
studios (the first was engineering) Was formed and admitted its first
students in, that year.

41 The year l969 saw the House of Assembly Ordinance amended to
change the institute's.name frOm the Papua and New Guinea Institute
of Higher Technical Education to the Papua .New Guinea Institute-
of Technology.

5. 1970 saw the same Ordinance aLnded again, this time to allow
the institute to award degrees.

6. 1971saw two new Chairs created and filledone in electrical
engineering and one in architecture and building studies.

Which brings us up to the present time When we have in the Territory
two full-scale teaching institutions, each autonomous and each having the
power to award degrees and the story is yet unfinished.

DEMOGRAPHIC DEMANDS AND COURSE DEVELOPMENTS

Because students enter tertiary institutions in the Territory after only
four years of secondary school, introductory or pre-tertiary studies are
needed. In the institute, this has been catered for by creating a school of
basic studies which consists of all the departrnents offering service courscs
to the professional. vocational schools. It has been found that students need
to do I f to 2 years in this school before commencing their undergraduate
studies prdper. The departments wiihin this school are those of English
language. physics. chemistry and mathematics. Now, despite the fact that
we have been successful in recruiting what I considei: to be first class staff.
all these departments have had very great difficulty in bringing the student
nearer to a stage of achievement where tertiary studies can be confidently
commenced. Failure rates in first year have been as high as 33'A per cent.
so student wastage has been great.

Yet the interesting thing is that high failure tate has tended to
work as a balancing factor to the vertieal aspirations of the institute as a
body 'corporate. already discussed. In* fact., so many.students have failed
that the institute is now offering a ow-stream course. and even a third
stream has been .considered. Hence the institute, though it now awards
degrees to its top stream of students who will be very few in number for
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many years to come, awards diplomas to a second stream and plans .are
currently being considered to try to de% ise phTI:1111111CS for NOMC students. at
even lower levels.

In a country where skilled indigenous manpower is still virtually un-
procurable and where the students who are failing represent the very best
students the lerritory schools can pioduce. and where the time we have is
so shortlwastage of manpower Went is quite unthinkable as well as king
uneconomic. "Ishis realiiation has gradually. therefore. led us to the situation
where we have in true pob,technic,- in the literal sense of the word. and in
my view' this development is one to he applauded since one implicit theme
in this paper has been concern th I fi Ia. ei..uca..ona. of-gain/anon patterns from
overseas %aye been imported and imposed too uncritically in tht New
Guinean situation.

Another influence factor isi the teachirig/leeturing stuff, but before C
dealing with this sector. sonie of you may be wondering atwut the material
inputs., including physical plant, etc.- -let me quickly assure mu ty wi/
have been given everYthing .we need in this regard-- not everything wc
want, mark' you. but suffice it to say that the institute is housed' and
equipped according to.,.11.('. standards. To return now to stalling. We
have been most fortunate in this area. because we...haye been able to
recruit a young. enthusiastic and extremely well-equipped stall, but actife
problems still remain.

The teaching problems occasioned by "the challenge of introducing
people from a stone age environment to the sophisticated technology of
our..coluplex twentieth century- world, are immense and they are particularly
so in pre-undergraduate teaching areas. In the school of basic studies it
has proved possible to reccuit people with teacher-training and teaching
xperience in schools as well as the necessary academic qualities: it is much

more difficult to recruit an engineer or a surveyor with this sort of back-
ground. We try t9 meet' this problem by running regular teaching seminars.
'by using modern and, at times extremely- innovative teaching, approaches.
but the teaching taslio is extremely complex and this will remain a problern
area for some time.

However, there is because of this situation a readiness to experintent
and to try completely new approaches. I therefore have no reservations in'
nominating the teaching staff and their attitudesias another potent shaping
factor which has helped to determine courses and procedyrcs.

In addition, the founding direcio; of the ikstitute, Dr'. W. E. Duncanson,
has offered dynamic leadership, wise counsel from his long exp:rience in

veloping countries and the sort of gositiveenputagement and example
thttt only comes. from one who has what Carlson has, called 'systemic
perspective'. New Guinea and the institute will be the poorer for his departure
at the end bf this year when he. is to retire:Finally. the genesis'and growth'
of the institute has taken place at a time when, very much belatedly, there
has been widespread recognition of the need, to train indigenous people

-for high level positions. Independence is very close and in diteloping
countries it is always later than you think, but Om taken a long time for
this message to sink in. The urgency of the problem is recognized n6w
and an immediate result has been a scramble to demonstrate this awareness.
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Accordingly. a host of new IraInl4J. institutions have emerged, with an
expensive and unnecessary proliferati, n of educational and training agencies .

rye!, lip service to co.ordina lp. anning seems now to have Nen abandoned.
hut that is anothe'r story.

It now remains to consiikr what sort of conclusions can he drawn
from the brief case study outlini.d. Here it should be understood that it, is
not the writer's intention to draw caiclusions thait\are specific to Papua
lind New (iiiinea. Rather it is hoped that certain brothl general principles
related to planning for effective ethication in any c:ontext might he identified.
As was suggested earlier, in a developing country educational problems and
issues often appear in sharp relief. hopefully, therefore,' it is suggested
that we might be reminded of the following intervening factors.

hlucational planning is constrained and 'influenced by political
considerations, both national and international. 4

.2. Uduca!- planning is .constrained and influenced by such socio-
logical iactors as the occupational status and aspirations of its
practitioners, professional interest .groups and the prevailing societal
attitudes and values of the population served.

3. Fducational planning is systemic. No one parrot' the educational
system is independent of the others.

4. l..:ducational planning is inrluenced . and constrained by Social.
economic and-demographic pressures in the so,,:iety served.

5. Fdncational planning is influenced and constrained 'above all by
psychological and even anthropological pressures.

There arc doubtless other influences and constrqints. but this list suggests
that educational planning involves political analysis, psychology. economics,
demography, sociology and ant ropology. And of course you would have
me add educational exivrtise. flwevcr. it-should be pointed out that in
the example cited in this paper the planning of tertiary technical educa-
tion in Papua and New Guinea while the work of educationists is in
evidence, unless I am seriOusly mistaken, professional expzrts from other
social science disciplines h.ave -not played 'a significant part. Interestingly
enough I ha ., not met any such experts or heard their views on educational
planning at this conference, at which point, enough. I wotild only ii"dd
Tradition and tabus are still critically important in N...!y Guine.a, however.
technology is being imposed on this society and a culture that has existed
for centuries is disintegrating before it. In Western terms we are achieving
success but can we educationists sincerely hilieve that we have really planned
tor effective education in. the Territory, and for that matter, what of other
far more familiar places?
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COMPUTERS IN AI ISTRALIAN EDI 1CATION-A

COMPIKIT: SVSTEM

II S AIIKIlN. M DIP I I/ M.A I

IBM Australia I itnited

I wish to state my belief that the Mc III COIIIIMICIS 11,1 is not
justified unless they increase the efficiency and quality of the education
process. However.. I firmly beheve that ciimputers. together with careful
Istems planning cim increase the elliciency and quality of education.

In this paper. I will lescribe as I fAce it Ilk' applications of computers
in primary and secondary education as a complete computer system. What
I_ will be saying is .pertineuL nut only to state school systems. hut alsO
to independent schools which could band together to shale computer
facilities.

The major application of computers in education has up to this stage.
been limited to tertiary institutions; their use in primary and secondary
education has been minimal.

A study undertaken by the French GoVernment and thc French com-
puter industry has predicted that in thirty -years, the amount of computer
usage in education would tqual the total of computer usage in both industry
and science. The implication of this staggering prediction is that the rate
of growth of computer applications in education will be far greater than
the rate of growth of computing in general.

There art three major areas of compdting applications in education:

I. Education department administration

2. School 'administration -

3., Computing in thc classroom.

in pracice, there is a considerable overlap..

I. Education Department Administration

he highly centralized education sysiems of Australia are some of its
larges single 'industries'. In FtS.W. the education system cbsts around

.S500, ,000 per annum: it 'involves, around 35,000 teachers and 800,000
students. The problems of administering such a system are immense. Just
as cOmputers have been used successfully to adminicter large industries,
so cornputers can aid in admastering an education system.

Already the N.S.W. Education DepartThent and other stptt education
departments have been using computers in a wide variety of applications
for about a decade. However, their potential use is fff greater. At present
the areas of computer usage are mainly in the proccssing of public examina-
tions and o( teachers' payroll.

I I I
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11w 1kt p vl part i,t eillicithqi &pal illiCIIIS' ICl oRls of teachers, schook
and students are still kept by inclhi.ient manual ssteins that arc dithcidt
to maintner .uld ailimmstcr In addition. these records arc kept in a vairety
ne places and ci-,intain a vast amount ot icjilitise 01 et-itunitant informa
non. teak hers' re, ojils are kept in half a doicn ililferenr \coons ,I the
&pm hiwitl. V.II N ille 110111 Saki les hI on, h hym ea ,,thco, %%Ink filoq St micills.
treolds are kept in sl111,1ds

. I 11,111 Oh's(' ICL-1111s, tiow .1 large part of the ilav,,-ilav administering
Of the education 55stem, tea lier placement, inspections, transfers, promo-
tions. school building. tic.... \trident reports. scholarships anii, SO On
Also, these records form die ( ilv basis for effective educational research
atilt! planning .

It is.in the :ilea of teciad-keeping and its Nuhscquctit processmg, that
the computer kis a ereat,Inture applIcatftin In education. (See Appendix A.)

Ihe conversion (Will a Manna! tii ';I t.'0111plitei ystk111 hy the education
system has many imphogtions to the clossloolereachei.

I In reference to teacher records.

(a) the teacher does not need to fill in as many forms;

tin the education sstuni responds more quickly to Oe individual
teacher's request; for example, (lelays re 'minimized in pay-
ment of, salary folliiwing a thinsfer (at present. records in
sala.i.j.i. branch may be (Hayed in their.updatc);

2. In reference to stnent records.

(a) thc teacher has an efficient means of tracing his studCnts'
background in his subject;

(b) the students' reports are more efficiently generated;
i

(c) the teacher 'gains a broader knowledge of the whole education
\system.

1

1 .

Detailed records kept li,v a computer are referred to as a 'data base'.
'There are many problems associated with thc setting up of' an education
data base. As ret. no state educa t ion depa riment keeps all its rccords on
a computer. The N.S.W. Department of Lducation are currently investigat-
ing at the Systems Development Inst-itute of IBM in Canborra. the practic-

Ability and implications of setting tip an education data baso of the N.S.W.
education system. 'rule results of this project will be published early next
year.

4

L -SshoOl Administration

If al) of the records of teachers,and thc studeMs in a school are kept
on a data baso, much of the clerical work of the administrators and teachers
is avoided. The central ellucmion computer virtually acts as a service
bureau for each individual school. Thc major arras of application arc:

I. Student reports
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2.. Term staff returns'

3. Timetables.r. ' =

Currently, there are' a'round fifty seco
use-a computer in prodUcing student rePorts.

ry schools in Australia that.
ese schools have fthincl that

the advantage'of Using 4. computer in this area is the saving of teachere",
professional time at each %reporting period.. The major time saving is in

the avoiding of passtog reports frOm teacher,to teacher and the transcription
Of marks from One book ti.c.ther. ,

The completion of, the lerni staff. return by ,the principal is a chore;
that can take up to a .peek. Much of the inf6rmation contained on- the
staff return- is repetitivOkormation about the school, the leacherS and'.
the studentsinformation th'at the department already knows. In a computer
system, the schbol at the beginning of eiela year:information
about new teachers and s ents, the classes in which each student is enrolled
and the clasges that each teacher takes."Thii information is sufficient to
produce class lists and 'provide the ed ucation department details of class ,

. .shes and teaching loadsall AC information that is required for the staff
-..fethin. At the, end of each assessment period, teachers would write student

assessments on the class lists and any changes would be recorded, student
fepörts' wbuld then be printed and returned to the:School.

One..of the first questions that teachers ask. about computing is `when
mill there .be. developed a computer system for producing school timetables?'
The design of. a good -sdhool thnetable is a difficult task; .many schools
do not produce a timetable until well into first term. However, a really
efficient timetable designer can produce a good timetable in less than a
week. No computer system can expect to do better than this.

The timetable problem is as 'old as computing; the number of com-
binations of possible timetables'for a school, is° astronomical .and ,even too
large for a computer to consider every one. Also, the varibus constraints
placed on the timetable by the school may produce no solution. The best
that a computer can do in solving the timetable problem, is to produce
a number of different solutions and leave the final choice to the teacher.
I am yet to be _convinced that a computer can produce better timetables
more quiekly for most Australian high schools, than a goOd manual
system.

3.. The CompOter in the Classroom
The use- of the computer as an aid to teaching and learning in the

classroom is a very exciting development in education. I wish to distinguish
between Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) and Computer Aided Learn-
ing (CAL); CAI implies the question, answer, branch as in programmed
learning and is particularly useful in the teaching of basic skills and in
diagnostic and remedial education. CAC implies a greater participation Of
the student in the learning process.

The most ideal medium is a computer terminal of typewriter-type or
visual display. Experiments in many subjects can .be carried out on the
terminal rather-than in the laboratory; simulated 'games can be played.
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In other words, the corhputer termirpl is t,lie medium Tor instant demon-
. 'Nstration of basic principles df any subject. (See, Appendix B.)

The means fbr programming tkese simulited models and experiments
can be any higher level programmirig language such as FORTRAN or

.,9,1,....BASIC:- however, a new programming language called APL (A Progr
..ming Language) is the most, appropriate language-in' education. APL

primarily a mathematical language faithful to theorems of mathematics;
has been develciped as a programming language for a computer, but it
contains'no 'key words' ind makes the computer transparent to the user.
This implieg that the teacher,- can describe a problefit or an emieriment in
ApL.And then enter the algorithm into the,eomputer termir44 the problem
or experiment can be tested by the student .V.rho legns by doinx and

)4%` .understancling.

It is not necessary for each student to be. seated at ar, terminal. All
tharis `required is a single terminal placed near-qhe teacher's desk with a
closed circuit television camera monitored 9n The.output of the, terminal
so Mat all students can see the rtsults. ,

40. ( 0 ' .-
,

. APL is already being useclIkShks environment in a number of overseas
schools and universities. At the University of N.S.W., a heat exchanger
experiment in the Department of Mechanical Engineering,, has been entered
0, APL; rather than take 'a whole afternoon to clO the experiment in the
laboratory, and maybe get misleading results dtue to an inexperienced,
technic:1m, the student takes around eight minutes for the computer simulated '
eweriment. The time saving and' the.more. dramatic understanding by the
.students has been highly praised by both lecturers and student§.

--Thee,terminal is a highly versatile educational tool for the use of the
classrooth teacher. Not only can ,he use it for demonstrating principles in
his subject while teaching a group, but also, he can use it as a laboratory for
his students; the records of each student's experiment can be kept internally

' in the computer, thus further assisting the teacher in his classroom
administration.

. .-,,

Another area of the application of computers in the classtoom is in
the testing of students. I do not refer here to objective ttsting on store
sheets and marked by the computer. I refer to providing the classroom
teacher with a set of graded test items from a bank of test items, classified
according to accepted educational objec ives. The test items would be
graded according to difficulty and the res Us of the test could be standard-
ized and compared with the overall stu nt population. The library of test
items would have previously been written and tested by experienced
teachers.

With the possible end of public examinations, this application of the
computer in the testing of sludents' prowess, goes a long vighy to ensuring
a compaiable standard of education to all' students throughout the education
system. The N.S.W. Department of EducatiOn are conducting research in'

- this application.
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4. The Implementation of a Complete Education' Computer System

The major component of a complete education computer system is the
data base. Problems that need to be examined carefully are:

I. The collec,tion of data efficiently, and the updating of records.

2. The retrieving of 'information frort the records without -delay.

'3. Security and ciyil libertiess -1 " tl
All of these problems exist with present manual methods; it is the speed
and efficiency, of the compute&that "highlights each one.

The most efficient meth'od of collecting data and elite g it into the' ..

computer system is the uSe of the type-Written or hand- ' men. document '

as the input lo...the conipuler. Optical character reader% xist today that
will read hand-written characters -and type-written charai ters of a number
of different fonts. The tiaditional mean5 of inOt t45 th computer, cards
produced from a key punch and verifier, is slow and e nsive and in-
appropriate for` such a lar e sy m. Another form ,of inpu that is very
suitable, is enlering the ata dire ly into the computer fro is a remote" .

terminal. (See Appendix C.)

,It is no u e keeping up-to-date ecords that cannot be ccessed and
processed to a swer day-to-day quest s of, teachers and. dministratom
The data base hust be flexible enough to. prodike answ s; not only to
known questions, \but also to questions t may not et have occui-red.

-

It is absolutely necessary that an education data base can be accessed
only by 'authorized people. Some pedple may be authorized to access
the c'ompletta base, others only ,a poition of it. The means of
must also 1111111reCure; for instance, some questions could only be'answerecr
from a single terniinal placed in the'Director-General's office. '

There is always a danger of misuse of computer data bases. The moral
aspects of keeping records on a computer are necessary to consider-in the

.design of an education data ,base. For instance. I believe, it would be an
infringement of civil liberties to keep secret information about -individuals;
it would be desirable if teachers were given an annUal printout of their file

.so that errors l'an be detected and erased. Its is likely that centralized datti
b.cswill be the Subject of protective legislation in ouk parliaments; this
has tilieady occurred in the 'United States and other countries.

\

5. Costs
The Bank of N.S.W. has 'equipment to the value of approximatelY

$16,000,000, Qantas around $17,000,000, the TAB of N.S.W: about
$7,500,000. The computer hardware costs amountlo less than half the total
cdsts of operation including people and office space. Yet each of these
enterprises justifies this large cost with even greater savings.

The education industry in each state is even larger than these corn--
panies in terms of annual expense and manpower. It is not easy to measure
the benefits of a more efficient education system in- econoic terms. What
are the implications of increased efficiency caused by the greater use of
computers? The following table gives a simplified view:
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1. Higher quality of learning,

2. ress industrial friction between
teacher and iimployer

3. More efficient -record-keeping

4 Cod Saving .

A more highly trained ,'workforce in
the ommunity \

ore: atisfied teachers)lower r ig-...
natio rate

Fewer mundane clerical jobs, bet-
ter.planning.

,

Consider, the resignation rate of teachers at present in N.S.W., whichhas risen from nine per cent few years ago to thirteen per cent lastyear, and is still rising. If this rate of growth can be slowed by a more
, efficient administration system, say, by o e thousand teachers each_ year,then one thousand fewer tea0ers nted to nter the systFin each year. The

cost savings in teacher -trainiqk and recrui ent are ve0 large.
A 'complete' education sys t em copputer system would have a largecentr computer, terminals in reit offices and a terminal in each highsc ool; this would be a large sy tem, of comparable size to the three com-panies mentioned previously. I such a widespread syStem, transmisiion

costs are high. In total expens , the cosC6f,pperating such a system couldbe up to $5,000,000 a year J6r the State of N.S.W. for example; yet thisIt only one per cent o -the present total education budget of the N.S.W.education system.
AL ,

Summary

I stress my be i ief that computers are not justified in eduCation unlessthey inciease the fficiency and quality of the education process. However,'it is also my firm belief, that computers together ,z.i/i refpl systems plan-ning can increase the efficiency and quality of educatio
The next decade ,,gpoukl show a dramatic incr

computers in education in: ,

I. Education system administration.
2. School administration..

3. Computers in the classroom.

The most dramatic Oevelopment of computers in education is likelyto be in the setting up of an education data base in which, records of all
aspects of ihe education system would be kept.

The costs of o implementing a 'complete' computer system are
compared with the total cost administration; but tthe benefits irom

, increased efficiency and quality of education are considerable.

the use of

small
an

To the classroom teacher the increased user of computers can mean areduction, in clerical duties, a greater degree ,of communication with the
education department, better industrial relations and more useful inform-
ation. In the classroom the teacher has, in the computer terminal, a powerful
teaching and learning aid. '
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'COMPUIFER SOLUTION

Raising .0-f 5 Recórd
Change

(. I

Computer

Data ,

-JIBase

System Highlighted by
(i) Minimum of repetitive info mation.
i) All ptocessing has curren information,
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APPENDIX A
-

RECORDS OF TEACIJERS

School

14

.
ces'i ./1

c
Raising of 'Record '

Change

/ I

Registrar

I \/
I

°

. Vor

Area
Office'

'1

Salaries .

Recolods kept in many atkons.

Systems highlighted .by (i ) Repetitive inforrpation.
(ii )' Difficulty in updating all records simultaneously.

Ed.
Resomrch

$1'

",.
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APPENISIX B.

CAI/CAL TYpewriter Terminal with Slide Projector, and
Reiorder 'Attachment.
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APPENDIk

Optical Character Reader or reading Typewritt.en andilantiwritten
Documents. .*

Visual Display Terminal fo entering

Data direcctly into'the C er.
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UNIT PROGRESSAN ATTEMPT TO CXTER FOR
1

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES
Aft&

MARGARET PHILSON, T.H.C.,6 M\A.C.E.

CurriculUm Oflieer, WzA. Dejlt. of Education

fAn attenipt has been made by,some edwators in Western Australia to
move away from the 'graded' system which' fits a child.into a predeter-
mined course based on chronological age. It is argued that the needs of
the child, not ronological age, should be the determining factor in

-choosing a rse.

We accept that each child is unique and thlit background, experiences,
physical features, abilities: interests and perceptions differ widely. Do we
accept that variabiliey of performasce is clearly' apparent in the early

_stages@ primary schooling and that this variability increases with increrSing
gradd?

Figure 1 shows the variability of performance of a group 'of children
in mititematics after 'one year at school.

*Unit I Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4 Unit 5

Commencing the unit 20 29 81. 485 10

Midway through the unit 31 50 , 113 103

Finishing the unit 9 68 - 728
s% 611

23

60 147 922 10

TOTAL 1,750 Children

°A unit Corresponds to a term's work for ,the average chikl.
Sa 25 Unit Progress Schools taken in alphabetical order\

F1CUR ogress in Mathematics of 1,750 children after one year at school,

Source; Curriculum Branch, Western Australian Education Department, 1970.

It may be seen 401 children could not conrplete, the first year course.
These children commenced the following year (197t) at the point where
they left off. 621 children showed sufficient ability in mathematics to allow
them to commence work normally set down for second grade or their second
year at %boa
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Figure 2 indicates that many different reading grade 'levels may be
found in a third grade class.

Year 3
Heterogeneous class of 30

0 00 0
0 0 0

0
O 0
O 0
O 0

O '0

0 0
0

0 0
!lumber of
Pupils

3 12 3

Mental age 7

Reeding grade
levels

2

8 9

3 4

f.
10

6

Fig. 2 ,

Adapted from studies of the normal distribution of intelligence and Its relation

to reading achievement.
Sou'rce: Parker, D., individual Learning S.R.A. Chicago (1963).

Again it becomes ,evident that all children ill a giveti gpde should
not be expected to do only the work that* set down for that grade. Some r
children need a more challenging programme. Others benefit from progress-
ing more slowly, with the opportunity of dealing with content and materials
suited to their particular ability in a subject.

-Figure 3 shows the variability of performances in a grade and the
overlap between grades. The two vertical lines on the Grade Six distribution
identify the average group.

10 20 30 40
- RAW SCORES

GRADE 4 ------GRADE 5 --- --L -*GRADE 8 k ---- . GRADE 7 ..r

FIGURE 3. Variabilit of. performance within and between grades. (Grade
norms: A.CE.R. Reading for Meaning, W.A., 1965).

Source: Secondary Education in Western Australia-. Report of the Committee on
Secondary Education (Perth, '1969), p.86.
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It becomes apparent from Figure 3 that: ,
(a) the above-average Grade 6 pupils are all p&forrning ,boco'nd the

average level of performance of Grade 7 -pupils. /

(b) the below-average Grade 6 pupils are all perforrg below the
average level of Grade 5 pupils.

Figure 3 illustrates the urgency to move awarfrom the old graded"-,
structure which isKpresent in many classrooms in Australia. It determines
content fcr a child according to chronological age and not ability. Ei.camin-

1 ations are set so that children of the same ige are given the same tests
andiai-ePrornoted or branded repeats. This often means that a-child feels
a \,failure because he is again located in the same room often with the

many cases it is the latter half of the year's work t
e teacher, while his friends prOceed to new work and n w sUrroundings.

has caused
difficulty and instead of continuing on he,,is faced with cOvering work again
that he can manage.

. Dissatisfa,ction with the rigid graded structure, and its restriction in
catering for inter-student and intra-student differences, has led to the
development of -a plan in Western Australia known -as uhit Progress.

- "..--,,
. i . .

DEVELOPMENT OF UNIT PROGRESS IN WESTERN AUSTRALIAr
Unit Progress commenced in one scflool,in Western Australia in 1963

. under the guidaiice of headmistress Miss JanIt Lindsay. In 1965 the Cur-
riculuin Branch beca e involved and schools which requested to work on
the plan did so in co unction with the branch. Now in 1971, close to one
hundred schools and 1. 4.01 children are working on the plan. It is !kite-
worthy that these schools have all come-on to.the scherne.through their own
choice. . ).

The Operation of Unit Progress

. The term 'non-grading' has been used in the United States of America
to indicate progress at an individual rate in a. subject. This meaning has'
been assisted in fulfilment by class sizes which, are frequently less than
twenty and seldom cfer twenty-five. In addition to small classes and
generous staffi arrangements there is an abundant amount of material
available inclyding excellent basic reading and mathematics series with
associated gr ded work books and tests.

The situation in Western Australia is .Kat most classes c9.Iain about
forty children with a few classes above forty and'a few be4ow. Staffing
is generally in the ratio. of one teacher per class with very few exam
of an extra teacher or a specialist teacher in the school. There is a setio
shortage of materials in schools and children are often restricted in the
use of appropriate work books because money is not available for their
purchase. Book hire systems, present in many schools, allow basic reading
series to be built up so that a child is not restricted throughout the year
to the reader that appeared on his book list. This system will bd changed
in 1972 when schools 'will experience the benefit of free issue of reading,
material and teaching aids.
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Non-grading in Western Australian primary schools had to be adjusted
to meet prevailing conditions. The emphasiiiiin on group teaching and
the need for freedom of movement .6etweeff7groups. The attempt at -a
modified non-graded plan in Western Australia is known as Unit Progress.

The following is taken from a summary of a -conference convened by
A.C.E.R. in 1962 .in which all states participated. The proposal was used
in developing Unit Progress.

'The heart of the proposal is that grades in primary schools should
be abandoned, and be replaced by classes based approximately on age.
In these classes. subjects like reading. matheinatics and sp.11ing will
be taught individually on a continuous progress plan, and a wide
variety of standard of performance will be expected 'and accepted.
In other-subjects. which lend theinselves more readily to framing a
suitable couise for the whole class, teaching methods will proceed
along the more usual dais and group lines, although every opportunity
will be taken to allow' fullest expression and development to the
special interests and talents of 'children.
'It is reiterated that, in the basic primary school subjects, pupils in

_existing so-called graded classes . are already working at :a variety,
of standards. The proposd merely recognizes.this, but treats it as an
opportunity, not as a problem. The opportunity is, to ensure that the
progress of individual children is along a carefully designed continuous
programme (or syllabus) with built-in, self-checking tests that ,define

414 mastery in Operational terms, and to ensure that 4.13e ptogress of none
is impeded. by the difficulties of the others:I

Western Australia followed the conference proposal in the following
ways:2

(a) The primary syllabus for each year in mathen*tics and reading
*was carefully divided into three sequential units; making a total of

21 units. TeitherS were ghen Unit Outlines in Reading containing
an indication of the sequence of skills to be taught together with
placement of appropriate textbooks, supplethentaries, useful aids
and teachers' reference books. Similar Unit Outlines were printed
for mathematics.
Units 22, 23 and 24 were planned for al5ove average children in
co-operation with Superintendents of Secondary Education and
Curriculum Officers so that. there would be no 'ceiling' for those
who progressed rapidly. "

(c) Tests were developed by thg Curriculum Branch to assist 'teachers
in assessing mastery of each uni.t.

'1-1c emphasis in the Unit Progress plan has been on the breakdown of
grade harriers so that groups of children may proceed at a rate suited to
their ability,-in a subject. Figure 4 shows ttie formatipn of three groups
in a class of children who ale normally, distributed in thms of their ability
In a subject. Half the children are in the average group and about one-
quarter in each of the below average and above average groups.

Bassett, G. W. Each One is Different (A.C.E.R., 1968).
2 ibid, p.35.
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handicapped below average I,. average above average . gifted
12a 2/3c)' +2/3a

a= starsiOard deVtation .

FIGURE 4. Grouping a class for differentiated teachini: groups with equal
ability ranges. ,-

Source: Secondary Education Western Australia, Repart or the Committee on
Secbe6ary Education (Perth, 1969).

I Figure 5 indicates the way in which the three groups of children in
Figure 4 may varY in rates of progress in a subject.

' BELOW VERAGEGrade AG AVERAGE
ROUP AVERAGE

GROUP

A
G

GROUP

ABOVE

.13

(.7

a3

1 6 Stage 1 Stage 1
Unit 1-3 Staa 1-e

"6-a
g

'E

2

-co
C
00

2 Stage 2 USntaitge4-82
Stage 2

3 9 Stage 3
Unit 7-9

S!age 3
Stage 3

--c--4 9 Unit 10-12
Stage 4

5 10 Stage 4 Stage 5
Unit 13-15

Stage 5

Stage 66 11 Stage 5
USA1g1e8-18 Stage 7

71 units)
,-,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,74

8

Stage 9 1

Stage 10;

Stage ll

7 12
Stage 6

(17 units)
Stage 7 Unit

(21 units)19-21iSVe

Stage 8 ,/ /(D}
co-0c

(§1

Year
1

13 ---7/
Stage 7

14 Stage 9
, tage 8
% /../;

a./i, 1,03 15

Percentiles 0 25 75 100

riPrimary CurricuIum / Secondary Curriculum

*

FIGURE 5. Variations in Rates of Progress in" a Subject.
Source.% Modified from Secondary fducation in Westerri Australia. Report of the

Committee on Secondary Education (Perth, 1969), p.97.
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It may be seen from 'Figure 5 that under a Unit Progress organization:

(a) Content vanes from group to group. The below average group will
not attempt some of the units completed successfully by the average
and above.average groups. It is fair to assume that most children
in the below average group will niove into the 'Basic' group (i.e..
below average' students defined as being in the lower quartet of
ability in the subject) at high school in that particular subject. The
abili4 of the child in a subject is the determining factor. .

Methods of teaching vary according to the needs of the groups.
The below average group, for example/may require greater use of
concrete material and more opportunity to consolidate than the
average or above average group.

(c) Materials used vary greatly between groups. What is appropriate
for the above average child may not be helpful for the below
average child. Reading books, supplementaries, laboratories,

%reference books, concrete materials and duplicated materials will
vary according to the needs of the grdup.

(b)

Grouping Children ,1

.. It has been found thkt many first-year children need the security of
their own teacher for most of the day. In a schobl where there,is more
than one first-year group, it is possible to timetable skill subjects simul-

taneously. This enables an interchange between _classes so that a child (dr

children) may join a group in another room which is working2on an area
more appropriate to his needs. 'Simultaneous timetabling may ,also be, a
useftfl organizational pi-ocedure in other years other than one. This ty
of interchange can only applY to those children Who will not react un-
favourably to a change of teacher.

Co-operation in Grin'

There is a tendency in Western Australian primary schools tO move
away from the.idea of a teacher 'working as an isdlated unit with one
class in one room for a year. Many feel that children will benefit from the

outcome of frequent discussions held concerning:

(a) Grouping and flexibility of the groS4':'

(b) Resourcesmaterials, teachers, space

(c) 'Vouching preferences.
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Horne rooms heterogeneous
similar chronological ages.

_

Year 5
40 children[ I

Rooms equipped for
needs of the groups
e.g. appropriate
texts, teaching aids,
laboratories.

27 above average
17 average

Year 5
35 children

Total I 110

27 above average
55 average
28 below average

38 average

Year 5
36 children

Groups are flexible.
Transfers may occur
after teacher
discussion.

28 below average

4*.

Teaching methods vary according to the group.

FIGURE 6. Cross Setting in ReadingYear 5.

Cross Grading involves grdiking of children in different school years
according to ability in a subject. Many teachers, prefer to regroup over
two years only so that differences in chronological' ages..within the groups
are not so great.

Flexibility of Numbers

It is important that the ratio of students to teacher may vary according
to the needs of the group and the type of subject being taken. A teacher
may work with five children (at one time) and later with eighty children.
flexibility needs to be a keyword so that ma..ximuM use is made of personnel.
materials and space.

Evaluation

Tests are available in reading and mathematics to issist teachers in
,evaluaix how much of a unit has been successfully mastered by a child.
The t of the test, together with the teacher's knowledge of the child,
det Ines readiness to proceed. The tests are administered only if the
child has been given the opportunity to .cover all aspects of the unit
and has a reasonable chance of success.

-If one area of a test (say spatial kn wledge in mathematics), shows
weakness, it is impossible to advance to tl next unit while giving special
attention to the area of weakness.

The nuber of Unit Progress tests in a subject average out to three
per child in a year. These tests are not done at the same time, as Figure'
7 indicates.
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Below Average

JUNE

Average

18 children

. Above Average

9 children

MAY

year 2-36 childrenUnit 4 Reading
,

FIGURE 7.

The following is taken from the new Primary School Reporting and
Recording Teachers' Notes used in primary schools in Western Australia.

'It is suggested that half yearly examinations be replaced by regular
evaluations, both objective and subjective, throughout the year. Tests,
to evaluate performance at the appropriate levels for each child -,
would take the place of the often, irrelevant half-yearly examination
for all. Reporting would be based on constantly, accumulating class
records and may then be done at different times in the year for
different pupils. Unit Progress tests assist teachers to provide objective
evaluations and carry out the new approach to recording and report-
ing being adopted in Western Australia.'

unit Progress tests are administered in the following ways:

(a) Individual Testing

Sometimes oral sections of a test require individual testing.,The
content of the oral test paper may be ,given in many ways, accord-
ing to the personal choiee of the teacher. It is unlikely that more
than twenty children in a° class will be ready, for a test at the
same time.

(b) Tests to be given individually in whole or'pa,:k.:
".. Many teachers choose to plan ahead and proQe the two or three

groups in a moth with material to 'work on appropriate to t1ir
progress while individual testing take's place.
Timetabling within a room could allow one group to work on
mathematics .(or reading) while the one or two other groups work
on a different subject altogether. This allows the teacher to test
a member of the group while the others continue working. ..

The ten-minute period before school could be used for testing.
Some heads enjoy participating in testing because it- aSsists them,
in gaining a knowledge of the children in their school.

(c) Written (papers have been carefully designed to provide a situation
that is useful for the child as well as to assist the teacher in
evaluation. The tests can be given at more than one sitting.
Vocabulary has been included in the mathematics tests in line'
with current thinking that reading and mathematics need not be
in separate compartments. Although average, readers sh-ould not
ex tie rience difficillty with the words, help is given when required.
T e written papers are given to help assess understanding of areas

MARCH
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of the
oppliN ktnit. EmPhasis is placed on areas such as phonics or
riot co, humber, rather tfhan

i

m arks. 15/20, for instance, does
'Ive

1.4 recttl. .5' which Pre 1 s weak or where remedial work
trtd,

,,ailreo peed t
licion INt°r parent/teacher co-pperation is essential in an organiza-

tiorial P Impc Unit Progre

,

One of the most difficult, and yet one of, ,r, ss.
4.,,e 005`of the 'tint factors, is that differences must be expected between

,hildre",0 suffer t4tme chronological age. Unless this is understood, a cffild

`aka oft-id of th 'bin pressure from its parents to achieve the same stands

a " 4ks cill rents e same age who lives in the house down the street. Again,
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.

It . f eor3V111,1ege to1.4 a Ptii be a teacher, for one is working with the most
kt1:100011,0 the i'tklity a countrY possesses, its children.. It is therefore import-
kilt' to O..1 (wk.% of teaching well for many lives are affected. To ignore
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which have been' proved to exist, is to know that T
f

tfie edlic children is not all that it might be. .,
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that cllble Wi(:, not have to experience repeated failure and that success
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Are preli they th learning oPPortunities in the form of material and tasks
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eir the 'oust i!e but the same effort and sincerity are there and both

e made to feel they have achieved something. Children are
4:tildten
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happiest at schools when they are meeting the ixpectation of their teacher
and themselves. The danger lies in setting unrealiStic goals for children
that mean the expectations cannot be met and a sense of failure and
frustration results.

,

Unit Progress does, necessitate a very close look at the individual child
and his development. it alIows for changing rates of progress so that a
child may progress in spurts. No, child is expected to work at the same
rate in all subjects. 'He may be working at two or three levels in as
many subjects. Ability is ffie key to progress rather than progress deter-
mined by a chronological lock step grade norm. A recognition of basic
differences in learning rate assists in eliminating the repeating of grades.

' Some of the difficulties of unit progress can include those encountered
in the actual mechanics of operating the scheme. Large classes make
organizational problems fairly seyere. It cannot be over-emphasized how
much planning and discussion iS,-needed before there Is any venture into
unit progress.

The difficulty of informing pai-enis of pupils' progress after they have
been long conditioned to the normal grade system is one that can cause
problems.

There can be a danger of children being pushed too -quickly. The
safeguard here is to use the..normal curve as a guide and, of course, records
of the children which allow a prediction of the aPpropriate unit groutmgs
of children.

It has been proved in a practical way by schools that these difficulties
can be overcome. The rettlts are rewarding, for children become happy,
relaxed and feel a sense of achievement and this is what teaching is all
about.
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THE GENERATION GAP IN ADMINISTRATIVE
STRUCTURES

N. BEARE, M.ED., DIP.T.,

Regional Education Officer, S.A.

This paper can attempt little more than clarification of a problem
confronting organizations today, and the formulation of an hypothesis about
the problem. I cannot be blamed for having no answers to the problem of
the generation gap in administrative structures, for if I could solve the
problem then I would be the most soug fter organizational consultant
in the world! It Will also be evident that I nake no mention of educational
structures as such, since that is a:sub-topic, dlied to this one, but requiring

. another paper.

GENERATION GAP

Let us look first of all at the, title. The term 'generation gap' implies
that a person born several decades ago may have a system of beliefs, or
a set of values, or a bundle of behaviourswhat Parsons calls 'values in
action'which may be out of phase with those of a younger person whose
outlook has been moulded only by, ae one or two decades the latter
has known. The overtones in the term suggest, of course, that the older
person is niore to be pitied; he appears as stolid, inflexible, rather pedestrian,
and in the conternporary setting a little grotesque and clumsy, like the
alligator, a prOduct of the Age of Reptiles, which has somehow managed
to survive into the Age of Mammals. For the issue of survival is implicit
in the term 'generation gap'. The young person, a child of his modern
times, is apparently able to move freely and in harmony with his environ-
ment; the older person has been snared by rapid change, and his apparent
inability to adapt to a fluid situation causes the gap.

My thesis here is that the samt kind, of Mismatching appears to be
occurring with some organizations, especially with what the literature calls
'large-scale' or 'complex' organizations. For one of the problems of the quit

_who suffers the generation gap is that he cannot help himself. flis own
being has been so programmed that it_seems to push in one (predictable)
directionand, what is more, apparently the wrong direction if one would
listen to what the child of the times says about his times. In the same way
older organizations, usually now grown larger and more -complex, thrust
to .replicate themselves, repeating process upon process, unwieldy function
added to unwieldy basic structure until they become awesome dinosaurs;
slow:moving and with very little brain.

Or to be even more specific, older and larger organizations have a.
strong tendency,to become bureaucratized, especially as they become largeri
and as the articulation of their parts becomes more necessary for survival.
And as they develop, the organization's managers appear to plan and .,cr
add according to the bureaucratic concept. So the younger managers,
instead of inheriting adaptive, self-renewing organizations, find themselves
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inheriting unwieldy bureaucracies. Worse still, the younger managers inherit
all the cumbersome paraphernalia that seem to go with them'line and
staff'. 'span of control' mechanisms. 'organizdtion ;harts', 'iko#. ents'
and 'divisions' and 'branches' and 'sections', the complicated regu-
lations, rules and.procedures both intey- and intra-departmental

It comes as a shock to many that there are other jfnodels s sides
bureaucracyand perhaps as a bigger shock to be told at bureau-
cratic organization may find it very difficult to survivL1h next three
decades. Unhappily, although this is a lesson which some in strial and
commercial, enterprises have already learnt, government instrumentalities .

seem slow to learn because, without the profit-making incentive, they can
grow senile in ignorance.

ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURES

The term 'administraae structuros' refers to the forinal organizational
patterns whereby a system gets its work done, orperhaps more accurately
whereby the decisions made within the system are recorded, acted uPon.
and then stored in the system's memory bank. Administrative structures
are fairly easy to identify in a bureaucracy, and are usually given a symbolic
representation in an 'organization chart'. However, from the standpoint of
some modern management theories it may be impossible to draw an
organization chart for some reuntly created and highly effective business
firms. Their administrative structures are not so easily recognizable nor
as permanent.

It is basically. this issue which is the message in this paper. For the
fact is that 'old' organizations, administered by means of distinguishable
bureaucratic structures, evidence a generatiN gap from the 'young' organ-
izationswhich have temporary structures and which make and unmake

their organizational set-ups to suit the demands of the job.

Without more ado, then, let us take a clearer look at the generation
gap in the administrative structures of 'old', 'middle-aged'. and 'young'
organizatiOns.

TIME ZONES- BASED ON THEORIES ABOUT ORGANIZATION

, Several writers have shown how, over the past seven decades, various
schools of thought concerning the nature of organizations have grown up,
have had their day, and have been superseded.1 E. G. Bogue, in what he

I See, for example, the following four:
Faber, charles F. and Shearron, Qilbert F. Elementary School Administration:
Theory and Practice, New York, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1970, ch. 4.
Yuill, Bruce F. Organizatton an4 Management, Sydney, West Publishing Corpora-
tion. 1970,. ch. 1.
Blau, Peter M. and Scott. W. Ric rd Formal Organizations, San Francisco, Chandler
Publishing Co., 1962, ch. 2.
Campbell, Roald F., Corbally, J hn E. and Ramseyer, John A. Introduction to
Educational Administration, Boston, Allyn and Bacon, 1966, pp.66-78.
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calls a 'conceptual synthesis for the educational administrator', identities
the following movements:2

I. The 'Scientific Management' School. This was born in thd late 19th
century, and flourished in the early 20th century under Frederick W. TaYlor.
Ths school based its beliefs on Adam Smith's ideas about the economic
man, and on the simplistic notions that mosey is mans principal motivator,
and that man in an organization is rational and behaves rationally. The
movement finally Waned throughout the 1940s.

2. The 'Human Relations' School wits a reaction to the scientific
management school, and rested on the notilon that the diversity of human
needs affected the conduct of organizations. By all means hive a formal

jand rational structure, they would say, but at least recognize that informal
Sand social networks, man's irrational behaviours, and so on are real deter-
minants of organizational decision-making and of outputs. The movemont
came o its height in the 1950s.

3. The 'Industrial Humanism' School, which Bogue calls the current
school in management theories, goes beyond mere huwa lations. It is
based n the psychologist Maslow's notions about man'f hiera Q hy of,..needs.

.princi ally his need to become self-fulfilling or self-actual . So an organ-
izationi which builds a discrepancy between instit9 al goals and the
individual and personal goals of the people in:the or ation will bemme
dysfunctional. On the other hand, an -organization may itself become self-
actualizing as it allows its me 13ars to become self-fulfilling.

4. The 'Management St. n School could be regarded as a parallel
but complementary movemen ;and is described by Mueller as 'the aPplication
of scientific, systematic. ahcI technical apptaches to business problems'.3
Based upon empirical researê.,h on organizatias, and borrowing from allied
fieldscybernetics, economics. ocial sciences, anthropology, systems analysis
and so onthe movement endeavours to apply theoretical constructs to
organizational behaviour in order to devise both a connected theory' about
human organizations and more effective management models for practical
usage. This movement is in full flood overseas. o

°2Bogue, E. G. 'The Context of Organizational, Behaviour: A ConcePtual Synthesis
for the Educational Administrator', Educational Administration Quarterly, Vol.
V, No. 2, Spring 1969, pp.60-64..

3 Mueller, Robert K. 'The Managerial GapTraditionalists versus Scientists', Personnel
46 (6), November-December 1969, pp.8-21.
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An influential essay by Davies and lannaccone,4 published in Teachers'
College Record in 1958, which discussed the ferment in the study of
organizations over the past half century, identified three time zones in
the development of these movements in the study of organizations. They
called them:

, The 'Technical' Era

The 'Human' Era

The 'Conceptitial Era.

It is easy to take the next logical step beyond the enunciation by Davies
and lannoccone, andl postulate that business organizations which came into
being during any one of thesc eras would, at least wholly and still in part,
be patterned by the,prevailing management climate and the kind of adminis-
tralive structures in vogue at the time. So organizations which grew up in
the 'Technical' Era we may call 'old' organizations (since they are the
longest established). Those patterned by the 'Human' Era are now 'middle-
aged' organizations, and those recently born in the 'Conceptual' Era we will
call 'young' organizations. Albeit simplistically, let us characterize each
of these in turn.

. The 'Technical' Era and Old Organizations

Davies and lannoccone describe the 'TeChnicar Era as follows:5
The era rTaylorism and earlier, in industrial organizations especially,
can be seen as a period when the technical aspects of organization
were the centre of interest. Organizational forms were justified by
logical factors rather than psychological or sociological factors.
Problems . . . were . . . tackled from a technical and purely logical
angle. .

Organizations which are more than fifty years old, which were estab-
lished before 1930, which came into existence during the period of F. W.
Taylor and the writers on 'scientific management', are nost likely to embody
the characteristic patterns of that school of thought. What were those
patterns?

I The school grew out of the Industrial Revolution which had reached
its height by the turn of the century. For the first time in human history,
people began to cluster in large urban conglomerations after a flight from
the land. The factory replaced the forge, machines took over repetitive
operations once performed by hand (there is something ironical ip our
term 'manufacture', which literally means 'made by hand'), the proAction
lcline replaced the village craftsma and mass production was made possible

+Davies. Daniel R. and Iannaccone, Laurence 'Ferment in the Study of Organiza-
tions'. Teachers' College Record. November 1958. pp.61-72, and reprinted in Nolte,
M. Chester An Introduction to School Administration, Selected Readings, New York,
Macmillan, 1966, pp.356-368. The page references in following notes refer to the
latter.

5ibid, p.358.
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by mass labour. Industrialization meant more than mere mechanization. It
involved the organization of thousands upon thousands of people into
co-ordinated groups who could work together (literally 'co-operate') to
ensure the output of a product.

The pattern of organization which emerged from thc industrial opera-
tion is now known as 'bureaucracy'. a term attributed to the German
sociologist Max Weber, and meaning 'control by bureaux, or by specialized
departments'. Its strength was also its weakness, for bureaucracy is, as
Weber described it. a logico-rational system of organization." It was neat,
tidy, and it noted each operation in the chain of production, for its
systematically allocated each operation and each area of activity to ,a
specialized group. It assumed that the persons in the organization would
operate like the machines; we still use the analogy of calling a person
'cog in the machine'.

So organizations born in that era'old organizations, we .have called
themwill probably have about thcm these conimon features of bureau-
cracy:

I. Hierarchy of authority. the power resides initially in the man at
thc top. but he may delegateit down the pyramid. Essentially, however, a
bureaucracy' is the outgrowth of a one-man outfit. The man at the top
of the pyramid of power has the final say. The hierarchy of positions in
the pyramid bdow him give rise to 'status authority': one's power to make
important decisions depends on the position one oecupies in the tower.
So we skn assume that the sense of hierarchy will remain strong in an
'old' orranization.

2. Divisio, of 1 our: c operation to be. perfoilned by the organiza-
tion is subdivi e to logical pieces. and these sub-functions are allocated
to the bureaux. Such division of labour leads to speCialization of functions
within the organization. and one's value to the organization is increased as
one, builds up an operational expertise in one's specialist area. So we can
assume that the old organization will remain departmentalized: few men
in it are -involved with its overall objectives.

3. Government by rules and regulations: The organization, in order
to integrate and co-ordinate its parts (especially as it grew bigger), had
to devise over a period of time a set of standardized procedures from
which no person could depart. So the bureaucratic system generates a mesh
of rules and a network of policies which govern everyone in the organization.
The larger the organization, the more bewilderingly extensive becomes the
web of rules. We can assume, then, that the old organization will be rule-
bound, and will have a set of formalized, written procedures and regulations
which are binding on all in the organization.

4. Impersonality: Bureaucracy ensures by its very nature that the
system will show neither fear riot favour to anyone. The rules apply to every-
one, and are thus a strong guard against patronage. Because of the division

6Scc, for plc, Blau and Scott, op. cit., 145.27-33.
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of labour. no one person can force the firm to serve sectional or p:rsonal
interests, since all in the organization are interdependent. It is a self-
checking system. The hierarchy of authority ensures that every request
has to he passed up the tower. and undergo surveillance at each level.
So we can assnme that the old organization will remain impzrsonal, at base
coldly rational in fitting individual clients into categories. and will disp:nse
its services like patent medicines rather than like individually prescribed
potions.

In short. then. 'okl organizations are bureaucracies evidencing a fairly
high degree of centralization in decision-making, with a pyramidal typ: of
organization. clearly defined departments e'ach p:rforming sp:cialist op:ra-
tions. a set of written and quasi-legal regulations to effect co-ordination
and the organization's nuxlity operandi. a r'which it is possible to draw
up a fairly iieurate and formal 'organ' ation chart'. which. puts- eveiyone
under the s zrvision.of somione else.

Those frms and organizations which came 'into existence before 1930
will proba ly still exhibit many of these bureaucratic characteristics, at
least as vestigi I tra,yes in the organization. In this group of 'ol organiza-
tions would come most government departments. which large developed
their strength between the two world wars: sonic large industrial complexes.
particularly the steel and nmtor car manufacturers which brought the
industrial revolutiniti to its height and also produced the Great Depression
of the 1930s: and some of the long established business houses such as
now operate large emporia. These organizations are likely to exhibit a
fairly high degree a bureaucratization, because it was this form of organ-
ization which typically brought them to their present state.

The 'Human' jra, and Middle-aged Organizations

%Davies and Iannoccone describe the 'Hurnran' Era as the jeeriod when
organizational-students began to see 'people as the content of aigfinizational
study'. In this period, they maintain, there developed 'a, more flexible
concept -of organization, with emphasis on peOple and psychological and
sociological forms'. In the new movement 'human skill is contrasted with
Iechnical skill; working with people versus working with things'.7

William Whyte (in his Organization Man) declares that 'the father of
the human-relations school is Elton Mayo'.8. 1).1a0 began with a concern
for rootlessness (anomie) and the lack of belongingness in the worker in
industry. In 1927. he and his colleagues began the now celebrated studies
at the Western Electric Corporation's works, at Hawthorne, Illinois. Their
progressive findings began to blow holes through the scientific management
principles which had been enunciated by Taylor. According to the latter,
improving the physical conditions at the factory, and even more the addition
of monetary incentives, would improve productivity; but they did not.
Instead the finding suggested the important factors in productivity were
social, not physical.

410

7Davies and lannaccone, op. cit.. pp. 359, 368, 358.
8Whyte. William H. The Organization Man, London. Penguin Books, 1963. p.36.
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In consequence theories on organizations began to concentrate on the
'variable human' in the organization in fact. the box and dice associated
with a bureaucratic form of manag uent -went under the hammer.
Attention tended to turn to things lik 'feedback'. informal rather than
formal systems. 'power structures'. 't cision-making', the meaning of

'authority', organizational 'climate' rat er than organizational form, in

short to the 'human side of the enterprise'.

As a result of these explorations, we tire likely to find both nouveau-ism
and revisionism in the 'Human' Era. Those oroanizations which came into
existence between the Great Depression and the end of the Second World
War or even up to the 1950s are likely to display less severe adherence
to formal bureaucratic tendencies than the 'old' organizations. In any case,
it .seems likely that the Depression and the war combined would have
limited the number of large-scale organizations born in the 'thirties and

'forties.

Victor Thompson has stated that 'modern burequcra an adaptation
of older organitational forms altered to meet the 'need for s
He says thaik we will find modern practices grafte to old stock and so
modern techrhology and survivals of the Genghis Iran trying to live side

by side. In 'mo ged' organizations, then, we arc likely to find complex
modernity added to i structure designed essentiatlalong simplistic lines

for a simple organizat I ving in simpler tiines.4

The 'middle-aged' organizations, theiefore. are likely to be characterized

by a consensus-type management. probably a managerial board rather
than a 'top man' pyramidal organization. Much of its business would be

handled by means of committees. Tilere will be a tendency towards demo-
cratic decision-making. Its agencies will be allowed to take decentralized.
action: that is. the local departments and units will be given widcr power
and autonomy than is characteristic in a formal bureaucracy.4And there
will be a strong commitment to in-service and .in-house staff development.

Revisionism would also be apparent in the self-renewing activities
of the 'old' organizations, especially those which depend for their life on
the making of profits. However, it is likely that thc service organizations
(and here we would have to include government departments) would not
have the same imperative to change, would change late rather than early,

and then only in order not to appear outmoded or quaintly old fashioned
in their operations. The changes in the organizational structures in these
cases wOuld be justified by the typically bureaucratic reasons to explain
change, namely to increase efficiency and economy.

But revisionism is a change which affects usually only thc surface of
things, for 'old' organizations retain in them people with long service in
the same aganization, and long association generally implies also that the
person has climbed his way painstakingly and faithfully up the executive

oThompson. Victor Modern Organizations, New York, Alfred Knopf, 1961, p.5.
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I, dder. In spite of itself. then mod, it is unlikely that in style or us operandieven in basic orientation an 'old' organization will change radically,hat is, at the roots level.

The 'Conceptual' Ern nisd 'Young' Organizations
Davies and lannoccone argue that the third era tis a conceptual One.that the teachers .and designers in organization are now developing asubstantial body of theory about organizations, and tbat we arc now inthe age when it is possible to use these theorems in the design of administra-tive structures. The writers were good seers, for they were making thesepredictions more:than ten years ago and at a time when they did not haveaccess to the large number of findings from the studies of Organizations

which have been conducted during the last decade.

We ought to be able to find among the organizations operating in theworld, then. some 'organizational hippies', that is. businesses which have

a

ken the niodern theories seriously and which have built their structuresnd their procedures on such acceptance. Just as a breed of churchmen
ye now grown up who see the saint as a rebel. Christ as the archetywl

radical, and the church as an outdated human artifact: just gs we finda grail) of intelligent young adults who refuse to take Pthiotism, conscrip-tion, the Establishment, and social conventions as anything more thanhiitorically dated human fads or phases, physical expressions of relatiierather than absolute virtual-so also we should be able to find a groupof swinging managers and business enterprises which have thrown awaythe conventions of bureaucracy, with all thc paraphernalia of hieratchies,
organizations charts, line and staff, and so on. How do we recognize ttiese

'organizational flower people?

In the first place, the 'young' organization is likely to be anti-bureaucratic: for whereas the 'middle-aged' organization was administrativelyrevisionist, the 'young' organization will tend to be revolutionary. For thefirst time this century it will have become apparcnt that there are altern-atives to the bureaucratic model (in any of its old and revised forms), andthat the alternatives may be much preferable to bureaucracy.

For the critics of bureaucracy have made these claims about it. First,while it makes for efficiency, it, is now too slow a process. Not merelyaction but speed of action controls survival in today's competitive world.
Secondly, by its very nature. bureaucracy creates groups of people who

are jealous of their area of expertise. When under attack from forces out-side the organizationor even from within itthe bureaux retreat intothemselves, display 'bureaucratic defensiveness', close their ranks, becomesecretive (an action very easy to do when only the specialist bureau basaccess to its own workings), and fight to maintain the status quo. Bureau-cracies are th fore maintenance organizations. What we need now aredevelopmental 'organ

Thirdly, the bureaucratic form is unwieldy 'and self-defeating. The
larger the system grows. the more complex become its quasi-legal workingrules, until one needs to be a system lawyer to know how to get things
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done through the system. So arise the leQends about bureaucracy like, 'It's
not what you know, but whom you know that counts', 'the public service
mentality', and so on. The product becomes the victim of the procedure.

Fourthly, because there ar e. so many personal investments in the adminis-
trative structureafter all, one's power in the organization is dependent
on one's hierarchical statuslit is very difficult to change the organization
itself. To change the statuses and the hierarchies, or even,to create different
patterns of specializations or departments, constitutes a threat to the persons
in the organization. The.people in the bureaucracy are the real opponents
of change. So in a world of high-speed change, the bureaucracy has an
endemic inability to adapt to rapid environmental change. The 'young'
organization will probably react against these tendencies.

Of all the writers on organizations, it is prObably Warren Bennis who
has most clearly drawn attention to the generation gap between 'old' and
'young' organizations. He claims that ,the business world is now 'beyond
bureaucracy'. 10

It is my premise (he says) that the bureaucratic form of organization
is becoming less and less effective: it is hopelessly out of joint with
contemporary.realities: that new shapes, patterns and models are
emerging whieh promise drastic changes in the conduct of the
corporations and of managerial practices in general. In the next
25 to 50 years we should witness, and participate in, the end of
bureaucracy and the rise of new social systems better suited to
twentieth century demands of industrialization.

So the young non-bureaucratic organization will have some predictable
non-bureaucratic features. The new organizatiswo will deliberately destroy
the impression of hierarchy. That is, a member of the organization will be
in a fluid situation, and not frozen into a status role in a pyramid of
power. The 'young' organization will allow men to occupy a variety of
statuses and roles, being leader in one task, a team member in another,
in situations which are made around particular tasks and in systems which
Bennis calls lemporary'.11 For the organization, chameleon-like, must be
able to make and unmake itself around-problems to 'be solved and tasks
to be performed.

The organization, being task-oriented and problem-solving, will function
by calling on the special-skills and expertise of the members of the organiza-
tion regardless of things like seniority, status and length of service. So it
will use its labour force on grounds of technological and specialist skills,
rather than by placing them in bureaux, for ;the bureaux inability to share
across a range of activities is the characteristic against which the new
organization will endeavour to compensate.

lo Bennis. Warren G. 'Beyond Bureaucracy', Trans-Action, Vol. 2, No. 5, July-
August 1965, p.31.
Bennis. Warren G. 'The Temporary Sociely', The Journal of Creath Behaviour,
Vol. 3, No. 4, Fall 1969, p.223.
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A bureaucratic tendency which the new organization will strive to
avoid is the tight mesh- of quasi-legal specifications which hamper free;
wheeling and risk-taking executives. So the new organization will pay little
attention to test cases, the setting of precedents, or conformity to the norm.
Rather, cases will be treated on their merits, and the individual differences
of task or client will be allowed (as Much as is prudent) to affect the organ-
izational outcomes. It will buy executives Who, are alertinnovative, risk-
.taking, responsibility-grasping, sensitive, and courageous: and will encourage
them to be themselves.12

Wherg.as the bureaucracky .puts the individual alongside the rule and
j dges accordingly, the neworganization sets out to serve the client, is

und to serve the client's need and is committed to take his part.13

The bureaucracy encourages each member of the organization to
develop a technical competence in his job,, and in the administrative' pro-
cedures affecting it. But this builds up a sense of exclusiveness, and gives
rise to the bureaucratic pathologies called 'empire building', 'nest feather-
ing', and 'running a tight ship'. The bureaucracy becomes th0 a cluster of
empires. an uneasy federation of sovereign states. The new organization
rejects 'this notion, and stresses co-operation, sharing, allegiance to one's
profession rather than narrowly to. one's organization.

This well-known quotation from Warren Bennis is a succinct summary
of the young organization -we have. described."

_Adaptive, problem-solving syglems of diverse specialists, linked to-
tether by ( ,)-ordinating and task evaluating specialists in organic
fluxthis is the organizational form which will gradually replace
bureaucracy as we know it.

To help in- its tasks, the 'young' organization has an array of new
managrial hardware and software, many of them the consequence of
computerization. For example, one such is P.P.B.S. (Planning Programming
Budgeting Systgnis), which introduces the possibility that managerial controls
over spending and budgeting can be exercised by the computer.15 Concepts
like `"span of control', for example, could become obsolete under such a
system. In older systems, the control over people had to be exercised by
peoPle, who were subject to the fallibility and limitations of human memory
and personality. A computer, however, can have a much larger 'memory'.
anct a mote accurate one, and the constraint patterns can be.. mechanically
mapped by the computer. Complex" data can be better handled by the
computer, and its checks applied over a much wider group of people. In
the ne way critical path scheduling and computer gaming or simulation

Argyris, Chris, 'How Tomorrow's Executives Will Make Decisions', Think,
November-December 1967, p.20.

13 White, Orion F. 'The Dialectical Organization: An Alternative to Bureaucracy',
Public Administration Review, January-February 1969, p.32.

14 Bennis,,W2rren G. 'Beyond Bureaucracy'. p.35. See also Bennis, Warren G: Changing
OrgaVnzations, New York, McGraw-Hill, 1966, p.12.

15 See, 'for example, Novick, David 'Long-Range Planning Through Program Budget-
ing', Business Horizons, 12 (1), February 1969, pp.59-65.
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can digest astonishingly large volumes of specialist data and systematize
it for the decision-makers. In short, the new managers have new tools to
run their new organizations.

- We have not space in a paper of this nature to give a satisfying portrait
of the 'young' organiiitions. But we can note that there are some in
existence.

EXAMPLES OF THE 'yOUNG' ORGANIZATION
1. A Dialectical OrganizationThe Wesley Foundation

In an article in Public Administralion Review, Orion F. White described
what he called a 'dialectical organization', one which takes the client as
an equal, and which prevents the possibility of the orcanization's giving up
in the face of the frustrations in taking the client's part. As White observes,
it is usually possible for the organizational man, to use his position, status
and organizational expertise (his, inside knowledge) as means 'to hold the,
client in a subordinate position'.16 Not so the young organization. He goes
on to show what, -such an organization looks like through an archetype
organization, a private, church-related social service agency operating in
a poverty area of San JUItonio , Texas:"

These are the administiative conditions which exist at the Wesley
agency.- Policy within the agency is fluid and is set, as an agency
document notes. by 'several bodies (executive staff, area staff, total
programme staff, and total staff) to insure flexibility and some balance
of power within the staff.' The two areas of policy not subject to
change by the staff are those regarding alcoholic beverages and games
of chance. Staff relations are explicitly designed on a principle of
`non-dominance'i.e., of not allowing individuals to possess or
develop 'truly authoritative positions in the agency. Supervisory or
management positions are periodically assigned by total staff decision,
and in addition, the agency oyerates with overlapping administrative
roles, so that one person may be over another in one functional area
but under him in another area. While there are job descriptions,
these are general in nature. No specific constraints except those
relating to housekeeping activities (reports, records, etc.) are defined
for the various roles. Also, except for such guidance as can be
obtained from the agency's social work theory, few Itriteria for
defining duties and effective role performance exist.

2. Litton Industries
:-One of the most spectacular growth companies in the United States

(and now the world) is Litton Industrieg, whose sales topped $1.000 million
after only thirteen years of operation." The president of the company has
said:19

16 White, op. cit., p.39.
17 ibid.,
18 See ..Strogoff, A. 'Business Looks at ucation% The Educational Forum, Vol.

XXXI, No. 2, January 1967.
19 Quoted by Patton, Arch 'The Coming cramble for Executive Talent', Harvard

Business Review, May-June 1967, p.I68.
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to solve a particulai- problem. It is composed of people representing
all the relevant managerial functions marketing, manullicturing,
engineering, 'and finance). Each member is given equal responsibility
and power to solve the problem. The members are expected to work
as a cohesive unit. Once the problem is solved, the team is given
a new assignment or disbanded. If the problem is a recurring one,
the team remains active. In many cases . . . the project manager is ,
given full authority and responsibility for the complet: of the
project, including rewarding and penalizing team inernbzi it1z)

organization may have many teams.

In short, i'am suggesting not only that such young orc,nizations c.auld
exist, but that they do exist. And where they do, they serve io demrstrate
how great is the generation gap between organizations born in different eras.

CONCLUSION: THE NATURE OF THE GENERATION GAP

The generation gap, we must remember, is not caused by the fact that
one person has a 'good' set of values and the other has a 'bad' set.
The older person clings to his value set simply because it has been efficacious
in the past. It has made him what he is. The question is not whether it has
served him well in the past, but whether it is good enough to serve him
through the, present into, the future. And that is the essential question
being asked now about bureaucracies.

And it is -these kinds of organizations which are chiefly under assault
at the present in the same fashion in which the older generation is under
fire at the hands of the younger generation. The main criticism of these
old organizations :s that they are now dinosaurianponderous, large, and
slow; they.are huge, lumbering organisms too cumbersome for a period in
time when speed, adaptability; expediency, and creativity are the ecological
vii-tues of the healthy organization.2it

Nor will mere revisionism do, for the generation gap has been created_
by radical change. In the normal sense of the term 'generation gap', the
radical differences are shown in the 'permissive society' where the seemingly
age-old conventions relating to sex, courtship, marriage, and customs con-
cerning the place of women and law and orderlare being thrown out. In
-the organizational sense, then, the generation gatr is seen in the wholesale
debunking of bureaucracy as a viable organizational form. There ar, many
in 'old' organizations who can neither comprehend -nor conceive how the
organizational world could be any different. But the new age1ias a very
different.frame of reference, and none of the familiar landm ks are sure
guides any more.

So there appears now to be deVeloping a very clear split between the
,organizational generations as great as that between the .R.S.L. and the
Moratorium marchers. The older organizationsand the men in Ahem, by
and largeare wedded by experience to the bureaucratic model, in one

21 See Jones, John Paul 'Changing Patterns of Leadership', Personnel, January-
February 1967, pp.9-15.
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shape or another. The new generation cannot see the need ofor the old
bureaucratic certainties, and are wedded to the idea that a swinging,
adaptive organization which is to be truly a child of the modem times
must reject most of theconcepts which are derived from the bureaucratic
model.

This paper does not attempt to prove the unprovable.. I am not trying
to argue that the younger generation is completely right and that the
older generation is completely wrong. As always, then, it seems' that we
may have to settle for compromise.22 It seems likely that the old forms will
remain to do what they did so wellthe maintenance of routine and
standard on-going functions. But where innovation, development, and
creative drive are neededand these will be increasingly needed as all
business and service concerns find themselves being affected by the trend
to internationalismthen one of the new organizational models will have
to be eMployed. Furthermore, we may find increasingly that the model of
organization employed lor Toutine and maintenance operations (predomin-
antly the clerical and typing functions) will be different from those used
by the professional and technical persons in the organization. So we will find
firms not with one modified structure, but with two or three separate
structures, all necessary, to maintain the health of the organization caught
in the maelstrom of the late twentieth century. And that kind of situation
may introduce within any one organization dimensions to seneration gaps
which we have at present not even dreamt about!

22 Argyris gives assent to this view, op. cit. p.22.
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EDUCATION FOR ADMINISTRATION IS NOT ENOUGH
w

K. R. LAMACRAFT, B.A., M.E1)., DIP. ART, T.P.T.C., A.F.A.I.M., M.A.C.E.

Consultant

INTRODUCTION

Education is the largest business enterprise of each state government
and absorbs a signifiCant proportion of federal funds.1 2 It can be classified
as a labour-intensive service industry.

'When the concept of education as a business enterprise is accepted,
it is logical to apply to it the kind of critical examination which we expect
private industry to apply to itself. As shareholders in the enterprise, supplying
the development and operating funds, we should quite rightly ask. 'How
efficient is this business which absorbs so much of our resources?' And
'Are the managers adequately prepared for their jobs?'3

As a matter of prime importance, the concept of the administration
of systems of education rather than the management or organizations whose
objectives are to ,provide, education as a .Fervice to th'e community is chal-
lenied.

MANAGEMENT "VeiSUS ADMINISTRATION

In modern business theory, the principle of the need to involv/e the
employees in the management decision-making process is well-established.*
In most succeksful organizations, a major effort is maintained to help the
individual employee to identify with the organization to which he belongs.5

There are four fundamental requirements for thiS 'process.° The first
is the freedom to communicate and a well-organized system to/ facilitate
communication. The second 'is a method of determining the objectives of
the organization which, at the saine time, commits the individual to the
achievement of those objectives. The third is the granting of responsibilitf,

.with the neCessary freedom and authority to the individual to plan and to
do his part to achieve the objectives. And the fourth is the provision of
the resources . . . including training. specific services, plant, equipment, and
money ,. . . to do th4 job.

If the objectives of the organization are decided without intense inter-
coMmunication between those in leadership positions and those who put the
decisions into effect, the latter will be only partially committed to the
decisions. The employees then see their role as that of obeying orders.
Another real danger is that each staff member will not fully understand
the objectives of his task, in which case his work/ will inevitably lack
effectiveness.

If the organization strives to govern every action of the individual
by rules and directives, the employee . . . no matter what his place in
the hierarchy .. . will be an administrator or supervisor and not a manager.
This view agrees with that of Yuill7 who points out that:
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'Many education administrators are little more' than supervisors . . .

they are not responsible for the full range of decisions which affect
the total entity in which they work.'

No business can be efficient if it does not strive to use to the maximum
the intelligence, knowledge, and skill of its staff. Large business organizations
are making increasing effort to identify, to train, and to motivate this
potential. The most effective motivation conies when the employee sees the
aims of the organization as his own aims. But he then requires the freedom
to use .his intellect, total knowledge. and personality towards the attainment
of those aims. With this. he _becomes a manager and not just an adminis,
trator.

THE CONCEPTS OF MANAGEMENT

R. K. Brow recently wrote of the need for a systems study of theories
of administration which are applicable to educational organizations. It is
felt that sufficient- is known already for very significant improvements in
management in education: although the need for such research is acknow-
ledged.

It will be noted that the concept of management applied in this paper
is -similar to that defined by Newman and Summer.9 in that it is regarded
largely as a social process. Management is the process whereby a person
influences: motivates, and co-ordinates the activities of others toward defined
objectives.

The requirement in management is the study and manipulation of a
dynamic social situation towards the realization of objectives which, them-
selves, are changing as a part of that environment.

The fundamental problem facing Australian education systems is the
need to identify what should be the immediate and the longer-term
objectives of the education process, and to express them explicitly and
clearly.

Already the idea may have arisen that emphasis is being placed on
'management by objectives'. A more accurate description of the emphasis
intended is given by E. C. Schleh" as 'management by results'. The.difference
in the terms is as highly significant as the difference between the thought
and the.deed.

In such a modern concept, it is necessary to challenge some of the
ideas of the past and to employ the most recently-developed relevant
techniques to improve the management process.

Thus, there must be a strong drive to give managers in education
systems the knowledge and training to make the best possible use of those
techniques. Beyond that, there must, be an enormous expansion of co-
ordinated research into problems and techniques relevant to educational
management.

One interesting development was described by S. Tanaka.° J-le termed
it 'participative management' and described how organizations can and
should provide the social environment for self-realization.
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Centralrzltion, which typifies the Australian ucational systems, com-
bined with rapid growth, tends strongly to develop a complex (of Small
interacting jobs. Persons in such jobs are forced to shape their personalities
to Rerform a series of cely-defined almost-routine tasks. This is, true in
indu try, but even more apparent in governmental organizations.

e psychological needs of the individual have, in 'recent years, risen
beyofld the demands of sheer existence. People increasingly expect that their
work will add purpose and fulfilment to their lives.

In education, we have a workforce which is of above-average intelli-
gence; the employee is also made deeply conscious of the 'growing dissatis-

'faction of its clients with its products and their presentation. For these
reasons, if for no others, there must be a deep reappraisal of every aspect
of the organizations controlling education. v

i-laving emphasized repeatedly that management must be concerned with
the,D,totality of the situation, it is now appropriate tb consider some of.,the
moclern management techniques used by progressive organizations.

' All private business or public companies are not progressive. Nor have
all sdUcitionists and public servants shut their minds to the changing
philksophies of managarnt. However, it is fair to say that public service

mafr

3orgni awns are more stereotyped, sterile, and inward looking than the
of private enterprises.

t It, is interesting that Henri Fayol, and his son,1° have both underlined
the inherent management problems of government operations:

,
OBJECTIVES, ORGANIZATION, PRODUCTS, COSTS

Australian education has repeatedly been criticized for its reluctance to
experiment. 12' 13 Nevertheless, there are many enthusiastic, highly-intelligent,
dedicated members of the teaching profession. However, the climate for
experimentation is not good. The community is concerned about examina-
tion results and 'free' education. It accepts the traditional centralized state
systems and cannot conceive objectives much different from the traditional

:objectives, which are not fully appropriate to meet our rapidly-changing
environment.

Objectives

;1Y
It Until the community accepts new and precise and dynamic objectives

for education, education is not going to change much. However, people are
I going to say education is not being effective and its products are unsatis-

factoryeven if they cannot say in what way or why. They expect education-'
ists to give a lead.

Unfortunately, the great majority of educationists are almost over-
whelmed by the, outmoded business methods, inward-looking promotion
systems. and the politics of public,service control. Somehow this has to be
changed. Educationists must give effective leadership by reconsidering the
immediate and long-term aims of our education systems and by the concise
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and clear statement of them. These must be so planted in the minds of
the public that they become.the ideas of the majority of individual members.
Then the changes will occur.

In- the process of managing change," the ideal has to be conceived.
Then the 'present situation has to be analyzed and the logical and oppor-
tunistic15 steps from the present to the ideal situation becomes the art of.
the possibleThe development, within those involved, of the desire for a
change to be made.

The Austialian College f Education has made significant moves towards
constructive criticism and discussion of all matters of education. Perhaps the
time is now right for planning more radical moves to involve more parents,
more nonprofessional people, and the young people of the community.

Although the community looks to educationists to give a lead, the
community will have its own values. The immediate objectives must take
into akcount those values and change with them. The expe.kts must work
to influence the values, progress towards the ideal will then take care of
itself.

The objectives of education must simataneously satisfy the parents,
the students,-the employer, and the community generally . . . this must be
recognized by those charged with the responsibilities of the education
process.

Every person serving an education organization must understand how
his job contributes to the achievement of the objectives. More than that,
he must organize his own efforts to ensure that he makes his full contribu-
tion.

If this type of operatitiii.ois' to be achieved, structural changes must
occur in the organization dr education.

Organizational Structure

Australian education is typically a series of centralized systems. This
has arisen from historical and traditional bases. We need to move away from
this pattern.

It might be relevant to noie here Fayol's view" that 'Competition is
the principle of organization which leads most surely to proper manage-
m,ene. One is not likely to get much competition from within a highly-
centralized, public service dominated system.

Perhaps the large centralized, hierarchical systems could be divided
into units, each 'one entity in a maze of interconnected entities'," somewhat
on the basis of the interlocking Japanese business system, although this is
based on a different culture.

This change would not be so new or radical: Sir Charles Renoldn
suggested it back in 1948. He saw the management problems of large organ-
izations qabest solved by separating each into a number of internally
complete d operative units, striVing independently and co-operatively
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towards a common goal. Certainly a move of this type would facilitate
interact' ' n with some ,of the small private education enterprises which have
shown, roportionally, much more energy and trail-breakin tendenci

1than the rge ones.,

Struc13 re and organizatiOn must be such that the old idea of 'individual
accountability'9 is replaced by a multiple credit system, in which , each
person who has worked towards an .achieved goal receives credit for its
achievement. This is particularly important in education; in which many of
the aims can only It+e achieved by multiple or group action.

Each manager, at whatever level, must accept that he can only achieve
his objectives through those he manages -achieving their own.

It is well known that there is in:built conflict of interest in organiza-
tions. Id education, as an example, we have the conflict between the
individual's demands for free choice in tertiary education and the fact that
the community may require the educational resources to be used in some
areas more than others. The objectives should resolve such dilemmas.

The executive manager will certainly still have to ease friction due to
personality differences in those working with him.

Products

A very good e'xercise for an educationist is for him to list the
services or products he offers to the community. An examination of these
will be an examination of the output contributing to the achievement of

, the objectives.

In busigess,--any such study by an organization is made against the
facts of the objectives of the organization and of consumer acceptance.'8
The.main questions asked are:

What are our short-term and long-term objectives?

What products are we providing?

At what markets are they diracted?

Dp they satisfy the consumer? If not, why not?

that is the Mal cost of making, and'supplying the prodnct to Eke_
consumer?

What profit or ofher returns result to -the organization?

What is the pattern of costs and profits for various levels of sales?

What is, the vollyfie of optimu,m return?

Are changes in product, in presentation, or in consumer attitudes
desir Oe? Are changes feasible?

Would ch nges x, y, z be economically sound?

What marks are still available?
What are, our competitors doing? '
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What research is proceeding and where is it likely to lead?

What are our own development needs?

What is the cost and cost-justification for needed developmental
research?

What are our strategies in the present situation?

What sliou1d.our strategies be in the event of p, q or r occurring
suddenly? 14

Typicat'assoc fa ted questions are:

What are our personnel plans?
'NWhat is the state of morale- in the org matt

What is the industrial relations attitude? Ho can it be improved?

What assets do we have and how effectively are they used? How
are our assets protected?

te.
What is the expected cash-tlow position and will this enable us to

confine along the planned programme?

As you can see, it is a formidable list. Can and do we, in education,
look at our situation in this objective way? As a simplified exercise, let

1
u write down some of the established service areas for education enterkises:

Pre school

Infant school

Primary school

Secondary school
(compulsory)

Se ndary school
tinuation)

School for the disabled,
slow learners, etc.

Vocational education

Preparation for adulthood

Establishment of sets of values

Preparation for citizenship

Preparation for family life

Preparation for earning a living

Education in the use of leisure

cEducation to broaden outlook and under-
s-tanding

Tertiary education

Other aspects were listed by Kemp" in 1967, in relation w progressive
education in the U.S.A. _

,
Evaluation

Now let us follow this up with a 'recognition ,ofthe problems of
assessing, firstly, levels of organizational achievement in the areas listed

,akid, secondly, the even more difficult question of costreffectiveness.
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We can accept that' there is a demand for more pre schools. This may
not be based on educational reasons at all. Also, in general, children seem
to enjoy primary schooling more than in the pas,t,,rso there is some customer
satisfaction in that area.

However, there are disturbing indications that the 'customers' are not
satisfied with secondary education. Part of this 'dissatisfaction arises from
a desire by some students to be finished with schooling, yet compelled to
attend school. Obviously, either the product being offered must be changed,
or the attitude changed. Otherwise the corporate image of 'education will, for
these people, always be i bad one. The services offered will be shunned for,
emotional reasons. N.- v

It may not be appropriate to change the product to suit the 'resisters'.
We might ask, 'Has the community been oversold on the need for all teen-
agers to continue at school full time?' Perhaps a break from school would
provide a chance for salutary contact with the realities of life toLmotivate
them, to further study.

This might lead to the equivalent of customer research, test marketidg,
and product deVelopment.

It would seem that it would be valuable to involve young people who
have left school before reaching their potential level, and who now feel
the need to contina their studies, in programmes of product development.

It is likely that we have too long regarded the parents and the future
employers as the customers who-have to be satisfied. Those undergoing
training and education are clients; too, even if they ait also raiv material'
to be shaped!

Opinion of this type arise from and are reinforced by long experience
with vocational, leisure time, and adult education. In these areas, success
in meeting the needs of the clients can .be measured to a considerable
extent by th6 continuity of attendance of the students.

Cost-Effectivenesb

Repeatedly, we hear. questions on the costs of implementina changes,
whereas we should be more concerned with the cost-egectiveness.The ways
the costs of education in Australia are met do not seem to be clear to
Mogi,citizens`The government will pay!' In some other countries, the iiosts
of education are obvious and bort4 as a special levy on the community.
Unfortunately, the result of this is that the areas most needing good educa-
tion cannot afford it.

When one considers cost-effectiveness, many areasstaffing, teaching
methods, teach g aids, class sizes, and so onshould be studied.

Whilst agreeing with Dr. Walker's views'3 on the difficulties of measur-
ing educational efficiency, one can easily see where increasing cost-effective-
ness is possible.
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One miter is in legal requirements, such as compulsory attendance at
school to a given age. If such laws are dtfective and the reasons for them
are no longer present., the laws should be changed. The resources so freed
would enable more effective service to be given in other areas, without
increase in overall costs.

--?...-----"--.-

Cost-effecicveness is highly relevant in the controversy about aid. to
non-government schools. From a business point of view, if the allocation
of $10,000 to another organization will achieve more of the objectives of
education than $10,000 spent by a government aganization, the affhtation
should proceed. This has been going on for years in New Guinea! This
does not mean that the allocation is a. gift without conditions or some form
of accounting.

Supporters of extension of expenditure on education need toAdevise
valid ways of establishing tangible advantagesto the community, and not
merely to the individual.

A° way to persuade parents and children to value education more
highly and to use its limited resources more earneNtly would be to require
a contribution or fee to be paid to cover at least part of the cost, as is
done in most post-secondary education.

UTILIZATION OF ASSETS: PLANNING AlrCONTROL

Time and time again, one ,hears critia0I-Ofilie long periods whed
educational establishments are not in use. tin e same way, reports arei
frequently heard of the inadequate provision a accommodation for children
requked by law to attend school. These two kinds of comments are
paradoxical.

Uthization of Assets

Assets, such as land, buildings, and equipment, must be regarded as
having, besides their initial cost, inherent continuing costs.

The first matter is that the purchase of that partiular asset has
prevented the use of the money for another purpose, wfiether it be the
building of roads, an increase in the old age pension, or foreign aid. We
should choose that &ourse of action which will give us the best return
on the investment.2° This is obviously a difficult matter to decide. It is easy
to see that the investment of the money would bring in an income, which
is foregone when the asset is purchased. What is the value of education
foregone?

Assets do not keep their value. They deteriorate or they just become out-
dated. Depreciation is an attempt to spread the cost of the item over its
useful life." Perhaps it is more realistic to think in terms of replacemenr
cost,22 in which caselwe are providing as well for the changing value of
money.

Add to these concepts the cost of normal maintenance to ensure the
optimum life of the asset, and it will be understood that buildings and
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equipment are costing money even when they are n use. For this
reason, such assets should be in gainful use for as high a oportion of the
time as possible.

The -typical present use of education buildings 'will approximate to
1815 hours per year. The possible use might be about 5175,hours per year.

UtilLiation . 1815 x 100
5175

Say, 35\per cent.

Is this goo\do enough?

If schools were to operate two shifts per day, the utilization rate would
climb to about 66 per cent. This would, in effect, double school accommoda-
tionat no extra cost in capital charges or increase in land areas.

Looking at the situation in another wa anti a way more acceptable
to many people, if we used the schools fifty-t weeks, of the year instead
of only about forty-two, and made no other c es in usage, we would
raise the utilization rate by about 20 per cent to 44 cent.

Planning and Controls

The International Conference on Educational Planning, held in Paris
in 1968. gave emphasis to a need' for a parallel development in planning
the objectives and nature of education and in the demands for physical
facilities and their types.23

Building

The probable demand's for educational facilities can be quite accurately
piedicted at least two years in advance at most locations, and perhaps five
years ahead on a state-wide basis. Yet we have in Australia a long history
of not having facilities ready when they are required and of using 'temporary'
classrooms for a decade or more.

Much of the confusion over building programmes arises from the limits
of available funds and competing demands for them, The situation is made
worse by thd already-noted reluctance to break with tradition in the usage
of assets. The ultimate problems are the poor planning and controls applied
ato building projects, and over-optimistic time-targets being given.

Private industry applies Critical Path Analysis2° to buildings and many
other types of projects, with Programme Evaluation and Review Techniques
(PERT) to give more reliable time scheduling. The use of bonus and penalty
clauses helps to keep contractors to their agreed timetables. If these methods,
are in general use in education projects, they are not being used effectively.

Planning Change in the System

\ Major changes can be implemented 'quickly in a centralized organiza-
tion, as A. W. Jones24 has pointed out.
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New South Wales had one recent major example of implementing change
when the 'Wyndham Scheme' was introduced. A well-considered scheme
for a change in educational pattern was evolved. However, the scheme was
implemented without time for appropriate planning and the preparation of
staff and facilities: The results were predictable in that the full intentions
and benefits of the scheme have not been achieyed.

Equipment

In business, the question of cost-justification is always a matter of
cOncern. In the public service, it is cost-accountability which prevailsand
you must spend all Our b idget somehow, or it will be reduced next yearl

PERSONNEU MANAGE ENT

,Personnel management ,is confined, in this presentation, to .matters
relating to staff and the use of staff.

Management of staff is inifluenced by the organization structure in
which it operates. In education, one nthst question the continuance of the
multiple roles of the inspector. The rollp of assessor for promotion is very

Anuch a'farce, in that it cannot be sustained that an inspect& in a brief
visit can assess performance of a teacher or compare his performance with
others wiffi similar claims for promotion.2° That he has this role inhibits
him in his role of professional adviser.

The need for the evaluation of teachers is a real one, both in justiceNto the individual teachers and in the Interests of the organization. In industry,
the assessment of performance of subordinates is very much in the hands
of their immediate superiors, who know their work intimately. The process
of assessment of performitnce is being increasingly ofganized and monitored
by a neutral }moo innel-section officer. The ideal seems to be the rffeasurement
of results achieved against previously-agreed targets, followed by a con-
structive dialogbe between the superior and the subordinate, recognizing
thit the attainmeT ti reasons for non-attainment, of the targets are
çi r itual concern.,

Staff Planning

The danand for staff ,s just as readily predicted as the demand for
buildings and equipment. Vowever, the lead time in preparation may need
to tf: greater to allow for the training period, if tradition and industrial
pressuNs are to be met.

Selection and Training

There is an idea current in community that anyone who passes an
examination at matriculation lev should automatically be able to proceed
to a self-chosen university edtkation. In the same way, and inst as
vehemently, it is held that any young person who obtains the minimum
educational requirements to enter a teachers' college should be able to
do soand be paid' for it. The implication is that any such person can, by
attending a teachers' college, become a satisfactory 'teacher.,
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This is an unacceptable assumption. It is sad to nd this attitude in
the community, as it reflects the opinion of ,the teac ng 'profession'.

It is most unfortulle and unbusinesslike to Select -,rsons for teaching
almost entirely on their academic results in an examinalion. Although the
reports from headmasters are .reputed to be considered, the relevance -and

%ases of these reports are suspect.

What is perhaps even more distressing is that persons accepted for
teacher training, and then proved during trainihg to be unsuitable
temperament or personality, are frequently 'processed' and pushed out ir
the schools. Industry has learnt that the cost of employing an unsuitabie
person is much higher than the loss of the costs of training up to that time.

The gradual trend towards long academic courses for teachers in
training might well be unwarranted, unless more realistically related with
teaciiing experience.

To some extent the long courses result from the tendency of educational
systems to concentrate almost entirely on the teen-age entrant to the leaching
service. Experience has shown that mature-age entrants to leaching bring with
them dedication and maturity.28 They have prOved very satisfactory and
effective .staff members. ,Of course, 'a careful screening process is essential.

It should be made more easy for these people to become-teachers. The
Technical Education 'Department in New South Wales has had considerable
experience in day-release in-service courses, but it is Most desirable that
part of..the training should be pre-service.

Part-time evening pre-teaching courses could also be arranged to facilitate
the movement of adults from other occlupations into teaching. This would
parallel the provisions for people to Make career changes to engineering,
accountancy, and other occupations.

Large businesses have continuing programmes of training and retraining.

volunta .

In education, retraining, is very ,*mportantso important that attendance
cannot be made entirely

Tertiary Education

Lecturers going into tertiary institutions do not' have to show any
training or aptitude in developing the learning process for their students.
How can this be justified?

The teaching nerformance of people in tertiary institutions seems to
show no correlation with their subsequent career si.jcess. How can this
be explained?

From a management-survey point of view, he 'acknowledged fallout
after one year at a university is signifi gross inefficiency in one or
several areas. it is possible,that, next to the greater utilization of assets,
this represents ate greatest misuse of funds allotted to education, and a heavy
loss to the individuals and to the community.
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Termination

Poor or lazy teachers have a serious effect on the morale and effective-
ness of thcir colleagues."Yhe resistances they build up in their Pupils are
transferred tb the pupils' other lessons and upset th .:. work of other students
and other teachers. In a non-governmental organization, termination of the
services of a poor employee is relatively easy, but it. is not so in a public
service- organ ization!

Before taking the drastic ac.tion of termination, industry usually tries
to prOvide means whereby the person is given more training, transferred to
more suitable duties, or better motivated, so that he becomes a more
effective employee.

Promotion
,The filling of a management position in an organization should be

essentially on the basis of the ability of the pzrson to meet the'req-uirements
of the 'new position. In industry, these requirements are usually set down
in some detail and include both studies and experience in management as
well as in the relevant technical areas.

Outside applicants are frequently sought, even when persons within
the organization may have the requisite qualifications. An internal applicant
then has to measure up to the standards of the external applicants. One
could say that the promotion ladder is an open one, not one up a .tube
which shuts out exterrul contenders.

The implications for education organizations are that management
studies should be required before applicants are accepted for management
positions. Also, if the best management is to be -obtained, those within the
organization should have to measure up to the standards of qualifications
and performance available 4vm outside the organization.

Once the principle is accepted that relevant training is required for
promotion to specific management positions, the provision of this training
becomes a matter for urgent mutual interest of the leaders of the organ- \
ization and of the employees. -

Of course, this principle negates the naive idea that pre-career training-
should be all that is needed for promotion to the highest levels ,of tht
onanization. This idea becomes more ludicrous year by year, with the
changes in modern technology, knowledge. and environment.

Induction and the Use of Staff

Most firms have well-defined induction procedures for new staff, so-
that the staff will become effective in the new environment quickly.

Because teacher training is done almost entirely by the employing
authority, induction to the employing organization in its macro aspects
is most comprehensive. However, induction to the job and to the school is
very often perfunctory. This is one outcome of the lack of training of the
manager/headmaster responsible .for the induction.
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The need for teachers in the various subject categories can be estimated
some years in advance with considerable accuracy. Why, then, do wc have
a shortage of teachers in some categories and not in others? It may be
poor planning or it may be unexpected loss of pcopk with qualifications in
certain areas. If the latter is the case, the financial recognition of these

skills by the employing authority must be raised to meet the competition.

Salary Administration
Salaries, fringe benefits, and conditions of service have to be competitive

with industry if the teaching profession i§ to attract and to retain people of
the desired ability and aliality

Salary administration must not only provide an appropriate and com-
petitive salary for a jo132° but must recognize that different people in the
job will show differences in levels of personal performance. Thus, it must
also provide for proper recognition of differences in performance.

In industry, at present, the problems of defining performance targets
and measuring levels of performance are receiving considerable attention.
The public service has long been reluctant to face...such problems, preferring
to give an annual increment except for most unusual gross cases of incom-
petence. It has thus gained a reputation for rewarding mediocrity. If the
teaching service is to retain its most able and dynamic staff, it will have
to match industry in this area, too.

Industrial Relations

The relations between the teaching profession's industrial organizations
and those in government who employthe teachers on behalf of the com-
munity are generally very poor at present.

There seem to be three special causes. The first is that the adminis-
trators are nqt trained as managers and are not free to act." (One thinks of
the large HanOosak",given to each N.S.W. Government teacher.) They have

fo')' personnel management, are, largely oriented to an environ-
ment of children, and are gen,rally expert in little except classroom teaching.
The second is the constant disruption, by transfers, of dynamic groups form-
ing in.the school staffs, and of the relationtstrTNbuilding up between staff.
parents, and the community. The third is the one which'affects all public
service industrial relations. It is tigidity which is engendered by the tight
authoritarian system and the political problems which intervene when one
party rep-iesents the government in power.

- A way of breaking out of this situationand at the same time making
possible more vital and close relationships between the community and the
members of the education system for the area, wre flexibility to meet the
needs of that community, more cohesive action' by the teacherswould be
to set up a commission for education, conducting a service business and
required to give supportive action to local, semi-autonomous education
systems.
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Individual Problems

Teachers have individual problems of the same kind and about as often
as other crifployees. Industrial personnel officers find a considerable propor-
tion of thcir time is taken up in helping to solve these personal problems.
The organization has to bc flexible and to show consideration to its em-ployees if it is to retain their regard. Provision for this specialized service
is required in educational organizations.

COMMUNICATION AND PUBLIC RELATION&

Education is the transmission of the mores, customs, and knowledge
of the community to its new members, as well as the development of the
individual to the maximum realization of his potential. It is. then, partof the culture as well as a major activity in the preservation of theculture and i the evolutionary change of the culture.
r-

Under t Jiese conditions, thc essentials are:
The tabliShment of what values. etc.. should be transmitted;
The ecognition of trends in changes:

)The o-ordination of the agencies in the educatiOn process; and
,The .organization of the maximum return for tht; money .atid effoitt

e pended. \ ,.
,

Commumc tion is the kcy. Education has to bc the concern of the 9om-
m,unity; th community, has to tr the forum of study for edifdtion.4Hu/lice°
and many thqs have ,underlined tke dangers of not involving the com-
munity in tl isssissi4r1 pf all aspects ,of educatio r....

. .

I t is reetigriiied that ,in many businesses. par icularly in service indusr
tries, good pi4tilic,,reldtions are. esstntial to the ruspeirty of the buglitess.

i

' ENpenditure of 'Money for this item of the b get can !lever be accounted
for'by tangible arid fully identifiable.gaMs, .that. it esttmbles ,allocations' td education.4 A, 7,

. '
Ad gobd zublic ilnage will attract mare sted, and staff pf a higher .

,,.
calibre. Change is facilitated. betause 'it is mare-readily accepted as being ...

or, ..,, Thus. ,public relations are the 4or,.ern of every member of the orgwr.
.. izatidn, With t e., responsibility heavi t at the toPitevas of management.'

o
i .. 4, 'It ist o ni more .,y_idely 'rec. ogniztd in business thata specialist isrequired 'co assi and 'to organize me bers of, management* to -cbnsider

the views th-e/public is" likely to tak of their,Or0. actions,- and timing:
Too :often. Australian businessme still.: like kit, Tgo; .sn-vice management. "
act with' extraordinary disregar$ for the psychologieált impact of what tlie,ysay and do. ' '4., 2 ,"

k Managed in fducAtioh, too. have to bp trained to think. 4)t,terms dr
their objectiv,Fg. and( con'sider how care in-Choosing words, oe,,illusti-gtions.
the preparation of their strategy, aner the aptness of )the timing. Will help .

...Them to achieve those objectiyes. --.-
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THE OUTCOME

Some people are vet)/ good teachers and never want to ' become
managers. Some people arc very good teachers and would like to become
managers; however, they/may or may not 4urn out to be good managers.
,cither teachers feel that ,their strength is in management, not teaching. ,

EducationaLmanagernent as a career should require special training,
some teaching experience, and a career progression parallel with that of
a classroom teacher or lecturer.

This leads to the tore of the situation. If education is to be an effective
service, it must be Managed rather than administered, and authority and
rewonsibility must reside properly at each level of management.

When this is so, managentent in education will become a career and
management responsibility will go to those who have the appropriate
ability,,interest, training, and progressive experience.

This will certainly contrast with the present policies. It will also
require the reward of ,excellence in teaching to be continued in a teaching
situation.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

It is not claimed that this survey breaks much new ground, ex ept in
advocating that the whole spectrum of commercial management pr ciples
should be applied to'education as a service industry.

Some Australian universities and other tertiary institutions have made
notable contributions to the development of educational managers by pro-
viding'courses at various levels. In many cases these are termed courses in
educational administration. This is partly because they are designed to serve
the present situ,ation, and partly due to a different use of the term 'adminis-
tration'.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The paper advocates the development of management in education,
rather than administration of education. In the survey presented, it is held
that the Australian pattern of education organization neglects much of what
has bcen learned in the last fifty years about the management of enterprises.
It is defective in the use of its assets, lacks the will to cut the areas of
low return on effort, is inefficient in communication, often heedless of public
relations factors, weak in planning, lax in control of projects, and very slow
to use modern techniques properly to improve services and management.

Since the decision making is highly centralized, and administrators
have been what the central decision makers wanted, it would have been
logical to expect that administratcf, would have been selected for adminis-
trative potential and trained appropriatdy. This is ,not what has happened.

Thus, the way is free to set up training in the management of education.
It would also be necessary that the organization of education restructured
so that management is possible! This would carry with it the kconsideration,
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by all sections of the community, both of the objectives of education and of
'the deficiencies of the present system of government-dominated and central-

ized systems of control.
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PLANNING FOR EFFECTIVE EDUCATION
FINAL REVIEW

D. A. JECKS, M.A., B.A., DIP.ED., M.A.C.E.

Senior Lecturer, University of Sydney

A paper read at the Twelfth Annual Conference of the/Australian College
of Education, Perth, 20th May 1971.

INTRODUCTION

In their General Introduction to the 1967 World Year Book of
Education, Blaug and Lauwerys state that 'It is fitting and proper to run
education systems as efficiently and economically as possible'. I suppose
that very few would disagree with the essence of this statement..

In any enterprise the effective use of resources is a first consideration.
Indeed, one of the preliminary papers I received regarding this conference

'stressed the 'importance of good planning (related to resources) and good
administration (of resources) for effective education', and foreshadowed the
1972 conference theme,as Educational Priorities in Australia. The combin-
ation of the 1972 theme with that of this conference shows how the college
is,*ttempting to highlight priorities and planning in Australian, education.
Add to this the UNESCO Conference on Educational Planning, which was
held in Canberra in September 1968, and Professor Bassett's subsequent
publication Planning in Australian Education, plus the Australia-wide Com-
monwealth Needs Survey, of which the New South Wales contribution is
currently being completed, and the importance of this general area is stressed

N even more strongly.

Planning requires the prior clarification and setting of priorities and
objectives. These must include considerations of quality as well as those of
quantity. While the provision of teachers and physical facilities for rapidly
expanding student enrolMents indicates a commendable administrative effort,
Mr. Fitzgerald has pointed out that qualitative factors are also at stake.
He noted that 'sound planning requires us to re-examine the aims, methods
and outcomes of the whole educational enterprise'. Coombs has described
the more leisurely pace of educational change prior to 1940, when relatively
simple forms of planning sufficed. At that iime, 'a planning horizon reaching
only to the next budget year was sufficient'. He has contrasted this with the
present situation and claimed that comprehensive long-term planning is
essential. Coombs also noted the point taken up by Mr. Fitzgerald, with
which I agree wholeheartedly,

Most important of all is the lesson that educational planning of the
new variety must be concerned not simply with expanding the old
education system but also with changing it.

Planning in Australian education has related mainly to the maintenance
and servicing of the existing .system. Dr. Radford observe& that 'Any form
of social organization incliding education must rejuvenate itself; be re-
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generated or change with each new generation'. Mr. Fitzgerald noted that
`if to "plan" is literally to devise a new scheme of things, we have had
little use [Or it in Australia'. :,

I believe that in seneral the state departments have planned efficiently
at the system level. Forecasts regarding enrolments, teacher supply, sites and
buildings have been made with a fair degree of accuracy, and plans to meet
these needs designed. Acceptance of these plans, and the question of what
share of state and federal resources is to be devoted to education, have been
matters for political decision. Within the system of annual budgets the main
focus has been on the short term. In Australia there has been no political
acceptance of either economic or educational planning other than as these
relate to current situations.

It would be unfortunate if we adopted a defensive position and re-
sponded only 'to changes which were forced on us. Miss Whit lam made this
point well, stating that `too often we have reluctantly caught up with
change', and concluded that 'probably we really need a transformation'.
Mr. Hayter referred both to 'crisis' and to a 'dynamic changing situation'.
However, Mr. Fitzgerald claimed that 'the community has proved loath to
believe that any "crisis" loomed in education, observing that the school
system seemed "most unlikely to collapie".' Mr. Williams noted that since
1945 the energy of top-level administritors in the state departments 'has
had to be turned increasingly outwards to regulate pressures from rapid and
critical changes in society'.

What is the import of all this? First, we must accept that decisions
regarding the clarification of objectives and priorities in Australian education
are an essential base for effective planning. Mr. Fitzgerald has claimed that
we lack any real sense of priorities. Second. while the proper concern of
front-line administrafors has been urgent attention in coping with problems--
of quantity, the quality of education in the schools and of the system
generally is a key issue. Professor Bassett has pointed out that the 'whole
planning venture is of little consequence unless it culminates in something
worthwhile happening to children'. Third we need to plan for effective
education rather than to respond defens ely to particular pressures and
crises of the moment. This is not to de y their importance and urgency;
indeed, they are a normal part of the ay-to-day administrative process.
While recognizing this, there remains 4 very propet concern for effective
long-term planning.

EDUCATIONAL PLANNING

The conference theme is 'Planning for Effective Education'. Before the
conference I expected that both 'planning' and 'effective education' would
be defined in the papers presented. This has not occurred. If the statement
of the conference theme was intended primarily as a convenient umbrella I
can understand why, my expectation was not fulfilled. Cert4ply, I can
understand why those who presented special purpose papers aid not feel
that it was their wit to focus on this definition of terms.

0
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Ay.

Before proceeding to4 discuss several matters which I feel emerged
during the conference. I shall present several definitions of planning in
the hope that these will sharpen our focus on its essential elements.

Dror has defined planning as:

the process of preparing
a set of decisions
for action in the future
directed at achieving goals
by optimal means.

Anderson and Bowman hmielpoted the key elements of Dror's definition as:..

1: orientation to the future

2. orientation to ac'tion

3. concern with deliberate endeavours.

They exclude the element of optimal means from Dror's statement and give
their definition of educational planning as:

the process of preparing
a set of decisions
for future action
pertaining to education.

Mr. Fitzgerald noted thiat 'The term planning has . . . become one of
the new in-words for education'. I agree. Not only is the word topical, it
also conveys-an important concept. In view of this, it is important that the
term planning doesn't become merely a slogan. In their report Training the
Administrator, which was published in 1963, Dr: Cunningham and Dr.
Radford pointed to the danger of the bandwagon effect which could .attend
the promotion of the study of educational administration. I suggest that
the same warning could well apply to the 'new in-word planning. The
concept doesn't need any hard sell. Rather, the primary focus ,should be
on its place in the administrative process and in education generally. Plan-
ning has relevance at all levels and shcruld be seen in this perspective.

Blaug and LauWerys have stated that 'Some educationists and adminis-
trators have . . displayed some weariness, even boredom, with the notion
of planning'. This viewpoint is quite as regrettable as any,overly enthusi-
astic hard sell. It seems to me that critics of educational planning who
base their attack on its relationship to economic planning generally, and to
manpower planning in particular, lack some balance. Miner has stated the
need for a middle ground thus..

Granted the necessity of consistency and the establishment of priori-
ties, proper assessment of education requires modification and some-
times abandonment of traditional methods of evaluation and target
setting. Too much of contemporary target setting has tried to force
educational planning into the mould of planning by fixed-coefficient-
production-function methods. On the other hand, far too many
national education programmes have abjured entirely,the techniques
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of economic planning. and employ targets set without regard to over-
all resource consistency. to internal resource or programme consist-
ency. or to the establishment of priorities- within education. There
is an urgent need for a middle ground between economic and educa-
tional planning.

In Australia. Professor Bassett has stressed the need for decisions regarding
allocation priorities in view of the fact that resources arc not unlimited.

The point of view that planning is an important element of the adminis-
trative process is well expressed in the Report 01 the Filth Commonwealth
Education Conference which was held in Canberra in February 1971. The
delegates considered that planning should not be regarded as separate from
the administrative process. They felt that planning should be regarded as
one of the administrative skills.snd not as a separate function and stressed
the need to integrate planning 'Within the administrative context.

'Planning occurs continuously in administration. Its purpose is the
preparation of a set of decisions for .future action. Without these decisions
the 'functioning .of the organization is impaired and may bc seriously dis-
rupted. A lack of planning can indicate a lack of future perspective.° Plan-
ning in the context of organizational behaviour has been widely discussed
by writers in the general field of administration, management and organiza-
tional theory for the last fifty years at least. Certainly, it is no new concept.

The focus on educational planning which has d ped in recent years
has related to the needs of the developing coun ries. It has been observed
that the developed conntries, such as the United States which exhibits little
evidence of macro-planning in its own education system. are ready to give
expert advica. as it affects the developing countries. Any slight taint of

, cynicism in this observation is regrettable. The developed countries have
most engaged in planning in times of Crisis. In view of ,the problems of the
developing countries, it is fortunate that' the developed countries have been
prepared to contribute the expertise of their personnel to help -with the
problems concerned.

OBJECTIVES

Professor Bassett has observed that 'Planning in education is a rate'l
process of bringing Means and ends inw effective relationship'i Planning is
as much the concern of the teachc, at thc ,perational level of the ilassroom
as it is of senior administrators at the syst-m and managerial levels, even
though obviously the type and content of planning will be different. He
has noted that 'If education is tu he clearly directed, educational objectives
need to be stated explicitly' at societal. system, school and classroom levels.
Discussing planning in its broadest sense he summekl up thus:

At present most stress is laid on the assessment of instructional ob-
jectives. There is an obvious need to give more attention to the assess-
ing of administrative and societal objectives, ail(' to effect a proper
balance between the three, as a good plan is expected to give due
weight to all three types of objectives and to form them into a
coherent pattern.
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During the 1969,yorld Education Fellowship lecture series which were
held in Australia. Professor Miller discussed educational objectives for the
coming decade. He argued the need for 'agreed-upon long-range goals as
reference points' and urged the clarilication of 'realistic. meaningful object-
ives'. He concluded that 'Appropriate broad objectives for Australian educa-
tion would assuredly be of real assistance in planning'.

Recently Professor Miller directed my attention to Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland to illustrate a point he was making. In the following conversa-
tion Alice is spoaking with the Cheshire Cat.

Alice . . . went on. 'Would yon tell me, please. which way I Ought
to go from liere.?'

'That depends a good deal on where you want to get to,' said the Cat.
I don't much care where said Alice.

'Then it doesn't matter which way you go,' said the Cat. \,

so long as I get somewlwre', Alice added as an explanatiori,
`Oh. you're sure to do that.' said the Cat, if only you walk long

enough.'

The question: Towhat end'?' is basic. Clarification of objectives is

necessary if planning is to have direction. In this regard it was gpcouraging
to note the discussion of objectives in various papors presented.ittlr. Brassil
refeVed to attempts being made in Melbourne, related to Catholic education,
to define problems and to clarify nells and objectives. Miss Whitlani, in
discOssing the private schools, claimed that 'Thc main advantage we have
in teachcr training is that we have an underlying philosophical conviction
regarding the nature, purpose and aims of education'. Mr. Hayter asked
four questions which are basic in setting objectives and posed a fifth question
which hc described as perhaps the 'most important, challenging and frighten-
ing of all: ;What kind of human beings do we plan to produce?' Mr.
Williams contributed an interesting discussion of Management by Objectives
and summed up that two fundamental concerns were the 'rational pursuit
of objertives' and the 'motivation and personal commitment of individuals'.
He suggested the value of the application of Management by Objectives to
education. Mr. Fitzgerald claimed that the 'General failure to set firm goals
and spell out ways of achieving them on a national scale has worked to
put our educational services under growing pressures'. He discussed the
'need to clarify some 'basic philosophical issues' before planning resource
allocation and utilization, and concluded that 'the kind of planning for
effective education we favour depends very much on our particular concept
of that goar.

Planning must rest on objectives. To say this is to state the obvious;
it needs to be said nevertheless..Vot to have any plan to reach a destination
can mean aimless meandering: remember Alice in Wonderland. It may be
relaxing 'just to travel nowhere in particular' but this attitude is indefensible
When we consider the needs of Australian education today.

Descriptions of educational practices need to be stated in relation to a
rationale and to objectives. If we become obsessed with means, we have
no adequate answer to the ,question: 'To whM end?' other than to reply
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that we are jiist doing it for the sake of doing It: in this we approach a
state of educational hedonism. Means must be closely tied to needs and
purposes.

I' TEACHERS

Teachers have considerabre freedom regarding educational programmes
and practices in school,Mr. Williams made this point welt He claimed
that supervisjon shoutnim to free tenchers"full latent power'. This reqUires
some' shift from past practice. It does not mean that teachers will be free
in any absolute sense, for accountability will not disappear. Neither does
it mean that co-ordination within the wider organizational system will not
occur. Indeed, accountability and co-ordination arc necessary components
in any organizational setting.

Mr. Williams described the 'tight supervision of teacherS' and put the
point of view that the relationship of the managerial level to the technical
or operational level of the schools should emphasize service rather than
control. In spitc of practical difficulties of changing supervisory styles 'and
relationships. it is an objective which should be pursued. The interplay of
teacher freedom and teacher accountability is a problem area which mcrits
the fullest exploration and discussion.

Mr. Williams noted that as `the aims of education are achieved through
the teacher', the teacher must be the 'principal focus of administrative
effort'. If this objective is accepted. it has significant impEcations for planning
at 'the system and managerial levels.

Supervision of teachers at school level may :well centre in helping-4*m\
to clarify operational objectives ahd to develop operational plans. A key
consideration is teacher perceptions of ends and means. Their aims and
their planning are very important. If this objective is ac( :Ned, supervision
relates to the teacher's perceptions and plans rather than to the details of
teaching performance. In practice this means less focus on the details of
content and on the prescription of method, and more on the individual '
teacher's appreciation of the relationship of ends and means and. Of his
educational planning at classroom level. Teachers need to be helped to
specify objectives and to make detailed plans in relation -to these.. In the
final analysis. an effective teacher is one who has the capacity to conceive.
plan, develop and implement an educational programme in relation to
particular oixrational objectives. '.

The trcnd towards greater teacher freedOm was discussed in : sevcral .
of the papers presented. Miss .Whitlam claimed that `We do -not take full
advantage of our freedom' and this viewpoint is probably shared by many.
Mr. Fitzgerald observed that `The trend in Australia has been to allow..

the teacher more scope for initiative' and that the `school has come to
enjoy more and more autonomy'. Mr. Williams .noted that `Teachers . . .

are seeking more influence over educational decisions.and can be expected
to continue pressing for a greater share of power:. kie suggested that in
the transformation of education during the coming decades, `the most
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efficient strategy will bc rapid professionalization of teachers' and concluded
that 'Improving the quality of education depends primarily on improving
the competencetz,and status of teachers'.

If the objective of the rapid professionalization of teachers and an
associated sharing of power is accepted, planning to this *end is urgently
required. This is not just a simple matter of 'handing over' without adequate
planning of new relationships and new proceduees. To go ahead without a
well-conceived plan could result in outcomes which neither vents, students,
teachers nor administrators anticipate or want.

Mr. Williams noted that 'Much of what is now happening in educa-
tional superision seems to be unplanned and u'nco-ordinated'. He clalmed
that principals and-teachers could be. granted a kind of autonomy :which
could quite easily lead to dispersion of effort and lower productivity'. Mr.
Williams concluded that 'the problem is to combine professional autonomy
for teachers with thi co-ordinated pursuit of educational goals'. Mr.
Fitzgerald asked 'whelher -teachers are competent to make what amounts
to final decisions on course content and methods', and 'observed that Their---
limited professional training gives much cause for doubt'. Mr. Fitzgerald
also noted the position of parents where they 'have, little recourse should
they find the ser,ice unsatisfaCtory'.

Dr. Radford also discussed this matter. He raised the problem of 'those
who deny .the authority of others but then draim it themselves over those
In no position to loppose it, or to question it, or to remov;,themselvhs
from its effects', He stressed the dariger of teachers 'setting themselves up
'as sole arbiters of what is good for dthers', a.nointed out that 'Neither
have we a right to autonomy in our rnethods urriculum, our organiza-
tion, our evaluation, whether by class, or school, or system. save by direct

,delegation., constantly renewed by those whose needs are served by our
' activities'. To plan or to proceed otherwise, he described as 'a travesty
of the true role of the professional teacher'. I do not doubt Dr. Radford's
4eliberate purpose in stating this forcefully. It is a basic issue to be con-
sidered concerning school and te,acher autonomy and freedom. as these are
always relative. To discuss absolute autonomy or absolute freedom is to
be unrealistic,

As I have already observed, accountability and co-ordination are
neces-sary components in any organizational setting. Planning regarding
teacher freedom and accountability may well be; one of the most urgent
priorities related to the organization and administration of Australian
education. There is need for full exploration and diScussion to clarify
objectives, opportunities and constraints. In spite of inherent difficulties
there is need for planning and for action. It would be regrettable if ad hoc
decisions and developments 'prevailed. Professor Hassett has commented
thus

One that is especially important is the use of zuthority to create a
stimulating environment for teachers, principals. supervisors, insP2c-

-
ors and others to work in. with ample opportunity and encouragement
for them, to keep in touCh with new ideas and new materials, and
be genuinely open to new practices. In such a situation there is

.
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the possibility of some inefficiency, and an e'ment 'if indeterminacy;
but both are probably inevitable in an enterprise involving such
complex relationships. Planning an education'al system so that pro-
fessional development is offered to all who work in it is a bold use

.Of power; but it may well prove to be the best Sway to promote
learning and teaching, and to guarantee progressive renewal of the
system. Indeed it may prove to be the only way.

It is obvious that any planning related to the educational programme
is the proper concern of the teachers who have to implemenis. it at the
operational level. Their involvement with, and their commitment to, a plan
are critical factors. Teacher perception and receptivity affects the implement-
ation of a plan quite as much, and perhaps more, than the perception,
planning and support of senior administrators. It is not too much to say
that just as change rests in a large measare with teachers, so does planning.

Teachers are the inost important resource of any educational systenti.
They represent a significant investment. Their salarip are the lafgest budget
item. The educational programme depends upon their-attitudes azid skills.
No.amount of stimulation, co-ordination or control can lift' the educational
programme above the level of teacher competence. As Mr..Williams has
aoteVthe teacher must therefore remain the principal focus of administrative
:effort'..

L'

DEVELOPMENT

I was glad to note that Mr. Hayter urged that individual teachers
should proceed 'to try out promising idea without waiting to remake, the
whole school'. One of the advantages of th'h North American school system
is their capacity to accommodate 'growing edge' teachers and to allow
'lighthouse' schoolS: Indeed, there is much greater focus on action research,
even though this may relate only to one or two teachers in a particular
school. Mass conformitf and mass change have tended to be the norm in
Australian schools.

During this conference we have had progymmes and practices described
to us such as team teaching. Sesame Street, teaching machines, independent
study, video taping. teacher aides, modular sc eduling, information retrieval,
and organizing large lecture groups .and small i ssion groupsto mention
only a selection. It is encouraging to know that there is some ferment and

. action research in Australian education. It is stimulating to know that
approaches are being examined and developed with the aim of improving
educational practice.

There should be a fair degLee of tolerancx, towards new practices and
programmes. It is todeasy to play the conservative .armchair critic. The
important consideration is that these approache,s should relate directly
to ome rea of need, that their impl entation is planned and that their
rationale is critically examined. This rings us back to the -question: `To
.vhat end.' I suggest that this qilstion can best be considered at the'
operational evel of the school and classroom, where need& and objectives
can ifid within a bounded add comprehensible unit.
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Dr. Radford noted both the need and the problem. Claiming that we
should do what we can `to _reduce present avoidable inequalities', he stated:

But to what to do, we ace, not so certain. Many of the social
action programmes that come so quickly to mind are, of course,
unproven. There are some of us who are convinced of the peed for

,such programmes, who though accepting doubts about their efficiency,
nonetheless believe that some action must be undertaken and that
noVv.

Later in his paper he observed. 'Faith may move mountains but it mst
begin by moving little more than a grain of sand'. Provided that it is based
on needs, that its rationale is consistent with these needs and that its
implementation is planned. a greater amount of action research could
help lift' Australian educational programmes.

While an approach may be unproven, it may have apprent potential
in relation to some specified need; while there may be some doubts related
to it, some action in relation to the specified need may be necessary, 'and
that now'. It is thelole of the professional teacher _to consider needs and
objectives, to plan, to decide and to act to improve educational practice.
Cyr of Columbia University, once observed that if we always waited for
the optimum moment or for the final proof, we would never make a decision
or a move in 6ur lives, even though coinmonsense indicated that decision
and action were necessary and that there were some promising avenues to
explore.

EDUCATIOT FOR ADMINISTRATION

Administration sets the conditions for teac ing and learning in the
schools. In this sense each administrator occupies a key role as his attitudes
and performance affect education profoundly. he interest of the Kellogg
Foundation in educational administration in North America resulted from
their awareness of the impact of administrative behaviour on the school.
The administrative role can relate tip adaptation and leadership. An altern-
ative is limited service and maintenance of the existing structure, but this
is a role which many Australian administrators would consider too limiting
for their personal task satisfaction.

In his book Administration and Policy Making in Education, Walton
described the administrator as the 'safe, prudent. practical man who exem-
plifies stability'. He argued that the administrator is not a determiner of
policy, but that he 'tends to conform to the established purposes of the
organization of which he is part'. The aspiring administrator should appreci-
'ate the message contained in Walton's assertion that administrators are
not remembered as administrators, but rather as professionalsacademics,
engineers, scientists or teachers. Is the administrative function so concerned
with stability and the survival of-the organization that this creates 'a sterile
passivity'? The question which Walton raises may well trouble those
Australian atIministrators who do. not dismiss the implications too lightly.

In Australia there has been no tradition related eithet to education
for administration or to qualifications in educational administration. In
1963 Dr. Cunningham and Dr. Radford observed that it was 'not uncommon
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to encounter scepticism about the possibility or need for training adminis-
trators' and noted that 'one even meets ,hostility . . . to the idea that certain
people should be assisted in learning lum to "manage" others'. Whether
the latter point relates to a stereotype or to reality I leave an open question.
Dr. Cunningham and Dr. Radford supported .the study of educational
administration and recommended possible lines of development.

Las/ year, when preparing a paper related 'to the study of educational
administraiion in Australia. I surveyed the sixteen universities and the sixteen
colleges of advanced education listed in Education .News. I. also surveyed
the six State Education Departments. I found that eight of the sixteen
universities were offering courses in4 educational administration, and that
by 1975 it was possible that twelve of these same universities would be
doing so. Two of the sixteen colleees of advanced education were offering
courses and two more .planned to do so in the near future. All of the six
State Education Departments were conducting in-servite courses. The cyverall
impression was that there had been strong growth during the 'sixties and
that this could be expected to continue into the 'seventies.

There is expanding interest in the study of educational administration.
in Australia. The issue for the coming decade may not be one of quantity;
I believe that a considerable number of students will flow to courses.
Rather the issue may be one of programme quality and relevance within
the Australian context; this is a problem which merits the fullest considerk.
tion.

Professor Walker and Mr. Thomas have discussed education for adminis-
tration. I agree with their rejection a the 'how to 'do it' approach, a
their focus on the importance of concepts derived from the social scie es.

This is not to deny the importance and relevance of practic courses.
It is to deny that there are five, or six, or seven rules or steps, which, if
applied in the given sequence, result in good morale, supervision, communi-
cation, or so on. It does highlight the point of view that an understanding
of _concepts related to authority,- power, responsibility, work satisfaction,
leaArship, informal organization, and so on, can be a valuable component
of education for administration. It is not so much an either/or choice, but
a need to place various elements in relationship.

The importance of organizational theory in illuminating the process
and context of administration, and in assisting the administrator better to
perceive and to comprehend problems and issues, should not be denied.
The 'situational nature of administration always exists, and the problem of
generalizing in applying organizational theory is soon apparent. However,
when I consider the alternative approach, I do not feel that these difficulties
should divert attention fi-om the need to base educational administration
in the social sciences. In the United Kingdom, Peston, a professor of
economics at London University, has commented thus:

Educational administration has for too king lacked- a firm founda-
tion of social science, and has proceeded on a basis of hypotheses
tested at best by common experience rather than by serious research.
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In the United States, three leading professors have commented thus:

There are those who argue that knowledge of prganizational and
administrativ theory and research is a burden raiher than a help to
the practising administrator, and those who assert that the practice
of administration must be founded dn theoretical understanding and
research 'however imperfect these may be, or it will be founded pn
myth, emotion, and unquestioned recipe.

Professor Walker and. Mr. Thomas have pointed to the need for one
or two-year programmes for non-graduate administrators. They suggested
that the colleges of advanced education and the teachers' colleges might
be able to provide these programmes. Certainly, the teaching 'of educational
administration needs to go forward on a broader base that the universities
can provide.

A major thrust in providing courses for educational administrators must
come inside the education departments. As major employers of,educational
manpower, and having interest in the professional development and com-
petence of their personnel, each department is concerned with administrative
behaviour at all levels of the system. While other organizations and
institutions may assist in educating administrative personnel, a major task
rests with each department. Professor Walker and Mr. Thomas discussed
the difficulties and weaknesses in a situation where a department is too
dominant in training its own personnel. The 'closed shop' is well known in
Australian education and there is a need to widen contacts and experiences
in every way possible. It is unfortunate that more use has not been made
of courses such as those offered by the Australian Administrative Staff
College at Mount Eliza. Dr. Cunningham and Dr. Radford recommended
this in 1963 and I pointed to the possibilities again in 1969. When compared
with business, industry and other government departments, the participation
of educators has been surprisingly small.

There are several contributions that the Australian universities can
make. Obviously there is a need to extend the research and publication
base to increase the resource materials available for the study of educational
administration in Australia. It is also important that a growing number of
good level graduates who have studied educatiOnal administration at higher
degree level come from the universities to assist in educating for adminis-

_ tration in the colleges and the state departments. The alternative will be
too heavy a reliance on personnel who are limi bd in their knowledge and
reading base.

Fortunately, the departments already employ officers who hold doctoral
and masters' degrees in educational administration. Fortunately also, the
'universities are graduating increasing numbers of higher degree students
who have completed courses in this area. For example, in March 1971 of
the 49 students at Sydney University who completed pass and honours level
Master of Education and Master of Arts degrees, 22 (or 45 p:.r cent) had
included graduate study in educational administration. Further, of the
400 students currently studying for masters' deQrees, almost 100 were
studying educational administration this year, and by the time all of these
students complete full degree requirements, we may expect that at least
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Planning is one of the processes involVed:JA is necessary.not only to plan
to make resources. vailable btit alr"to bliin to make ihese 'resources
effective. The theme 'of this conference hasd Planning, for Effective
Education: ahd this corresponds well with the above definition.

Since 1945, groWth in Australian educ'ation has necessitated substantial
administrative efforts to provide the quantity of human and material
resources required. Evidence of the scope of the problem has been, is.
and will be, constantly before us. The challenge is more than this. In
preparing sets of decisions for future action, considerations of quality as
well as of quantity arise. Planning for Effective Education is imperative;
students and teachers in schools are a proper focus, and the clarification
of objectives a primary need. I remind you. that Dr. Radford in commencing
his presidential address, deliberately began with people and placed planning
last. I conclude by reminding you of his statement that we should not forget
'that at the heart of every worthwhile policy and every effective plan stand
the persons for whose good they are intended'.
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THE USE OF MATHEMATICAL MODELS AS AN AID
TO EFFECTIVE PLANNING IN EDUCATION

H. W. S. PHILP, M.A., PH.D., F.B.PS.S., F.A.PS.S., F.A.C.E.

School of Education, Macquarie University, Sydney
AND

J. N. JOHNSTONE, B.SC., M.A.C.E.

Senior Tuthr, Macquarie,University, Sydney

Over the past ten to fifteen years, attempts have been made within
various research institutes to develop mathematical model& to help in
educational planning. Recognitiorr of the potential of models as planning
tools has grown enormously over this period. In a very brief survey during
1969 of twenty member countries, the 0.E.C.D. found 123 mathematical
planning models with a status of either 'finished' or 'in progress'and not
all educational planning models within each eonntry were listed. This
emphasis reflects a combination of faith and despairdespair in the effective-
hess of current methods of planning, and faith in the mystery and magic of
computer aided mathematks. Whether the faith is justified is a moot point:
certainly the models can do no worse than the_ by guess and by God
techniques currently employed.

The purpose of this paper is to describe the principal types of mdçKs
which are most in use; to demonstrate how they may be applied to.the
Australian situation and, to indicate the di?ection of current research.

Such models can, for purposes of discussion, be classified into three
broad groups which overlap to sofne extent. These three broad categories
are:

(a) Models related to one or more specific aspects of an education
system. We will refer to these as ad hoc' models since they are
marginally conc9rned with analysis or prediction to help in the
solution of a sPecific problem or set of problems?

(b) Models related to description, analysis and/or prediction of the
features of an entire education system or a significant part of it.
These we designate 'education system' models.

(c) Models which attempt to relate the education system to. the socio-
economic system. As a rule they are concerned with manpower
needs, both in term of numbers and skills. Our shorthand refer-
ence for them anpower related' models, or, to indicate their
coverage .hensive externally-linked' models.

The first ca
purpose and wh
particular instituti or
related goals or to assis

those which have a very specific and limited
een developed to assist planning within one

a set Of institutions with common and inter-
nning as part,of a total system (e.g., teacher

numbers). In such situation , data is eatier to collect and less complex in
scope; external influences cause less valation in forecasts than when con-
sidering a whole system oran economy.
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Gani's .1963 study is typical of efforts in this domain. He tried to
timate total enrolments in Australian universities and also the total

nu ber of rees to be awarded in the future. His task was made difficult
bec se the rapidly changing number of 'first enrolment' type students.

He begins by describing th.eneral and basic pattern of seven years
which a particular cohort could rollowthree years for a bachelor's degree
at pass level, an extra or fourth year for the honours award, a fifth year
for a master's degree and then two years for a doctorate. Gani looks at
the transition proportions between each level and the numbers repeating.
From this he develops a system of simple equations such as

oo

Sit = Qi(J)Nt-i
J-0

where Sit = 'number of students at the ith level in year t
Qi(b = proportion of the initial cohort enrolling at level i after j years

= number in initial cohort on entry j years ago.

His system of equations is easily expressed in matrix form and this
helps development as well as general expression.

Final results are calculated for a'Period of six years and compared with
the actual numbers of bachelors' degrees awarded at pass and honours
levels. The largest error is 7.2 per cent (estimated 3,876, actual 3,615) while
the smallest is 0.8 per cent (estimated 3,048, actual 3,025). Errors tended
to be those of over-estimation. To reduce these, however, the model could
be refined and .Gaui suggests that this would not be a difficult task.

There have been many attempts along similar lines in the development
of mathematical models within one particular institution. Keeney, Koenig
and Zemach (1969) deal with this feature and its accompanying advantages
M general terms. Judy (1969) describes the CAMPUS model of the University
'Of Torcknto which attempts to interrelate all aspects of that university. In
Australia, Macquarie University is one institution at present developing a
model to forecast enrolments, staff requirements and total costs.

Another example of such models with a limited perspective is provided
in the Report of the 'Scott Committee' which investigated class sizes and
teaching loads in government secondary schools in New South Wales. The
committee used a draft mathematical model to consider the various factors
influencing class size. This model we would deem 'ad hoc' because of its
focus on only one particular aspect of the education system.

The model was
C= E xK

M x T
where C = average class size

E = number of children in a form to be taught a particular subject
K = average number of qme units of instruction received by each

pupil
.M = average number of time units of scInstruction given by each

teacher
T = number of available leachers
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The model was used by, the committee to investigate which variables
could be manipulated 'in order to achieve smaller classes' (p.56). It was not
used to forecast class sizes in the future, although it.could very well have
been used for this purpose. It illustrates well both the power and the short-
comings of models of its type: for example, if total enrolments rise, then
in order to maintain class sizes constant, the alternatives are to increase (T)
the number of teachers, increase (M) the number of hours taughrby each
teacher or decrease (K),the number of hours of instructiOn for each chiJd.
It will be recalled that early in 1971, to meet just such a problem. where T
was constant and E rising, the New South Wales Department of Education
proposed first to increase M and their,' after discussion with teachers, to
decrease K. Moreover, by substituting exact values, which were known,
for C, T. E. it was relatively easy to calculate a series of possible values for
M and K.

This is the essential strength of ad hoc models: they are easy to use
and good data are usually available. The weakness is also apparent
the effects of and on other parts of the system cannot readily be seen or
measured. In this example. for instance, there is on the one hand a cost
restriction if the decision is to increase Mteachers must be. paid for extra
work and probably a building restriction also, to assume but two effects.
Similarly, a decrease in K may have an effect on output, in terms of quality.
More generally, an increase in Twith which the committee concerned
itselfhas implications for teacher education, and for the balance of univer-
sity enrolments, and these in turn have costing and building implications.

'Ad hoc' models are obviously those most commonly in use and educa-
tion ministries and departments the world over have used them for
centurieswithout, as a rule, dignifying them with the title of 'model'. Their
severe limitations have been too apparent to us all. not least to those who
use them, and it is largely for this reason that the impetus has been given
to the investigation of models of broader scope. Further stimulus has been
given by the relative success of econometric models' for the analysis,
deseription and prediction of the economic system.

The second category of models are those restricted to the education
sector. Thee offer a complete, description of the education sector by en-
compassing all levels of education as well as the many different facets,
e.g., student stocks and flows, teacher supply, costs, building requirements
and so on.

It is in this area that most develop
work has been quite promising, but
the descriptive success that some of

The work has almost ex
main approach is to

ent has taken place. Some. of the
far no model ha achieved even

econ etric models have.

ively foll
enrol

one of two approaches. The
s by focussing on the proportions

I See, for example, model for Gross State Product by L'Esperance, Neste! and
Fromm (1969 ) o t e model describing the U.S. Textile Industry by Naylor, ,

Wallace and Sasser (1967).
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of students flowing from one level of education to the next. The other
approach is based on trends of the total numbers of students enrolled at
each level, year by year.

Perhaps the most promising amongst these education sector models is
the Markov chain model. Thonstad (1969), for example, used such a model
on the Norwegiart system.

The theory underly rig the model is as follows:

Cu C12
Let C = C21 C22

Cmi Cm2

C12

c2.

cmn

be a matrix of transition proportions where

= proportion of students moving front grade i to grade j
one time period.

This is riot an alternative formulation of an age-grade table. The C matrix
focusses on the proportions who move to (or remain in) various grades
rather than on the stocks of students who art enrolled in those grades.

Now probability theory shows that if this C matrix is raised to the nth
power, i.e. Cn, then the general element Cu(n) represents tile proportion of
students moving from grade i to grade j in n time periods (i.e. n years).

6)
With a modification to allow forecasting of enrolments, this Markov

chain model was applied to N.S.W. Government Primary schools for the
period 1947-1961. Two estimates of transition proportions had to be cal-
culated because N.S.W. data concerning flows Is not available.

The first Sethodto be termed method Acalculates the proportion
by taking the average number of students in a given grade in one year as
a ratio of the students in the next lower grade in the previous year.

Ob.

The second methodmethod Bis more complex. It takes a cohort
of pupils in a given grade .and looks at their age distribution. At the same
time, it examines the age distribution of children who are one year older
than those in that grade over all grades but in the following year. Comparing
these two distributions, a transition proportion can be estimated by cal-
culating the number of pupils of various ages who' move from grade to
gradeor who repeat.

Two matrices will now be presented. Both apply to boys for grades
1 to 6. They are referred to by the letter appropriate to their method of
calculation.
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Transition Matrix for Primary BoysMethod A 1.
l

0 .8394 0 0 0 0

0 0 .9805 0 0 , 0

0 0 0 .9928 0 0

0 0 0 0 .9865 0

0 0 0 0 0 .9858

0 0 0 0 0 0

Transition Matrix for Primary BoysMethod B

.2377 .7593 0 0 0 0
0 .0858 .8929 0 0 0
0 0 .0792 .9175 0 0

0 0 0 .0672 .9234 0

0 0 0 . 0 .0674 .9144
0 0 0 0 0 .0866

,

Diagrams 1 ana 2 on the following pages are included to show the
comparisons between the two estimates and the actual enrolments for grades
2 and 6 resPectively.

oftrumt hUOV Primary Enrolments-grade2 boys
-1947

Astdal enrolments.
Enrolment. ham transition
pmpanions calculated by
method A.o-o. Ern:Anent. born mineltion
proportions calculeted by
method Et

HU UM 1111$ *V OM WM 154 *V SU SU 1116 UM
WAR
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1:0agnin 2. USW. Primary Ent* limits-grade 6 boys
-1947-1961

0
1147 INS 111411 WO 1I 62 3 UN MS

YEAR

111.---111 Actual enrolments.
&raiment . horn transition
proportiogia cattsbmod by
mothod A.
Emolmertts *on tramition
proportions cakullbtbd by
method 11.

067 NU IN 1010 1N1

Two features stand out in each of 'these diagrams.
4.

, Firstly there is reasonable agreement between the two sets of forecasts
and the actual enrolments. The actual-forecast agreement is promising but
the forecast A-forecast B atreement is somewhat su'rprisingespzcially con-
sidering the differences in the two transition matrices above. On analysis
(see Johnstone, 1971), it%ppears as if the data, rather than the method are
working to achieve this agreement. A ,similar result would probably not
have been obtained if total enrolments in consecutive grades were rather
more unequal than they are in N.S.W. Government Primary- schools.

Secondly, the predicted values are 'higher than the actual values for
the first half of the time periods 'and lower for the second half. This. is

e.s and it does appear that the promotion rates from which the averages
auth the values in the transition matrices are based on average yearly

in the matrices were calculated are increasing. However, this trend cannot
be positively identified: nor, if it could have been identified, could it be
properly iriporporated into the Markov Chain Model.

eti ,Mod of this kInd can be useful to educational administrators in
planning e development of their systems within given financial restrictions
and kno n social demands. However, from a broader perspective, they
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do not enable the government in general to plan social and economic develop-
ment in terms of the production of manpower with the appropriate range
of skills and knowledge and in the desired proportions. For this reason
attempts have been made to produc.; models.which have this all-encompass;
ing aim. These models comprise the third categorythe 'comprehensive
externally-linked models'. They attempt to link economic planning 'with both
manpower planning for the total workforce and plannine in the education
sector. Through this total coverage, their developers hope to account for
the inter-relatedness which necessarily binds these sectors together in reality.

One suchodel is the Tinbereen-Bos-Correa model. The .priginal model
was developed by Professor Jan Tinb_!reen and Hector Co ea in -1962 at
the Netherlands School of Economics (see Correa and Tinbrt1n, 1962). It
was later modified by Tinbereen and Hendricus C. Bos, a Rese rch Fellow
at the School (see OECD. I965L Applications of the model fhave so far
been madob to Greece. Spaiit and Turkey (see OECD. 1965) nd to Italy
(Correa. 1969).

The model is basically of the input-output type. It aggregates all
economic activity together. It encompasses the educational stetor through
considering both second level and third level education as seaate entities:.
primary education, because it is assumed to be the only,.compulsory educa--
ion, is not included. Direct relationships are assumed by the model between

total future volume of production in a country and the number of
--persons with seconthand third level education in the workforce. From' the

educational viewpoint, the importance of the model lies- in how well it
predicts enrolments in second and third level education.

The model consists of six linear, non-regression type equations. There
is one exogenous' variable and six endogenou8' variat4es. The exogenous
variable is the total aggregated production and is represented by the symbol
v.

The endogenous variables= are:

n2 number of students in second level education
n3 number of students in third level education
N2 the total number of people in the workforce with second,

level education
the total number of people in the workforce with third level
education

m= those who entered the second level workforce within the
present time period

m3 those who entered the third level workforce within- the ,

present time period

lAn exogenous variable is one whose behaviour is not influenced hy the model
being discussed. Its behaviour can be regarded as having an independent influence on'
the model.
An endogenous' variable is one wkose behavispur is being explained by the model.
This explanation may be in term of a combination of exogenous variables and
other variables endogenous to the model.

2The superscripts arc not powers but educational level indices.
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The first equation of the model impbses the restrictiog that people with
no more than second level education can be used exclusively.for production
work. It also requires that this Iabour force must develop proportionately
with the volume of production in the corresponding time period.

Symbolically the equation is expressed:

N2, = y2v, (1)
(y2 is a multiplicative constant; t refers to the time period t)

The -second equation is

N2, = (1 A2)N2,-, + m2, (2)

And the third equet is

N3, = (1 A3)N3t-1 1112; (3)
(X2, and A3 are attrition rates for the second and third levet work forces
respectively)

These two equations show that the number in either the second or the
third level workforce is equal to the number in that force in the previous,
time period, corrected for attrition, plus those who have. joined .,the force
during the present time period.

The labour force which has been added is summarized by the fourth
equation:

= n2t_i n3t

This shows that dthse who enter the second level workforce during this
perioi:1 (t) are those who were in second level education ...rjuring the last'time
period but who did nbt proceed to third level education.

(4)

The fifth equation of the model is:

m3, = n3,-1 (5,)

. .

and this simply expresses the observation that those who enter the third
level workforce during the present time period were all third level education
students in the previous time period.

The final equation relates to the third level workforce:

= 7./.2n2, 7,4113,

(y1 is a multiplicative constant)

The number in this force is proportionalto both the total national produc-
tion as well as to those active in both second and third level education (ir2 and
rra are teacher-pupil ritios).

Apart from the obvious advantage of providing a framework for inter-
relating, education system, the workforce and economic growth, this model
has two principal advantages.

(6)
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Firstly, the Tinbergen model allows provision for .the very necessary
fime. lags. During these, graduations from 'either the second or third level
of the education system can accumulate. For exaMple, increases in the third
level workforce must await increased enrolment in third level education which
in turn ,depends heavily on increases in second level enrolments. Hence the
model reproduces the hierarchy of reality and does not allow possible external
forces (for example transition from one workforce to another) to influence
Or dominate the natuial flow.

Secondly, the/model permits the simultaneous calculation of enrolments
at each level as well as the numbe?' of teachers needed at that 19tel during
the same time pei-iod.. This is a particularly significant advaniage. Sqme
models !for example, determine the enrolments required for necessary
development during a particular period independently of the teacher numbers.

,.Then, when teacher numbers are calculated, these increase the calculated
enrolments during the previous period .and so the calculations must be
altered.

However, as would be expected with such a simple structure, this
model has several disadvantagesquite apart from the over-simplification
inherent in its basic fortn.

The main problem stems from the assumPtion of the direct and sig-
nificant relaonship between the volume of national producLon (or the level
of national Income) and the educational structure of the labour force.
Education-otitput ratios are far from stable "and this in itself raises- a
difficulty. Causality ir-not implied between the two factorssimply a rela-
tionship. But the model assumes that thp education ,structure affects the
Volume of production whereas, in actual fact, the situation could quite
easily be the reverse.

A gecond problem is- that the societal demand for increased educationa4 l
opportunity is not provided for. The only criteria for enrolment is that deter-
mined by 'the economic needs Of the country, during that particular time,
period. Although societal demands cannot b.!, ignored by the planner, the
Tinbergen model prevents such a provision,bzing made. Only the sufficient
numbers necessary to attain the desired rate of economic growth are allowed
to enrol.

A third problem is that the model does not 'differentiate type of educa-
tiOn neededsimply the level. At the third level' for example, it does not
separate technical education from teacher education, nor the training, of
engineers from thp training of scientists. Obviously- type of education is
a very real.factor to consider in determining Ature economic growth. A
surplus ill one field add a deficit in another ,,,Vithin the same level .can be jus
as damaging_ as a gross imbalance bnween the second and third level work
forces.

The Tintvrgen model sill now be applied to Australia dur6Ing the period
4954 to 1966. This involves both the calculation of the values the endogenous
variables should have taken in 1954 ih order to attain a given rate. of
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,

economic grfly) as miell as wil'at their values should twe been 1 ubsequed
..

time 'pzriod44. 966. It is assumed that-ail variables, will 'grow so ,alto'
be parallel 10 othe accordipgao

Z ----4,0 $
(7)

A

Vihere any of he Variables inthe model7Ti
ft desired rate of economic growthin one time period

The length of the time "periods will be taken as four years. During oniod,
according to, Tinbergen, all those individuals who are in jwr n'
move to their next state.

The folling definitions are necessary for this a
Third level workforce (N") : all those in the wor o hold "uni-

. versity degrees plus te ers at the pri-
mary and secondary levels and at nhiver:
sities

Second level- viork : ,NyOrkers not included at the third level

Third level edlIcati
.

: full ime undergraduate studentst

econd le.Vel education (n2) se ondary education . ivot:

"the"desired fate of economic gr th will be taken as 19 per cent per
four-yeaispriod. Australia in .fact just exceeded this growth rate over' the

cOnsidered.

:cT1ie f1us chosen for the coefficients are:

1C-1= ir2 -7-- Q.05 -y2 0.641

= 0.056 rtir3 0.11 -= 0.011

ty,:sebstituting these vaities into equation's 1 to the. followin initial
c6nOitions are forind:.

NO .=064Iv0 ; NO3 = 0.0198v0 ; n0 2 = 0.0049v0 ;

; m03= 0.0041v0

Each variabl.e is now expressed in terms of the 1954 'Gros's National
Product (i.e. vt for t = 3, 1954). The valueS they should now. take in the initial
time period if a balanced growth path is to be attained can new be calculated.
Subsequen4alnes are calculated by letting I/ = 1.19 in equation 7 and apply-

. ing that eqtliStion to each of the initial conditions. The values fciçte firstaree
time periods are given in table 1.

tAlmost all other university students would be included in the worldorce statistics.
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TABLE 1. The basic Tinbergen model / balanced tort h.

Variable 1954 1958 162 196

Actual Esiimated Estimated Estimated
11

ACtUal. Estimated

5586.0 5586.0 6647.3 7910.3 8.0 9413..3

N2 3582.9 3580.6 4260.9 5070.5 74.2 6033.0

113 i19.1 110.6 113.6 156.6 181.8 186.4

328.9 913.3 1086.8 1293.3 .400.8 1539.1

21.2 27.4 32.6 38.8 56.0 46.2

m2

m3

n.a.

na.

740.1

22.9

. 880.7

27.3

1048.1"kt

32.4

n.a.,

n.a.

1247.2

38.6

n.a. = dot available
S.

iG.N.P. in millions of £ (1959-60 prices); population n 000s

v-Vernen Report, p.465; 1968 Yearbook of the Commonwealth
of Australia

N2, N"-calcuteted from 1954. 1966 Census Reports

n2-Schools, 1954, 1966

n"-Vnivcrsity Statistics 1954. 1966.

A number of features are to be noted from this- table: Firstly. the
-- initial' conditions have not been met. There web-e many more_ workers in

the third level workforCe than wcrc required anTless than half the de-ssiable
number of second level school enrolments. From the actual 1954 xfalues, and
givegaconstant, conditions. Tinbergen would not consider it- possible to
achi4lrif a 19.per cent growth over 'consecutive four-year periods.

these ,dscrePancits aie magnified in, the third time period-1966. The
four comparably astimiited valuc.,s ip that period ar&very different from their
actual counterpart--Only the' thirdievel Wordiforee showed a closvpproxi:-"
mation to. its actpal -value. floweVe. the number in the second levet force
was° very different from the, calculated number. This would be atributable to
increased productivity et, w(2rkerst, especially .at the seCond level. (See for
exam'ple. the VerjpAeport. p.548.) Thexe are similar di;crepancies in the
education systènf imated enrolments in the secondary schools reached
impossible value re Were only 1.063.554 children aged 12-ft in 1966.

401--lowever. with.thir level education the reverse occurred with much smaller'
enrolments being, e'stimated than actually were oti3ervcd.

The' table demonstrates that it is, the manpower stocks and not. the
education system which is of central importance to the Tinbcrgen.model. The
constancy assumption underlying, the technical coeffitients intiniately ties
'together the G.N.P. and the -manpower slocks..Hendlikr the economy to
expand 'at'a given rate, the stock Of manpower must manifest a parallel growth.
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The source of new manpower to fill both the number of new positions and to
replace those workers who die Or retire during the time period must come from
the education syStem. So the number of cnrolrnents in one time period is auto-
matically determined by the size of the work force in the next period, and this
isajuabvious2dhsense. This is 4ot the direction in which the emphasis should
lieparticulary if education is a universal goal or if education is viewed as a
consumption and not only as an investment. This focus of the model is shown
very clearly when, for example, N3, and n3t are compared with N3t.1 (for any
t = 0, 1, 2).

The alternative formulation Tinbergen could have used was to focus
upon the education sector and determine from there the likely number of
entrants to the Obrkforce. He could then estimate the likely rate of economic
growth.

attempt to obtain better estimates of the initial values from the
Tinbergen !node!, two modifications were made. Firstly. the model .was com-
plicated so as to allow drop-out from the education system before gradu-
ation; secondly. the time period for each cycle was shortened from 'four

.}1ars.to one year. The results of both modifications are presented in table 2.

TetistAk2. Initial (1954) condiVis for the modified model.
N,

Basic Model modified Modell withVoriohle A ctual model so allow- dropout one-year period
7!

°-

4

v 584-:0 5586.0 5586.0 5586.0
N2 3582.9 3580.6 3580.6 3580.6

N3

n2

119.1

328.9

110.6

913.3

135.2 ,

1-363.5

-_. 107.8

86310

n3 21.2 27.4 55.9 36.9

m2 n.a. 740: I 740.1 l98.9'.

Clearly these modifications do not allow the Tinbergenioodel .tc fit
1954 data for Attitralia in a way which would indicate a futult growth rate
of approximately 4.4 per cent per annum.. But as this growth ra-te was
achieyed, the validity of the model must IteserioVy questioned. Similat
objections maY be shown to' bc relevant to all modelof this character so
far developed.

It is clear, both from our analysis anci from these conducted overseas
that mathematical models have great potential value.for educational plan- 40,
ning: it is equally clear fhat none of thegemstrfai,devoloped, with the possible
exception of some of the small scale. specific futOogboodels has real use

1,11in Australian conditions. On the other hand the data gathered lie. although
far from perfect and not always effectively collated,, are to a great extent
more comprehente and moFe reliable than the data -which have been used
overseas. 7
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The work we have so far completed at Macquarie has trAded to demon-
strate the weaknesses of current models. Research is in progress on two new
approaches. l'he first s oin the Tinbergeh-Bos-Correa tradition: it is concerned
with education and manpower. The second is closer to the Thonstad type
in Rs intenti,)n: it attempts to find a series of relationships which will
pormit the analysis. description and prediction of the total education system
or significapt.:-.,seliOns of it..41 thd first case the approach is throughipear
programming;:inthe'..;'seCond .it is through regression theory,.

At thistage 'it is.too early to 'forecast success, but we are convinced
that given the complexity of modern education systems and th,.. ey;:n greater,
complexity of the .relationship of ,edtication to the socio-econOtnic.. system.
the effort must be made. Ad hoc planning, like ad hoc Models. 'does"no
setie us well:-we need a .comprehensive plan for educationwe hope 'that .
a crnprehensive modeNan be developed which will assist, in this planning.
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